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PREFACE.

Many years have elapsed since the production of a former Work, under the title of Observations on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening; during which, the Author's attention has been called to such variety of subjects, such interesting Scenery, and such novelty of expedients, that a second volume under the former title might have been expected; (the whole of two editions of that Work are entirely sold, and the volume is become very scarce). The contents of the present Volume, which appears under a new title, will be found neither to be a continuation nor a contradiction of the former Observations; but, from the subject's being elucidated by new and more beautiful examples, the Author's former principles in the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening will be confirmed.

The following Fragments having been selected from more than four hundred different Reports in MS. an occasional repetition of the same remark will unavoidably, though not frequently, occur; and for this it is hoped, that the variety and beauty of the subjects may compensate, by giving new and more striking examples and elucidations.

The Art of Landscape Gardening (which more peculiarly belongs to this country) is the only Art which every one professes to understand, and even to practise, without having studied its Rudiments. No man supposes he can paint a Landscape, or play on an instrument, without some knowledge of Painting and Music; but every one thinks himself competent to lay out grounds, and sometimes to plan a House for himself, or to criticise on what
others propose, without having bestowed a thought on the first principles of Landscape Gardening or Architecture.

That these two Sister Arts are, and must be inseparable, is obvious from the following consideration. The most beautiful scenes in Nature may surprise at first sight, or delight for a time, but they cannot long be interesting, unless made habitable; therefore, the whole Art of Landscape Gardening may properly be defined, *The pleasing combination of Art and Nature adapted to the use of Man.*

During the last ten years, the Art of Landscape Gardening, in common with all other Arts which depend on Peace and Patronage, has felt the influence of War and War Taxes, which operate both on the means and the inclination to cultivate the Arts of Peace; these have languished under the impoverishment of the Country, while the sudden acquirement of Riches by individuals has diverted Wealth into new channels; men are solicitous to increase property rather than to enjoy it; they endeavour to improve the Value rather than the Beauty of their newly purchased Estates. The Country Gentleman, in the last century, took more delight in the sports of the field, than in the profits of the Farm; his pleasure was to enjoy in peace the venerable home of his ancestors; but the necessity of living in Camps, and the habit of living in Lodgings or Watering-places, have of late totally changed his character and pursuits; and at the same time, perhaps, tended to alienate half the ancient Landed Property of the Country.

It is not therefore to be wondered at, that the Art of Landscape Gardening should have slowly and gradually declined. Whether the influence of returning Peace may revive its energies, or whether it is hereafter to be classed among the "Artes perditae," the Author hopes its memory may be preserved a little longer in the following pages.
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FRAGMENT I.

ON

RURAL ARCHITECTURE.

Notwithstanding the numerous volumes on Grecian Architecture from the days of Vitruvius to the present time, to which may be added all that have appeared within the last century on the subject of Gothic Antiquities: little or no notice has been taken of the relative effects of the two styles, compared with each other; nor even of those leading principles by which they are to be distinguished, characterised, and appropriated to the scenery of nature. It would seem as if the whole science of Grecian Architecture consisted in the five orders of columns, and that of Gothic in pointed arches and notched battlements.

To explain this subject more clearly, and bring it before the eye more distinctly, I will refer to the following Plate,
containing three different characters of Elevations, supposing each made applicable to a house of moderate size, not exceeding a front of sixty feet, consisting of three stories, with five windows in a line. This is first represented quite plain, as at A, and afterwards with the surface broken by horizontal lines, as at B, and by vertical or perpendicular lines, as at C. We may observe, that without introducing any order of columns, or any pointed arches, the eye seems at once to class the former with the Grecian, and the latter with the Gothic character; and this is the consequence merely of the contrasted horizontal and perpendicular lines.

Let us now proceed one step farther: we must suppose the same building to be taken from the hands of the mere joiner and house carpenter, and committed to the architect to be finished, either in the Grecian or the Gothic style.

For the former, recourse is had to the best specimens and proportions of columns, pilasters, entablatures, pediments, &c. represented in books of architecture, or copied from remains of ancient fragments in Greece or Italy: but, unfortunately, these all relate to temples or public edifices, and consequently, to make the dwelling habitable in this climate, modern sash windows must be added to these sacred forms of remote antiquity. Thus some Grecian or Roman temple is surprised to find itself transported from the banks of the Ilissus or the Tiber, to the shores of the Thames, or to the tame margin of a modern stagnant sheet of water.

If the Gothic character be preferred, the architect must
seek for his models among the fragments of his own country: but again, unfortunately, instead of houses, he can only have recourse to castles, cathedrals, abbies, and colleges; many of which have been so mutilated and disfigured by modern repairs, by converting castles into palaces, and changing convents into dwelling houses, that pointed arches and battlements have become the leading features of modern Gothic buildings. The detail of parts is studied, but the character of the whole is overlooked. No attention is given to that bold and irregular outline, which constitutes the real basis and beauty of the Gothic character; where, instead of one uniform line of roof and front, some parts project, and others recede: but wherever the roof is visible over the battlements, it seems as if it rose to proclaim the triumph of art over science, or carpentry over architecture. The elevation D represents one of these spruce villas, surrounded by spruce firs, attended by Lombardy poplars, profusely scattered over the face of the country. That at F may be supposed the fragment of some ancient castle or manor-house, repaired and restored, to make it habitable; and that at E is something betwixt the two, which will be further noticed.

The remaining part of this subject more peculiarly belongs to the Landscape Gardener, whose province it is to consider the effect of Nature and Art combined: let us examine the two different styles in the two Landscapes in the next Plate.

In the quiet, calm and beautiful scenery of a tame country, the elegant forms of Grecian art are surely more grateful and
appropriate than a ruder and severer style; but, on the contrary, there are some wild and romantic situations, whose rocks and dashing mountain-streams, or deep umbrageous dells, would seem to harmonize with the proud Baronial Tower or Mitred Abbey, "embosom'd high in tufted trees," as tending to associate the character of the building with that of its native accompaniment.

The outline of a building is never so well seen as when in shadow, and opposed to a brilliant sky; or when it is reflected on the surface of a pool: then the great difference betwixt the Grecian and Gothic character is more peculiarly striking.
The elevations in the first Plate will serve to elucidate some remarks on Architecture, not to be expected in treatises which relate merely to the five orders, and their symmetrical arrangement. Such works give a very inadequate idea of that art which teaches to adapt the habitation of man to rural scenery, uniting convenience with beauty, and utility with ornament. The houses A, B, and C, represent that sort of plain front which may be extended to any length, even till it reaches the dimensions of a barrack or an hospital. But in all such fronts, a certain degree of symmetry is deemed essential; and therefore we expect to see the door in the centre of the building. This arrangement, in small houses, tends to destroy interior comfort, by dividing from each other those principal rooms which a family is now supposed to occupy.

If the principal rooms command a south-east aspect (which is doubtless the most desirable), the entrance in the centre, with a hall or vestibule, destroys that uniformity of temperament, so obviously useful to the comfort of an English dwelling; and therefore, in at least one half of the houses submitted to my opinion, I have found it necessary to change the hall into a saloon, or the vestibule into an anti-room; making the entrance
either in the side, or at the back of the house, and converting the lawn to the south into pleasure ground or flower garden, or a broad terrace dressed with flowers. This of course makes a total change in the arrangement of all those appendages, in which the comfort of houses in the country differs so much from those in a town: in the latter, the offices of every description are under ground; and the various court-yards, &c. for which there is no space (as in the country), must be provided for in areas and cellars under the street.

If the centre of a building be marked by a portico, or such a visible entrance as invites the stranger to approach it, some impediment or obstruction becomes necessary to counteract the habitual respect for symmetry, and prevent our inclination to drive up to a door, which is no longer the principal entrance; and this requires a fence, to indicate that it is the garden front, and not the entrance front.

As this is a subject which will be explained farther, I shall for the present only mention, that the hint at D and F describes the different styles of Fences requisite for Grecian and Gothic Mansions.
FENCE NEAR THE HOUSE

Published by J. F. Raper, 1850
FRAGMENT III.

ON

FENCES NEAR THE HOUSE.

If there be any part of my practice liable to the accusation of often advising the same thing at different places, it will be true in all that relates to my partiality for a *Terrace* as a fence near the house. Twenty years have, at length, by degrees accomplished that line of demarkation betwixt art and nature, which I have found so much difficulty in establishing, viz. a visible and decided fence betwixt the mown pleasure-ground and the pastured lawn; betwixt the garden and the park; betwixt the ground allotted to the pleasure of man, and that to the use of cattle. So many different modes of producing the same effect may be suggested, that I shall hope to be useful in describing some of them.

First, where the ground falls from the house in an inclined plane, the distance of the fence can only be ascertained by actual experiment on the spot, and of course, the steeper the descent the nearer or the lower must be the terrace wall.

The eye sees the ground over the fence at A, but if carried to B, all view of the ground will be lost.
If the ground be flat, as at C, or rises from the house, as at D,

the fence will admit of being placed much farther from the house, without obstructing the view of the lawn.* The necessity of a fence to protect the house from cattle seems to have been doubted by the followers of Brown, who generally used the Ha! Ha! supposing that the fence ought to be invisible. On the contrary, it cannot surely be disputed, that some fence should actually exist between a garden and a pasture; for if it is invisible, we must either suppose cattle to be admitted into a garden, or flowers planted in a field; both equally absurd.

There is no fence more garden-like than that with an open trellis. But if the house be architecturally Grecian, and the terrace at no great distance, there is no fence so beautiful and proper as an open balustrade (like that at Lord Foley’s at Witley Court, Worcestershire). And even if the house be Gothic, an open balustrade may be suited to it; of which an instance will be subjoined under the Fragment concerning Cobham.

* In some cases the ground may be sunk near the wall, which should be two or three feet high, with an open fence of two or three feet, or more, if it be a fence against deer. But in Gothic buildings the wall may be much higher, and the fence on the top may be wholly omitted.
In speaking of Ballustrades, I cannot omit some remarks on the use to be made of them in different situations; such as a defence for a platform, or the parapet of a roof: the latter should be of stone, but the former may, in many cases, be an iron-railing; and in the parapets of bridges, the dimensions ought to relate to those of man, rather than to that of the building.*

A magnificent Palace ought not (like many that might be mentioned) to stand in a grass field, exposed to cattle, which are apt to take shelter near the building, and even to enter it, where there is no fence to prevent them; but a terrace or ballustrade marks the line of separation. The inside of the inclosure may be decorated with flowers; and we feel a degree of security for them and for ourselves, by knowing that there is a sufficient fence to protect both. This, which I consider a very important part of my own practice, with regard to the fence near a house, will be found elucidated by many of the sketches relating to other matter, in the course of these Fragments.

* It has often occurred to me, in walking along Westminster Bridge, that this has not been sufficiently attended to. The large lofty Ballustrade is so managed, that the swelling of each heavy balluster exactly ranges with the eye of a foot passenger; and from a carriage, the top of the ballustrade almost entirely obstructs the view of the river. Thus one of the finest rivers in Europe is hid, for the sake of preserving some imaginary proportion in Architecture, relating to its form or entablature, but not applicable to its uses as a defence for safety, without impeding the view. If it be urged that we should judge of it from the water, we should consider that this bridge is seen by an hundred persons from the land to one from the water. By the aid of an open upright iron fence, the most interesting view of the river might be obtained, with equal safety to the spectator. I have sometimes seen a drive or walk brought to the edge of a precipice, without any adequate fence; but good taste, as well as good sense, requires to be satisfied that there is no danger in the beauties we behold. We do not caress the speckled snake or spotted panther, however we may admire them.
FRAGMENT IV.

CONCERNING COBHAM.

Whether we consider its extent, its magnificence, or its comfort, there are few places which can vie with Cobham, in Kent, the seat of the Earl of Darnley; and none which I can mention, where so much has been done, both to the house and grounds, under my direction, for so long a series of years: yet, as the general principles in the improvements originated in the good taste of its noble Proprietor, they may be referred to without incurring the imputation of vanity.

It is now twenty-five years since I first visited Cobham, where a large and splendid Palace, of the date of Queen Elizabeth, formed the three sides of a quadrangle, the fourth side being open to the west. The centre building had been altered by Inigo Jones, who had added four pilastres, without any attention to the original style, and without extending his improvements to the two long sides of the quadrangle.

The interior of this mansion, like that of most old houses, however adapted to the customs and manners of the times in which they were built, was cold and comfortless, compared with modern houses. A large hall, anciently used as the dining-room, occupied more than half the centre; and the rest belonged
to the buttery and offices, in the manner still preserved in old colleges. The two wings contained rooms inaccessible, but by passing through one to the other; and the two opposite sides were so disjoined by the central hall, that each was entered by a separate porch.

The great hall at Cobham has been converted into a music-room of fifty feet by thirty-six, and thirty feet high; and is one of the most splendid and costly in the kingdom. The rest of the central building forms the library, or general living room; which, instead of looking into an entrance-court, as formerly; now looks into a flower garden, enriched with marble statues and a fountain, forming an appropriate frame or foreground to the landscape of the park. The entrance has been removed to the north front, under an archway, or Porte Cochère, over which a walk from the level of the picture gallery (which is upstairs) crosses the road, in the manner described by the annexed sketch, representing the north front, as it has been restored to its original character. In this view is also the bastion, by which the terrace-walk terminates with a view into the park. But no drawing can describe the change made in the comfort of the place, since the improvements were first planned, and which, by the help of the map, may be rendered more intelligible.

This venerable pile is situated in a valley in the middle of a large park, and was formerly exposed to the cattle on every side, except towards the east, where a large walled garden intervened. The operations were begun by enveloping the whole of the premises in plantations, shrubberies, or gardens;
and these, after the growth of twenty-five years, have totally changed the character of the place. The house is no longer a huge pile, standing naked on a vast grazing ground: its walls are enriched with roses and jasmines; its apartments are perfumed with odours from flowers surrounding it on every side: and the animals which enliven the landscape are not admitted as an annoyance. All around is neatness, elegance, and comfort; while the views of the park are improved by the rich foreground, over which they are seen from the terraces in the garden, or the elevated situation of the apartments.

On the whole, Cobham furnishes a striking example of artificial arrangement for convenience in the grounds, immediately adjoining the house, contributing to the natural advantages of its situation and scenery, and enriched by the most luxuriant foliage and verdure. The home views give a perfect idea of what a park ought to be, without affecting to be a forest; for although its extent of domain might warrant such character, there is a natural amenity in the face of the country, that is more beautiful than romantic, more habitable than wild; and though in the valleys the view is not enlivened by water, which in a chalk soil is not to be expected, yet from the elevated points of the park the two most important rivers of England, the Thames and Medway, form part of the distant prospect.
A the Entrance Court, now a Flower Garden, over which the Park is seen from the Music Room, Library, Dining-rooms, Hall, &c. By two wings a quadrangle is formed about 200 feet on each side; that to the South contains the Family and Private Apartments; that to the North, the Dining-room, Chapel, and State Bed below stairs, and over them the Picture Gallery on the level of the Terrace Garden.—B the Court of Offices.—C Stables.—D Melon and Forcing Garden.—E Trellis Garden.—F Irregular Modern Flower Garden.—G Fruit and Kitchen Garden.—H Menagerie.—I Regular Antique Terrace Garden.—K Private Garden, over which the Park is seen from the Private Apartments raised on a Terrace.—L Soutterein Walk passing under the back road. M the present Entrance by an arched Porte Cochere, over which the Walk passes to the Terrace Garden.—N the Direction of principal Approach from whence the View is taken. O the direction of the back road crossing the Soutterein.—S S Shrubbery and Plantations surrounding the whole, and placing it in a Garden.
FRAGMENT V.

ON

DATES OF BUILDINGS.

A cottage or Keeper's House was deemed necessary at Aspley Wood, about three miles from Woburn Abbey. The Duke of Bedford (to whom I am indebted for numerous opportunities of displaying his good Taste) one day observed, that out of the numerous Cottages called Gothic, which everywhere present themselves near the high roads, he had never seen one which did not betray its modern character and recent date. At the same time his Grace expressed a desire to have a Cottage of the style and date of buildings prior to the reign of Henry VIII, of which only some imperfect fragments now remain.

Adjoining to this building, an attempt has been made to assimilate a garden to the same character, and the annexed Plate will furnish an example of both.

A communication of some curious specimens of Timber-houses was made to the Society of Antiquaries in 1810, which was ordered to be engraved and printed for the Archaeologia. But this building does more than any drawing, to exemplify many of the parts which have been thus rescued from the effects of time.

To admirers of genuine Gothic forms, the following Note
may prove acceptable, as shewing the authorities for all the detail of this Cottage.*

*Note by J. A. R.* This Cottage serves as a specimen of the Timber houses which prevailed in England from about the year 1450 to 1550; that is, from the reign of Henry VI to that of Henry VIII. As few buildings of this date remain entire, and every year reduces their number, the general plan of this Cottage is not copied from any individual specimen, but the parts are taken from the most perfect fragments of the kind, some of which have since been destroyed. The hint of the lower story, being of stone, is taken from a building near Eltham Palace; except that the windows are here executed in oak instead of stone. In some buildings, both of brick and of stone, it is not uncommon to see oak windows used, as at Wolterton Manor House, East Barsham, Norfolk, and at Carlow Priory near Norwich. Stone and brick corbels, supporting beams, may be found at Lynn Regis and at Ely. The brick-nogging between the timbers is copied from a curious Timber-house in Lynn Regis, built by Walter Conys in the reign of Henry VI or Edward IV. The hint of the upright timbers being ornamented with small arches (over the centre building), was taken from a timber-house near Kelvedon, Essex, which has since been destroyed. The gable-board is copied from a house at St. Edmondsbury, and is not uncommon. The form of the pinnacles (of which few specimens now remain, being the parts most exposed to the weather) is taken from some in brick or stone: the only one I have ever found carved in oak is at Shrewsbury. The square flag is copied from one at Hornchurch, Essex. The projecting bow is taken from a window in Norwich, but the tracery of it is not uncommon; a specimen in oak is still to be found at Knowle, in Kent. The tracery of the lower window is taken from a timber-house in Coventry, but this also is not uncommon. The windows are all taken from an earlier date than the end of the reign of Henry VIII; that is, before they were divided by a cross-bar, which did not prevail in wood till the reign of Edward VI, Elizabeth, and the early part of the seventeenth century. The design of the porch is a hint from various specimens of open porches, and particularly the cloisters of old alms-houses, or short galleries leading to dwelling-houses, as at Clapton, near Lea-bridge, since destroyed, &c. The design for the door of the Cottage is taken from one remaining at Sudbury, in Suffolk. The chimneys are copied from those at Wolterton Manor House, at Barsham, Norfolk, published in the fourth volume of the
THE COTTAGE AT AYLESBURY WOOD BELONGING TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD.
The hints for this Garden have been suggested by various paintings and engravings of the date of King Henry VIII and Elizabeth: and even the selection of flowers has been taken from those represented in the nosegays of old portraits of the same period, preserved in the Picture Gallery of Woburn. This attention to strict congruity may appear trifling to such as have never considered, that good taste delights in the harmony of the minutest parts to the whole; and this Cottage, however small, compared with modern mansions, is a tolerably fair specimen of the style and size of private houses three hundred years ago: for although the castles and collegiate buildings were large, some of the dwelling-houses of respectable persons did not much exceed this Cottage in dimensions or comfort, when one living room was often deemed sufficient for all the family.

The change in customs during three or four centuries makes it very difficult to build such dwelling-houses, as shall contain all the conveniences which modern life requires, and at the same time preserve the ancient forms we admire as picturesque; yet the prevailing taste for the Gothic style must often be complied with; and after all, there is not more absurdity in making a house look like a castle or convent, than like the portico of a Grecian temple, applied to a square mass, which Mr. Price has not unaptly compared to a clamp of bricks: and so great is the

_Vetusta Monumenta._ The ornaments painted on the posts and rails are taken from the picture of King Henry VIII and Family, now in the possession of the Society of Antiquaries.
difference of opinion betwixt the admirers of Grecian and those of Gothic Architecture, that an Artist must adopt either, according to the wishes of the individual by whom he is consulted; happy if he can avoid the mixture of both in the same building; since there are few who possess sufficient taste to distinguish what is perfectly correct, and what is spurious in the two different styles; while those who have most power to indulge their taste, have generally had least leisure to study such minutiae. To this may perhaps be attributed the decline of good taste in a country, with the increase of its wealth from commercial speculation.

By the recent works of professed Antiquaries, a spirit of inquiry has been excited respecting the dates of every specimen that remains of ancient beauty or grandeur; and the strictest attention to their dates may be highly proper, in repairs or additions to old houses: but in erecting new buildings, it may reasonably be doubted, whether modern comfort ought to be greatly sacrificed to external correctness in detail; and whether a style may not be tolerated, which gives the most commodious interior, and only adopts the general outline and the picturesque effect of old Gothic buildings.

Among the works professedly written on Architecture, there is none more effective and useful than that by Sir William Chambers: and it were much to be wished that a similar work on the Gothic Style could be referred to; but it has been deemed necessary for Artists to study the Remains of Greece and Rome in those countries, from whence they generally bring
back the greatest contempt for the style they call Gothic. The late much lamented James Wyatt was the only Architect with whom I was acquainted who had studied on the Continent, yet preferred the Gothic forms to the Grecian. As the reason for this preference, he told me, about twenty years ago, that he conceived the climate of England required the weather mouldings, or labels over doors and windows of the Gothic character, rather than the bolder projections of the Grecian cornices, which he often found it necessary to make more flat than the models from which they were taken, lest the materials should not bear the change of weather to which they were exposed in this country: and this accounts for the occasional want of boldness imputed to him in his Grecian designs. In his Gothic buildings, to unite modern comfort with antiquated forms, he introduced a style which is neither Grecian nor Gothic, but which is now become so prevalent, that it may be considered as a distinct species, and must be called Modern Gothic. The details are often correctly Gothic, but the outline is Grecian, being just the reverse of the houses in the reign of Queen Elizabeth and King James, in which the details are often Grecian, while the general outline is Gothic. In buildings of that date we observe towers rising boldly above the roof, and long bower windows breaking boldly from the surface; but in the modern Gothic all is flat, and the small octagon turrets, which mark the corners, are neither large enough to contain a screw staircase, nor small enough for chimneys: yet this style has its admirers, and therefore I have inserted a specimen, although I conceive it to
be in a bad taste, and have placed it betwixt the Grecian and Gothic fronts of D and F, not knowing to which it more properly belongs. If a door or window, or even a battlement or turret, of the true Gothic form, be partially discovered, mixed with foliage, it stamps on the scene the character of picturesque-ness; of which the subsequent Vignette may serve as an example; and thus the smallest fragment of genuine Gothic often reconciles to the painter its admission into the landscape; even although the great mass of the building may offend the eye of the antiquary, or man of correct taste, by its occasional departure from the true Gothic style.
FRAGMENT VI.

ON CASTLES.

It has been frequently observed, that an Artist's fame must depend on what he has written or designed, rather than on the imperfect manner in which his works have been executed. The annexed sketch is a picturesque attempt to add a House and Garden to a romantic situation, near the head of a spring, which spreads its waters through the whole course of a narrow but richly clothed valley. The old Mansion was so deeply placed in the bottom, that the sun could never cheer it during the winter months; I proposed, therefore, that a part of this old building should remain as offices, and a new suite of rooms be built on a higher level: and although it was deemed more expedient to add to the old house, this airy castle rose in my imagination; I will therefore avail myself of this imaginary specimen to explain certain leading principles, for all of which combined I can refer to no irregular Gothic buildings, except such as are in ruins; for although many attempts have recently been made to produce modern Gothic Castles, yet the great principle on which the picturesque effect of all Gothic edifices must depend, has too generally been overlooked: viz. irregularity of outline; first, at the top by towers, and pinnacles or chimneys; secondly, in the outline of the faces or elevations, by projections and recesses; thirdly, in the outline of the apertures, by breaking the horizontal lines with windows of different
forms and heights; and lastly, in the outline of the base, by the building being placed on ground of different levels. To all these must be added, detached buildings, which tend to spread the locality, and extend the importance of the principal pile, in which some one feature ought to rise boldly above the rest of the irregular mass, while the whole should be broken, but not too much frittered into parts by smaller towers, or clusters of lofty chimneys. After all, no building can appear truly picturesque, unless in its outline the design be enriched by vegetation (such as ivy, or other creeping plants); and the colouring, by those weather stains, which time alone can throw over the works of Art, to blend them with the works of Nature, and bring the united composition into pleasing harmony.

The usual manner in which books of Architecture have represented the elevations of buildings has been either geometrically, without perspective to denote the projecting and receding parts, or else perspectively as a bird's eye view supposed to be taken from an imaginary spot in the air. However intelligible these may be to professed Architects, they are as little comprehended by general observers, as the ground plan of a building by those who are not ashamed to acknowledge they do not understand a plan.*

* The antiquities of this country, and the beauties of Gothic outline, have been of late more forcibly elucidated by various picturesque works; of which, that by Hearne and Byrne took the lead; and I cannot omit a tribute to the beautiful combination of correct Gothic Remains and Landscape Scenery displayed in the Antiquities of England published by Mr. Britton. These works have already been followed by many other ingenious productions, tending to increase the knowledge of English Antiquities, and the study of picturesque effect.
A DESIGN TO EXEMPLIFY IRREGULARITY OF OUTLINE IN CASTLE GOTHIC
In a House entirely new, Character is at the option of the Artist or Proprietor: it may be Gothic or Grecian, whichever best accords with the face of the country: but where great part of the original structure is to remain, the additions should doubtless partake of the existing character. This we have attempted at Harlestone Park, the seat of Robert Andrew, Esq. near Northampton: and as few places have undergone so much alteration, both in the House and Grounds, it may serve as a specimen of the combined arts of Landscape Gardening and Architecture, in adapting the improvement to the original Character of the Place.

The House was formerly approached and entered in the south front, which was encumbered by stables and farm yards: the road came through the village, and there was a large pool in front: this pool has been changed to an apparent river, and the stables have been removed. An ample Garden has been placed behind the house; the centre of the south front has been taken down, and a bow added with pilasters in the style of the house: the entrance is changed from the south to the
north side, and some new rooms to the west have been added. Of the useful and modern appendages to this House, the drawing can give little idea: the more essential part of Landscape Gardening is apt to be overlooked in the general attention to the picturesque, which has often little affinity with the more important objects of comfort, convenience, and accommodation.*

* In speaking of Harlestone Park, I cannot omit mentioning a remarkable fact connected with its improvement. This Park abounded in large Oaks, irregularly scattered over its uneven surface, but amongst them were every where intermixed many very tall Elms, not all planted in avenues, but some in single rows, casting their long shadows over the lawn, oppressing the venerable Oaks by their more lofty growth, and spreading shade and gloom over the surface of the Park. I could not help observing, that the greatest improvement of which the place seemed capable might be deemed too bold for me to advise, as it was no less than the removal of almost all the Elms to shew the Oaks, and diffuse sunshine over the lawn. A few days after having delivered this opinion, on the 10th of November, 1810, a furious storm of wind tore up by the roots eighty-seven of the largest Elms, and only one Oak; producing exactly the effect of improvement which I had anticipated, but had not dared to recommend. This occurrence is recorded on a tablet inscribed—GENIO LOCI.
FRAGMENT VIII.

ON

BLENDEN HALL, KENT,

A VILLA BELONGING TO JOHN SMITH, ESQ. M. P.

From the relative situation of this place with respect to the capital, it must be treated as a Villa, rather than a constant residence. This distinction is necessary to explain the principle of its improvement, because in the art of Landscape Gardening two things are often confounded, which require to be kept perfectly distinct, viz. the Landscape, and the Garden. To the former belong the Lawns, the Woods, the Water, and the Prospect; these may be improved by imitating Nature, but a Garden, as I have often repeated, is a Work of Art. At Blenden Hall the Lawn is beautiful in shape, and its surface enriched with venerable trees, which are sufficiently numerous, without the aid of firs and Lombardy poplars; and the boundaries are generally well concealed, or blended with distant woods.

The Water at present consists of two distinct pools; these may be united in appearance, without altering the levels, which would sacrifice too many good trees, if the lower water were raised, and make the banks too steep, if the upper water were sunk. A bridge however may be so constructed, as to give continuity to the water, making it resemble a river: and this idea would also be assisted by extending the water to the east, as
marked on the ground. With such alterations the water will become a very important feature in the scenery, which, without it, would require some more distant views beyond the place; but a river is always sufficient in itself to form the leading feature of a natural landscape; and with such interesting objects of lawn, wood, and water, in the home scenery, the distant prospect may be dispensed with.

It has been suggested, that the approach from Eltham ought to be removed to the corner of the premises, in conformity with a commonly received practice in Landscape Gardening; but I prefer the present entrance for the following reasons: I seldom advise entering at the corner of the premises, and in this case the house would present itself almost immediately; a road would cut up the lawn, and oblige us to continue the water, as a river, along the whole valley, which is not otherwise advisable, because there are no rooms in this front of the house to require such waste of lawn and expenditure. Perhaps the fence ought to be kept very low at the corner, to give the public a view into the lawn, which would increase the importance of the place more than by leading a road through it. And lastly, the Cottage is well placed to act as a Lodge, and may easily be ornamented for that purpose.

The entrance may serve as an example for a general remark, which will frequently be applicable to other places. The Gate at present being in the continued line of the paling, there is hardly room left to enter commodiously. If the Gate be set back a few yards, the trees, thrown out into the road, will give that
degree of importance to the place, which we may suppose belongs to the manorial right; while a pale, enclosing every tree and bush near the road, counteracts this impression. One other general remark may be useful, however trifling, viz. although the interior fences (to be less visible) may be dark green, yet the entrance-gate and its immediately attached fence, should be white, a little subdued, to avoid the offensive glare of paper whiteness, yet sufficiently white to prevent accidents, which an invisible gate is apt to occasion after sun-set.

THE HOUSE.

The House having adopted a new character, from its late alterations, I have subjoined a sketch of its south and east fronts, combined in perspective, which may serve to explain the effect of removing some tall trees, by which it is now oppressed, and deprived of that consequence which its Gothic character has assumed. This sort of comparative influence of trees on a building deserves attention; and the sketch presents a favourable specimen of that species of Architecture, which has already been mentioned as Wyatt's Gothic, because introduced by that ingenious Architect; although not strictly in conformity with the Abbey, Castle, or Collegiate characters, or even with that of the old Manor-house; but since it evidently belongs rather to the Gothic than the Grecian style, it will be advisable to adopt such expedients as best assimilate with buildings of the date of
Queen Elizabeth, all which relate to the appendages; especially as they add not only to the comfort, but to the picturesque effect of the mansion: among these may be reckoned the forecourt, which extends a degree of neatness a little farther into the lawn, and this being fenced by a dwarf-wall, should be entered by a gate in the centre.

There is an old building at the south west corner of the house, which may form the back wall of a conservatory; and a similar wall may serve to form a correspondent wing at the north west corner; but if these were laid open, it would rob the house of its importance, the pleasure-ground of its privacy, and the character of the place would take no benefit from the Gothic style; because such walls add greatly to the shelter in winter; and there are many plants, such as jasmine, and creepers requiring the support of a wall, which, so clothed, forms a luxuriant decoration to a garden in summer; and by ivy and other evergreens may partly be extended through the year. This naturally leads to the consideration of the Gardens, and their improvement.

Under this head must be included every part of the grounds, in which Art rather than Nature is to please the eye, the smell, and the taste. Each part will require fences, and perhaps of various kinds.

First, near the house, a walled Terrace, to keep cattle from the windows, and protect a border of flowering plants near the eye. Secondly, an iron Fence may be sufficient to exclude cattle from the pleasure ground; but in that part which contains
fruit, a more substantial guard against man must be provided, and brick walls are the best security.

I will here make some remarks on the occupation of land belonging to a Villa. It is surprising how tenacious every gentleman is of grass land, and with what reluctance he increases his garden, or contracts his farm; as if land were only given to produce hay, or to fatten cattle. He forgets the difference in value betwixt an acre of pasture and an acre of fruit garden; or the quantity of surface required to grow a load of hay or a load of currants, cauliflowers, or asparagus, with the prodigious difference in the value of each. For this reason, the Gardens of a Villa should be the principal object of attention; and at Blenden Hall, the ground betwixt the fruit trees in the orchard, which produces hay, small in quantity and bad in quality, might be turned to more advantage by planting currant bushes, or sowing garden crops; which even if sent to market, will yield five times the value of the feed for cattle. There is a clipt quickset-hedge, which forms the south boundary of the garden; this is as secure as a wall, and therefore worth preserving. I must also advise retaining the lofty wall to the west, as the greatest protection against the west winds: but a skreen of trees, or rather filberts and fruit trees, should be planted, to hide the wall from the approach, and to secure a slip on the outside, and make both sides of this lofty wall productive. If more walls be required, they may be added as described on the map, so as to shelter each other from blights; for it is not necessary that the garden should be a square area within four
walls. A fruit garden may be so blended with flowers and vegetables, as to be interesting in all seasons; and the delight of a garden highly cultivated, and neatly kept, is amongst the purest pleasures which man can enjoy on earth.*

* The Pleasures of a Garden have of late been very much neglected. About the middle of the last century, the introduction of Landscape operated to the exclusion of the old Gardens of England, and all straight Gravel Walks. Glades of grass and clipped hedges were condemned as formal and old fashioned; not considering that where the style of the house preserved its ancient character, the Gardens might with propriety partake of the same. After this, a taste, or almost a rage for farming, superseded the delights of a Garden; in many cases for the mercenary reason, that a sack of potatoes would sell for more than a basket of roses or lavender. It is with peculiar satisfaction that I have occasionally observed some few venerable Gardens belonging to parsonage or old manor houses, where still may be traced the former grass walks and box-edged borders, with thick and lofty hedges of holley, quickset, or other topiary plants, which, like the yew or ivy, seem to display a peculiar satisfaction in yielding a fence at once secure, and neat, and opakely trim.
FRAGMENT IX.

CONCERNING WINDOWS.

There is no subject connected with Landscape Gardening of more importance, or less attended to, than the Window, through which the landscape is seen. In some ancient houses the windows were glazed in small lozenges, containing the family arms or crest: to this Shakespear alludes in King Richard II. "From mine own Windows torn my household coat:" of course the light was so obscured, that no view could be expected; and indeed in some old mansions the windows are so placed, that it is difficult to make the rooms comfortable in the interior, while the exterior character is preserved. The style of the early Gothic of Elizabeth, when not disfigured by an unseemly mixture of bad Grecian, seems better adapted to habitation than the castle, abbey, or collegiate Gothic. But houses of that date generally consist of a large hall, like that of a college, and one or more long narrow galleries, with a number of small parlours, badly disposed, and ill connected. Yet there is something so venerable and picturesque in many houses of this date, that I have always endeavoured to preserve as much of them as could be adapted to modern uses; and even in some cases advised new houses in that style of architecture. The example selected for
reference in the present Fragment is Barningham Hall, in Norfolk, the seat of J. T. Mott, Esq. where the east front has been preserved most scrupulously; not a window has been altered, except in the glazing; the improvements and additions have all been made in a new front towards the south, as shewn in the sketch. This house, though it appeared large, did not contain one room that was comfortable, or of a size adapted to our modern style of living. It consisted of two parlours, in each of which two modern sashes had been introduced about sixty years ago. The slide of the annexed sketch represents the house as it was in 1805, and the drawing shews the additions since made, according to the plan annexed of the ground floor; to which a library or living room is added over the entrance, and extending forty-five feet by eighteen feet wide. The original simple style of Gothic has been preserved and restored in the vestibule and staircase, which are shewn with the plan.

The greatest improvement in this old Mansion has been effected by adopting in the south and east fronts a style of Window of the same date, though of a different form from those of the west front. The latter were too small in the apertures to be comfortable, while those, added to the south front, glazed with plate glass, are more cheerful within, and more characteristic on the outside, than any modern bow with three sash windows could have been made.*

* There is a circumstance relative to Windows which is seldom attended to, and which has never been mentioned in books of Architecture, viz. the situation of the bar, which is too apt to cross the eye, and injure the view or landscape. This bar ought never
In treating the subject of Windows, some notice may be taken of the modern improvement, borrowed from the French, of folding Glass-doors opening into a garden; by which the effect in a room is like that of a tent or marquée, and in summer delightful.* But as these doors are seldom so constructed as to exclude the cold winds in winter, where they are much exposed, it is found expedient to build up a brick-wall breast high, which may be taken away during the summer months.

In making choice of Gothic Bow Windows for additions to an old house, and at the same time to preserve the correct proportion of the whole, the apertures of the glass ought not to be too large, nor the munions too slender. We should select the best specimens of such remains as may be found in our old manor-houses, without copying defects.

The Plate annexed serves to shew the difference betwixt the same Window munions, &c. of an ancient Bow Window,

to be more than four feet nine inches, nor less than four feet six inches from the floor; so that a person in the middle of the room may be able to see under the bar when sitting, and over it when standing; otherwise this bar will form an unpleasing line crossing the sight in the exact range of the horizon, and obliging the spectator to raise or stoop his head. If it can be entirely omitted, the scenery will be improved; but if the bar be preferred, the best position of it may be calculated at four feet six from the floor, and the glass may be continued to any depth below, not more than two feet and a half from the floor; otherwise persons sitting will not have sufficient sight of the ground, and the view will consist, as in many old houses, of sky and the tops of trees.

* This, although more applicable to Grecian than Gothic Houses, may be adapted to the latter, by making the munion in the centre to open.
and a modern one, as adopted at Barningham Hall. No 1 shews an original Window, supposed to be erected in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, with all its faults, in respect to modern comfort, such as the glazing in lozenges, heavy iron casements, and upright iron bars; also the great inconvenience of the sill being too high above the floor; and lastly, the lofty panels which tend to depress the height of the room.

No 2 shews a modern Window of the same dimensions and proportions, without copying the defects: instead of the lozenge shape, large panes of plate or crown glass are inserted. The sills of the windows, being lower, admit the landscape. The lofty panels are omitted, and the inside of the room fitted up as best adapted to modern comfort, preserving the character of Gothic Architecture externally. There is no impropriety in supposing that the whole Bow-window has been preserved, and that the inside only has been altered to suit the taste of the present times.
WINDOW AT BAR宁HAM
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FRAGMENT X.

ON

GOTHIC OUTLINE.

EXTRACTED FROM THE RED BOOK OF STANAGE PARK.

SITUATION.

Before I speak of the character of Stanage Park, it will be proper to consider its situation with respect to the neighbouring scenery; especially as the opposite opinions of two gentlemen* in its vicinity have produced that controversy, in which I have endeavoured to become a Moderator.

When I compare the picturesque scenery of Downton Vale with the meagre efforts of art, which are attributed to the school of Brown, I cannot wonder at the enthusiastic abhorrence which the author of The Landscape expresses for modern Gardening: especially as few parts of the kingdom present more specimens of bad taste than the road from Ludlow to Worcester, in passing over which I wrote the contents of this small volume. And while I was writing, surrounded by plan-

* So many years have now elapsed since the controversy betwixt Mr. Knight and Mr. Price on the subject of Landscape Gardening, that it may not be improper to mention, that the former gentleman published, in quarto, a Poem called The Landscape, and the latter a work in octavo on The Picturesque as distinct from the Sublime and Beautiful.
tations of firs and larches and Lombardy poplars, I saw new red houses, with all the fanciful apertures of Venetian and pseudo-Gothic windows, which disgust the traveller, who looks in vain for the picturesque shapes and harmonious tints of former times.

In the wild scenery of Stanage Park, how discordant would appear the three Window-Boxes of these modern scarlet sins against good taste; or how sprucely would glitter the whitewashed Villa from the neighbourhood of the capital! Yet some house must be erected, or the park becomes a forest, no longer adapted to the purposes of human habitation. This leads me to the consideration of the Character which it ought to assume.

CHARACTER.

The antiquity, the extent, and the beauty of this Park, together with the command of surrounding property, would justify very great expenditure in preserving the Character of the place; but it is the duty of the Professor to confine his plans within the limits prescribed by the person who consults him; and being in the present instance restricted to one tenth of that expenditure, which a luxuriant fancy might suggest, I shall not indulge myself in describing what might be done; but rather propose such plans as, I trust, may be accomplished, within the bounds of good taste, restrained by prudence. I must therefore begin by inquiring what Character of House is best adapted to the scenery, since it cannot be a palace. It ought not to be a Villa; it ought not to be a Cottage; and for
a Shooting Box for a single gentleman, the present rooms in the old house are sufficient; but it must be the residence of a family; and as it is at some distance from society, we must not only provide for the accommodation of its own family, in its various branches, but for the entertainment of other families in the neighbourhood, and for the reception of friends and visitors, who may come from the capital, or other distant parts. All this cannot be expected in a very small mansion. The most judicious mode of combating the difficulty, which prudence opposes to magnificence, will be to follow the example set at Downton, where the inside was first considered, and the outside afterwards made to conform to that, under the idea of a picturesque outline: but as the character of a Castle must depend on its dimensions, I dare not recommend that character, lest it be compared with the massive fragments of the ruins of Ludlow.

**THE HOUSE.**

After the literary controversy between Mr. Knight and me, I should be sorry to be misunderstood as casting any reflection on the Castle Character of Downton; for although perhaps some may think that its outline was directed by the eye of a Painter, rather than that of an Antiquary, yet its general effect must gratify the good taste of both: and I should have been happy to have shewn my assent to that style, in adopting the Castle Character for the House at Stanage; but this would exceed my prescribed limitation; and since we
cannot imitate the ancient Baronial Castle, let us endeavour to
restore that sort of importance, which formerly belonged to
the old Manor House; where the proprietor resided among his
tenants, not only to collect the rents, but to share the produce
of his estate with his humble dependants; and where plenteous
hospitality was not sacrificed to ostentatious refinements of
luxury.

I do not mean to condemn the improvements in comfort and
convenience enjoyed in modern society; nor to leave unpro-
vided for, every accommodation suited to the present habits of
life, but to furnish the means of enjoying them at Stanage,
without departing from its original character; and this I pro-
pose doing by restoring, as far as possible, the same kind of
Mansion, on the same identical site, taking for my model the
character of the Grange, or old Manor Farm; which I trust
will not be deemed incongruous with the surrounding scenery.

But before I shew the present state of the site and the effect,
I shall describe the internal arrangements of the additions pro-
posed. The three following principles, however they may be
at variance with each other, have all been considered in the
plan here suggested, viz. 1st. Economy, 2d. Convenience, and
3d. a certain degree of Magnificence.* These are placed ac-
cording to the respective weight each bears in my mind.

* I mean a certain degree of magnificence, when compared with a common Farm
House. I could in this case have used the word Picturesqueness; but that bears no
relation to its importance, because the meanest objects may sometimes be deemed pic-
turesque; but the external magnificence of a building will often depend on parts in-
1st. Economy dictates, compressing within a compact and small extent, and preserving every thing which can be retained without alteration, however little it may be worth preserving: but as I prefer the old site of the house to any other in the Park, I see no occasion to take down for the sake of rebuilding.

2d. Convenience requires a certain number of rooms, of certain dimensions; and it will be found that those proposed are ample in size, varied in form, and connected without waste or redundance. The dining-room is detached from the drawing-room, which does away the objection of two immediately adjoining rooms, where conversation in either may be overheard. The drawing-room, which in a house of this date was called the parlour, may be fitted up with books, musical instruments, and card tables, to render it the general living room for the family, according to the modern habits of life, which explode the old absurd fashion of shutting up a large comfortless room, to starve the occasional visitors by damp sofas and bright steel grates. These two rooms, and the study, may be fifteen feet high: the approach to them by the passages and staircase will be sufficiently ample, without the extravagance of a large and lofty hall, to which much was sacrificed in old houses, because it was used as the dining-room on great occasions.*

* After this house was built, an alteration was made, in conformity to my original wishes; that the entrance Lobby should be changed to an Anti-room; and the real entrance made in the cloisters or passage connecting the old and new buildings.
In the chamber plan, provision is made for bed-rooms of various sizes, with closets, but not very large dressing-rooms; and the number of bed-rooms, including those in the present old building, and some in the roof over the new part, will be sufficient for all the purposes of convenience or magnificence, as far as the first leading principle of economy will allow. But should it hereafter be deemed advisable to extend the plan, a provision may be made in the wall to the north (by changing the position of the butler's pantry, &c.) to communicate with a billiard-room, library, or any other rooms which may be required.

The offices contain every thing necessary to a house of this kind, connected with each other by passages of communication, with sufficient cellars, &c.

GROUND ABOUT THE HOUSE.

It may perhaps be observed by the trim imitators of Brown's defects, that the stables, barns, gardens, and other appendages, ought to be removed to a distance. I have, in my former volume, endeavoured to shew the folly of expecting importance in buildings without extent of appendages; and the absurdity of banishing to a distance those objects which are necessary to the comfort of a country residence. There is one point on which I believe my opinion may differ from the theory of the ingenious Author of The Landscape; at least so far as I have been told he has endeavoured to reduce it to practice near the house at Downton. I fully agree with him in condemning that
bald and insipid custom, introduced by Brown, of surrounding a house by a naked grass field: but to remedy this by slovenly neglect, or by studied and affected rudeness, seems to be an opposite extreme not less offensive. A house is an artificial object, and the ground immediately contiguous may partake of the same artificial character. In this place, therefore, straight lines of garden walls and walks are advisable, together with such management, as may form the greatest possible contrast with that rude character, which should everywhere else prevail at Stanage; for when we cannot assimilate, we must produce effects by contrast, still preserving that character which we attempt to restore: and while I thus draw the bold straight line between Art and Nature, in defiance of the scoff of ignorance, and the vanity of fashion, I may respect the errors of prejudice, or the excess of enthusiasm.
FRAGMENT XI.

BEAUDESERT.

EXTRACT FROM THE RED BOOK OF BEAUDESERT.

CHARACTER AND SITUATION.

To lay down a rational plan for the improvement of any place, we must begin by considering its Character and Situation.

The very name of this place should have some influence on the mode of treating it. Great command of territory would of itself suggest, that a Character of Greatness, insomuch as relates to Art, should accord with that degree of vastness, which is the prerogative of Nature only: at the same time there is no error so common as the mistaking greatness of dimensions for greatness of character: and this is no where better exemplified than in the Pictures of the date of Louis XIV, when a great General was represented in a great wig, with a great pair of jack boots: the truth is, that great and small are only so by comparison. This fact it is the more necessary to establish, because it has been asserted, that every thing at Beaudesert must be on a large scale, to correspond with the large scale of its domain; while I contend, that every thing should be rather great than large.

A large massive pile, worthy of the rank and antiquity of its possessors, has been placed on the verge of the forest, a royal
demesne and free warren, with paramount rights over the surrounding country: but, though built in a forest, it is evident, from its name and style, that it was not meant to be situated in a desert, the haunt only of wild beasts: on the contrary, it was to be a desert beautified—un-beau-desert; rendered habitable, with all the elegance, magnificence, and comfort, of which it was capable. We must therefore look back to the reign of Henry VIII, when this mansion was presented to the family. It was at that time surrounded, not only by the wild scenery of the forest, but by the animals which then made forests terrible; such as stags, boars, and wild cattle: to which might perhaps be added the uncivilized human beings, against whom some decided line of defence was absolutely necessary. This was the origin of those court-yards and lofty terrace-walls observable in old pictures of places of this date: so few of these now actually remain in our modern days, that I rejoice to find it the wish of the noble Proprietor of this noble pile to restore its pristine character; and if we are to retain any part of the grandeur of the Mansion, we must not surrender its outworks. Although the same motive for defence no longer exists, yet the semblance must be preserved, to mark the limits betwixt the gardens or pleasure grounds, which belong to man; and the forest or desert, which belongs to the wild denizens of the chace.*

* In the architectural arrangement of such parts of the following plan, as require a knowledge of ancient forms, I am happy to have the advantage and assistance of my ingenious friend, John Shaw, Esq.
THE SITUATION.

It may perhaps appear presumptuous in me to assert, that the natural beauties of the situation of Beaudesert are very little known, even to those who are best acquainted with the spot: yet I will venture to assert, that those beauties which are at present hidden, and almost totally lost, far exceed those which are obvious to every eye. The materials by which Nature produces the chief beauties of Landscape are four in number, viz. Inequality of Ground, Rocks, Water, and Wood: yet at Beaudesert it is only the latter which abounds, and to which the other three have all been sacrificed. Inequality of ground is apt to be obliterated by trees, which grow taller in the valleys than on the hills; and consequently the surface of a wood, and the surface of the ground on which it grows, are often very different; but at Beaudesert this levelling principle of vegetable growth has actually almost effaced the ravines, where tall ashes in the bottom rise above the oaks on the steep acclivities.

Surface of Wood.

Surface of Ground.
Wherever a natural glen or ravine exists, we shall generally find rock or water, or both, under the surface; and we know that they abound in the deep dell immediately in front of the house, although at present they are hardly visible, being buried under the surface.

The following sketch will serve to display the capabilities of this place, and discover the true situation of Beaudesert in such a manner, as may induce those, who only view the present visible state, to say, "Quam multa vident pictores in umbris et in eminentiis quae nos non videmus." To bring these hidden beauties into notice, the process is very simple: remove the tall trees in the bottom, prevent the water from burying itself in the ground, by stopping the current of the different streamlets with ledges of large stones, wherever the natural channel is narrowest, make every drop of water visible on a hard surface, and yet let the whole appear the work of Nature, and not of Art.

CONCERNING THE TREES, VIEW TO THE NORTH.

As much of the improvement of Beaudesert will depend on the judicious removal of certain large trees, which have outgrown their relative situations, I will defend myself from that clamour which he must expect who dares presume to advise the felling of large trees. After forty years acquaintance with the subject, I now am frequently told, as if unconscious of such truisms, that "a large tree has been a long time growing," and also "that, when cut down, it cannot be put up again:" but there
are situations, and very many of them at Beaudesert, where one tree conceals a wood, and where the removal of half a dozen will shew a thousand others. In winter we may see through their branches objects totally invisible in summer, when a single tree becomes a skreen as impenetrable as a wall. I therefore availed myself of this semitransparent state of Beaudesert, to shew some effects by sketches, which were taken when the trees were leafless, although I have supposed them in their full foliage: [these sketches have not been engraved.]

THE WATER.

It has been said of Beaudesert, that it is on so vast a scale, that nothing less than an arm of the sea can be adequate to the greatness of the place. This remark, however ingenious, is not sufficiently precise; because, as before observed, greatness of dimension does not confer greatness of character; and if a reach of the "smug and silver Trent" were visible in the grounds of Beaudesert, we should not object to it, because it was not equal to the Straits of Menai.*

There can be no doubt, that any glitter of water visible in the bottom would be the most desirable feature that could be suggested, to increase the beauty of the scenery: and it fortunately happens, that a number of streamlets all unite near the

* On the banks of these straits, in the Isle of Anglesea, stands Plas Newyd, another seat belonging to the noble proprietor of Beaudesert, and therefore often compared with it, although their characters are quite opposite.
water-meadow, which by a dam would form a lake of such shape, that it would appear quite large enough for its situation; because its size would be indefinite, the natural shape of the ground favouring the concealment of its terminations. This river-like pool or meer would be a cheerful object from every point of view, and an appropriate boundary to the park towards the east; since water is always supposed to be the most natural line of separation betwixt the lawn and arable land. On the banks of this water, a spot might be found for such a garden as would accord with the character of the house; and by its situation with respect to the house and the water, the most delightful walks of communication might be made, to increase the comfort of the place, while they displayed its interesting features to advantage.

The following sketch shews the manner in which the house has been opened by the removal of tall trees in that rocky dell, through which two streams of water now flow invisibly, because buried in a deep channel amongst the brushwood. This water may easily be brought into sight, and the meadow may be converted into a lake, from whence this sketch is supposed to be taken. It also represents a part of that new kitchen garden and fruit garden already mentioned.

Having been permitted to make these extracts from my report of Beaudesert, I will add two fragments from the same MS. one respecting Planting, and the other relating to ancient Interiors and Uniformity of Character.
Some additional planting may be advisable at Beaudesert; although I will confess that I have never seen a place in which it is less absolutely necessary. In the vast range of chase and forest attached to the place, a wood of fifty acres would appear a clump, if the whole of its outline could be discerned from any elevated station: and to fringe the summit of the hill with that meagre deformity called a belt, would disgrace the character of this wild scenery, especially if such belt were composed of spiral spruce firs and larches, according to the modern fashion of making plantations. It has always appeared to me, that the miserable consideration of trade has introduced these quick growing trees, to make a speedy return of profit: but if the improvement of such places as Beaudesert is to be computed by the rule of pounds, shillings, and pence, it would certainly be better to cut down all the trees, kill the deer, and plough up the park. Very different is my notion of the principle of improvement; and therefore, instead of the conic shaped trees, which so ill accord with an English forest, and belong rather to Norway or the Highlands of Scotland, let the staple of our plantations be oak and Spanish chesnut; let the copse be hornbeam and hazel, and let the trees used as nurses be birch: but, above all, let there be at least five or six thorns and hollies for every tree that is planted; these will grow up with the trees, perhaps choke and destroy
some, but they will rear many, and in a few years will become an impenetrable thicket, as a cover for game, and a harbour for deer, when the temporary fences will be no longer necessary.

OF THE INTERIOR.

The internal arrangement of houses has undergone great change since this mansion was first erected. Formerly the great hall at Beaudesert was always used as a dining-room; and there cannot be a better room for that purpose: indeed it would be a violation of all archaeological good taste to dine in any other. I would therefore consider the new room to the east as a music or drawing-room, to be used en suite with that venerable gallery of magnificence and comfort, now transformed into the library; and the great hall will then be the rendezvous for breakfasts and dinners, having immediate access to the pleasure ground on the same level; and as it will be advisable to exclude all view to the south by means of stained glass, it is more necessary to attend to the improvement of the view towards the west: this has already been begun, by cutting down some very tall trees, which not only prevented the eye from looking up the rocky ravine or dell, but also excluded the light of the sky, which now sheds its cheerfulness on many valuable Portraits of those Worthies, who in remote times graced the banquets of this room with their presence, and now add dignity to their noble descendants, by still holding a place in the mansion of an ancient family.
This view is confined to the private front of the mansion, and is appropriated to the family apartments.

To those who despise every thing they call old fashioned, and who, supposing the perfection of Gardening to consist in waving lines, are apt to shrink from every thing straight or formal, this part of the plan for Beaudesert may give offence; but the venerable dignity of this place is not to be measured by the scale of a villa, or the spruce modern seat of sudden affluence, be-belted and be-clumped in the newest style of the modern taste of Landscape Gardening—No—rather let us go back to former times, when the lofty terraces of the privy garden gave protection and seclusion to the noble persons, who with

"retired leisure,

"In trim gardens took their pleasure."

To this may be added, the modern luxury of hot-houses and conservatories, with all the agrêmens, which excite interest in the cultivation of every species of flower that can delight the eye by its colours, or gratify the smell by its perfumes: and it is no small satisfaction to have discovered from old labourers on the premises, that in the line of the terrace, and other parts of this artificial and architectural Garden, we are restoring the place to what they remember it in the beginning of the last century.
FRAGMENT XII.

CONCERNING COLOURS.

ADDRESS TO WILLIAM WILBERFORCE, ESQ. M.P.

SIR,

Many years have elapsed since you first called my attention to that Theory of Colours, which your learned friend, Dr. Milner, permitted me to publish in his own words in 1803. During this interval frequent opportunities have occurred to confirm the truth of his remarks.

Dr. Milner properly observes, that there are only three primary colours, red, blue, and yellow; although Sir Isaac Newton also mentions orange, green, indigo, and violet: but these are compounds of the other three; and whether in the rainbow, or the prism, they appear to melt gradually into each other; and I have always failed in every experiment to fix the precise limits of each tint; but in the course of some late investigations, I have accidentally discovered certain appearances, from which I have derived some facility in colouring Landscape.

Having placed a piece of dark cloth on a wall opposite to the light, I fastened a sheet of white paper in the middle of it; this I looked at through a prism held across my eyes a little above
them, when I observed the paper took the curvature of a rainbow: from the upper edge proceeded shades of red-brown, terminating in yellow, and from the lower edge shades of grey, terminating in blue, as I have shewn at (C) in the annexed sketch. This I observed under various lights, and remarked, that before sun-rise no red appeared in the brown, and no violet in the grey shades; but they were exactly the same tints which I use in shading and finishing my sketches. I always use for my foregrounds a warm brown, and for my distances a cold grey, or neutral tint, and afterwards glaze over the whole with colour; and these two tints exactly coincide with those shewn at (C), where a broad mass of white appeared betwixt them. By gently turning the prism, I found that I could contract this white space, as shewn at (B), and as the sun began to illumine the horizon, I perceived red in the upper edge, and violet in the lower, but no green appeared, till by gently turning the prism a little more, I brought the blue and yellow into contact, when the rainbow was completed in all its colours, as represented at (A). I then considered how I could avail myself of this discovery to facilitate the mechanical process of printing and colouring many thousand plates, to make a fac-simile of my sketches: this I shall endeavour to explain by the annexed two Landscapes, which are supposed to represent the same scene before and after sun-rise; that is, before and after the natural process of colouring takes place. The twilight scene is finished with the two neutral tints, and a harmonizing wash thrown over the whole; the other is also
finished with the same two neutral tints, and afterwards washed or glazed over with the colours, in the order described in the diagram, beginning with red, then orange and yellow, in the foreground, with blue and violet for the sky and distances. By this process, in the middle of the picture green will prevail, partaking more of yellow near to, and more of blue as it recedes from the eye; still bearing in mind that all objects will partake of their natural colour: thus a red cloak must be red, and a green tree must be green, till its distance, or the intervening mass of vapour (called aerial perspective) takes away colour, and blends it with the neutral tint.

As the Plates in my former work employed a great number of women and children in colouring them, I expect to render the process much more easy in this present work, by the following instructions given to the printer and colourer.

"The Plates to be printed in a bluish-grey ink (this is the neutral tint for the light and shade of the Landscape); the colourer to wash in the sky with blue or violet, &c. according to each sketch; also going over the distances with the same colour; then wash the foregrounds and middle distances with red, orange, or yellow, copying the drawings; and when dry, wash over with blue, to produce the greens in the middle distances: this being done as a dead colouring, a few touches with the hand of the master, and a harmonizing tint to soften the whole, will produce all the effect expected from a coloured print."
Whatever the style of the exterior may be, the interior of a house should be adapted to the uses of the inhabitants; and whether the house be Grecian or Gothic, large or small, it will require nearly the same rooms for the present habits of life, viz. a dining-room, and two others, one of which may be called a drawing-room, and the other the book-room, if small, or the library, if large: to these is sometimes added a breakfast-room, but of late, especially since the central hall, or vestibule, has been in some degree given up, these rooms have been opened into each other, en suite, by large folding doors; and the effect of this enfilade, or visto, through a modern house, is occasionally increased by a conservatory at one end, and repeated by a large mirror at the opposite end.*

* Where there are two or more rooms, with an anti-room, it is always better not to let the dining-room open en suite. These rooms may be called libraries, saloons, music-rooms, or breakfast-rooms: but in fact they form one large space, when laid together, which is more properly denominated the living-room, since the useless drawing-room is no longer retained, except by those who venerate the cedar parlour of former days.
The position of looking glasses, with respect to the light and cheerfulness of rooms, was not well understood in England during the last century, although on the Continent the effect of large mirrors had long been studied in certain palaces: great advantage was in some cases taken by placing them obliquely, and in others by placing them opposite: thus new scenes and unexpected effects were often introduced.

A circumstance occurring by accident has led me to avail myself in many cases of a similar expedient. Having directed a Conservatory to be built along a south wall, in a house near Bristol, I was surprized to find that its whole length appeared from the end of the passage in a very different position to that I had proposed: but on examination I found that a large looking glass, intended for the salon (which was not quite finished to receive it) had been accidentally placed in the green-house, at an angle of forty-five degrees, shewing the conservatory in this manner: and I have since made occasional use of mirrors so placed to introduce views of scenery which could not otherwise be visible from a particular point of view. But of all the improvements in modern luxury, whether belonging to the Architect's or Landscape Gardener's department, none is more delightful than the connection of living-rooms with a green-house or conservatory; although they should always be separated by a small lobby, to prevent the damp and smell of earth; and when a continued covered way extends from the house to objects at some distance, like that at Woburn, it produces a degree of comfort, delight, and beauty, which in every garden ought, more or less, to be
provided: since there are many days in the year when a walk covered over head, and open on the side to the shrubbery, may be considered as one of the greatest improvements in modern gardens.

It would be endless to describe the various methods of attaching such covered passages to a house; and without a plan, as well as drawings, it would be impossible to render the subject intelligible.

To make a house in the country perfect, we must consider in what it principally differs from a house in London: and it is to the inconsistency, I might almost say the folly and vanity, of transplanting city costumes and fashions into the retirement of rural life, that much bad taste may be ascribed. Some remarks on this subject may not be misplaced, where the comfort, convenience, and elegance of habitation, are to be considered.

First, In magnificent town houses we expect a suite of rooms, opening by folding doors, for the reception of those large parties for assemblies, when the proprietors are driven out of house and home, to make room for more visitors than their rooms can contain. A provision in the country for such an overflow of society can seldom be required; and except for an occasional ball, the relative dimensions of the rooms should bear some proportion to the size of the dining-room, and the number of spare bed-rooms. The most recent modern costume is, to use the library as the general living-room; and that sort of state-room, formerly called the best parlour, and of late years the drawing-room, is now generally found a melancholy apartment, when
entirely shut up, and only opened to give the visitors a formal cold reception: but if such a room opens into one adjoining, and the two are fitted up with the same carpet, curtains, &c. they then become in some degree one room; and the comfort of that which has books, or musical instruments, is extended in its space to that which has only sofas, chairs, and card-tables; and thus the living-room is increased in dimensions, when required, with a power of keeping a certain portion detached, and not always used for common purposes.

Secondly, In town houses, the principal rooms for company are generally on the first floor, and consequently the staircase leading to them requires a correspondent degree of importance; but in the country it is generally more desirable to have the principal rooms on the ground floor, and consequently the staircase leading only to the bed-rooms does not require to be displayed with the same degree of importance as that of a town house.

Thirdly, We often hear objections to a Cross-light in a room, from those who take up their opinion on hearsay, without thinking for themselves, or from having observed in a town house, at the corner of a street, the troublesome effect from noise and from the thorough light, rendering the room too public to the street and to the opposite houses. This, however, in the country, is totally different, where an additional window gives new landscapes and new aspects. If the room be lighted from the end by two windows, it will leave the opposite end of the room dark and dull; while a window or glazed aperture (at A)
opening into a verandah or green-house will give cheerfulness, unattended by the objections mentioned in a town house, and consequently due advantages should be taken of it.

Fourthly, The position of the windows and doors very much contribute to the comfort and cheerfulness of a room, and require very different management in town and country.

A room longer than it is wide will be best lighted by three sashes in the long side opposite to the fire-place, because the light is more generally spread over the whole area, and a looking-glass over the chimney will increase the light, and double the landscape in the country; but in a town-house, where such rooms are more frequently used by candle light, the looking-glass may be placed betwixt the piers, as the light from the lustres and girandoles will be increased by mirrors so placed; and if the windows be at the end of a long room, which is often necessary in town-houses, the light of candles will be more central, by being reflected from a mirror betwixt two such windows; but in the country, the daylight is to be studied, and this will be found very defective in a long room lighted by
two windows at the farther end; because the central pier will extend its increasing shadow till it casts a gloom over the dark end of the room. In such cases the cross-light will be found a most enlivening remedy to the dulness of a room, or, I might rather say, to one so darkened by a central pier, which, if it contains a looking-glass, will increase the gloom, by reflecting the dark end of the room.

Fifthly, The favourite proportion for a room is asserted to be, the breadth to the length as two to three, or nearly in that proportion: hence a room twenty feet wide is to be thirty feet long; and twenty-four wide to be thirty-six long; and so in proportion, till it reaches any width and length. But when the dimensions are contracted, we must recollect that a certain space betwixt the door and the fire-place ought to be preserved; and therefore I have found it expedient, in small houses, to give more space, by placing the chimney at a proper distance, and forming a new centre to the room, as explained in this diagram.

Since the chief object of this collection of Fragments is to bring before the eye those changes or improvements, which words alone will not sufficiently explain, two sketches are introduced, to shew the contrast betwixt the ancient cedar parlour
and the modern living room: but as no drawing can describe those comforts enjoyed in the latter, or the silent gloom of the former, perhaps the annexed lines may be allowed to come in aid of the attempt to delineate both.

A MODERN LIVING-ROOM.

No more the Cedar Parlour's formal gloom
With dulness chills, 'tis now the Living Room;
Where Guests, to whim, or taste, or fancy true,
Scatter'd in groups, their different plans pursue.
Here Politicians eagerly relate
The last day's news, or the last night's debate,
And there a Lover's conquer'd by Check-mate.
Here books of poetry and books of prints
Furnish aspiring Artists with new hints;
Flow'rs, landscapes, figures, cram'd in one portfolio,
There blend discordant tints to form an olio.
While discords twanging from the half-tun'd harp,
Make dulness cheerful, changing flat to sharp.
Here, 'midst exotic plants, the curious maid
Of Greek and Latin seems no more afraid.
There lounging Beaux and Belles enjoy their folly,
Nor less enjoying learned melancholy.
Silent midst crowds the Doctor here looks big,
Wrap'd in his own importance and his wig.
INTERIORS
FRAGMENT XIV.

WINGERWORTH.

EXTRACT FROM THE RED BOOK OF WINGERWORTH,
IN DERBYSHIRE,
A SEAT OF SIR WINDSOR HUNLOCK, BART.

CHARACTER AND SITUATION.

The elevated situation of the House, on one of those broad hills peculiar to the most picturesque county in England, would alone stamp the character of importance on the place, in whatever style the house might have been built; for where we see a large pile of building on the summit of the hill, we are naturally led to compare its relative importance with the scenery to which it belongs. And here we shall be surprised, on approaching the mansion, to find it so much larger, richer, and more dignified, than it appears from a distance: the reason is, that the mansion is one square mass, almost a cube, and every building which partakes of this form, however great its proportions, always appears less than it really is, because the eye is not attracted either by its length, depth, or height, each being nearly equal: and it is only from a subordinate building placed near it, that we form any idea of its real magnitude.

The House at Wingerworth is one of those magnificent piles
which were copied from the modern palaces of France and Italy, before our more fastidious Architects had discovered the remains of ancient Greece, and applied the Peristyle and the Portico of a Grecian Temple, without any windows, to a dwelling-house in England, requiring more than a hundred such useful apertures. But the true admirer of pure Grecian Architecture is apt to forget the difference betwixt the Hypaethral Temple without a roof, and the English Mansion, not habitable without doors and windows and chimneys.

It is with a combined view to utility and magnificence, that we must look at Wingerworth Hall; and however it may be necessary to alter its interior, in compliance with the change in modern habits of life, I should regret any alteration in the stately appearance of its exterior; on the contrary, it will be found, that what I shall suggest will increase, rather than diminish, its imposing character as a Palace.

**VIEW FROM THE HOUSE.**

If there were any rooms to the north, and if it were desirable to open the view in that direction, by removing the stables, &c. it would be purchasing a landscape at the expense of all comfort, by opening to the north winds. It is therefore obvious that the stables cannot be better placed; and fortunately there are no rooms to the north to require such a sacrifice.

The view to the east is doubtless the leading object from this house, and to this great attention should be given. At present
it is defective in two particulars; first, the ground falls in an inclined plane, and though the lawn is very deep, yet it is so fore-shortened to the eye, that very little of it is visible, and that part of it near the eye is dirty and unappropriate as a View from such apartments. This will be remedied by the terrace and dressed ground proposed. The distance, consisting of a rich valley, though bounded by the Palaces of Bolsover and Hardwicke in the horizon, wants marked and appropriated features. The smoke and the flame of a foundery attract our notice; but the eye would be more powerfully fixed by the expanse of water, which might be spread over the bottom, and by removing some trees, to do away the traces of those two rows that were at one time thought ornamental. The effect of such widely separated rows of trees was not like that of the ancient avenue, whose dark and solemn grandeur amply compensated for its artificial ranks: but this seems to have been a specimen of the power which Art might exert over Nature, by compelling trees to form lines, and take possession of a country far beyond the limits of the park or lawn belonging to the house; and of course such puerile attempts at mock importance are not worthy to be retained.

THE WATER.

It very rarely happens that an object of beauty or taste can also be made an object of profit; but at Wingerworth the same surface, covered by water, may be more profitable than the
richest pasture, because it may be so managed as to admit of being occasionally drawn down two or three feet to supply canals, and other circumstances of advantage in this populous and commercial part of the kingdom; exclusive of the increased supply of fish, where such food is in constant requisition. For this reason I do not hesitate in recommending the piece of water already mentioned, which forms so striking a feature in the view from the house, and of which the effect will not be less striking, when viewed from the ground near its shores.

The sketch will give some idea of this change in the scenery, although its appearance in reality will be far more striking than any representation of it by the pencil.

THE APPROACHES.

There is no part of the Art of Landscape Gardening in which so much absurdity has been displayed by the followers of Brown, as in the line of road, which should lead to the house: and because before his time every road was straight along an avenue to the front, and in the shortest line from the high road, it has been supposed that an approach is now perfect, in proportion to its curvature, and to its length: but good taste, which is only plain common sense, aided by observation, directs us to make the road as easy as possible, consistently with the shape of the grounds; and if one line shews more beauty and interest than another, to prefer it; and if it is not actually the nearest possible, to make it more natural and easy.
For this reason I marked a line from the south, through the plantation, to shew the most interesting scenery of Wingerworth, when the lake shall be completed; and also to ascend the hill more gradually than by any other line.

**Entrance from Chesterfield.**

The line of this approach is not only too steep, but it is very naked and uninteresting. It may be made more easy by a little more curvature to ascend the hill, and direct the eye to some grass-land beyond the road, which will appear a continuation of the Park. The following Vignette will shew the effect of the alteration in the road, and of placing a Lodge across the present line of road.

**Conclusion.**

It would be impossible to enumerate all the points in which new beauties might be elicited from the natural situation and circumstances of Wingerworth; it seems to have been unfortunately treated, in all that regards its pleasure-ground walks, as if it had been a Villa at Clapham, or a flat scene in Lincolnshire; but I will not advise the alteration of what has been so recently finished; I will rather turn my attention to the general effect of the whole, and the improvement of its great features, leaving the lesser errors to outgrow and correct themselves.

The too hasty removal of hedges and masses of trees, in
compliance with the modern fashion of mistaking extent for beauty, has made it difficult to give the ground, so cleared, the appearance of an ancient park; and we must rather look forward to the future effect of those large masses, which have been more judiciously planted, than to the mistaken assemblage of dots and clumps, with which modern gardening is apt to disfigure an open lawn.
compliance with the modern fashion of mistaking extent for beauty, has made it difficult to give the ground, so cleared, the appearance of an ancient park; and we must rather look forward to the future effect of those large masses, which have been more judiciously planted, than to the mistaken assemblage of dots and clumps, with which modern gardening is apt to disfigure an open lawn.
FRAGMENT XV.

ON

PLANTING SINGLE TREES.

TO THE RIGHT HON. LORD ERSKINE, &c. &c.

MY LORD,

In answer to your Lordship's query, I will begin by stating it in your own words, because it is probable you have kept no copy of them, and I have no recollection of having made the remark you record, although I fully confirm it.

Your letter says, "I have followed your advice in the shelter given to my Cottage, without sacrificing my prospect; and you said very truly, that when a man is annoyed with sun, wind, or dust, he puts his hand near his face, and does not depend on distant shelter."

I then recommended you to plant only beech, and now you ask if there may be added a few cedars of Lebanon, pineaster, and silver firs. This I must answer by the help of a sketch, to explain; what is so obvious when explained; that I consider it only as a proof that the most enlightened minds will sometimes hesitate on subjects which they have not studied with the eyes of a Painter and Landscape Gardener: the former sees things as they are, the latter as they will be. Indeed I have frequently observed that, in planting a tree, few persons consider the future
growth or shape of different kinds. Thus the beech and the ash will admit of a view under their branches, or will admit of lower branches being cut; while the fir tribe and conic-shaped trees will not.

The annexed Landscape is composed of those materials, which may rather be called tame and beautiful, than romantic or picturesque. It consists of a river quietly winding through a valley; a tower on the summit of a wooded promontory, and a cottage at the foot of the hill; a distant village spire, and more distant hills, mark the course of the valley: to all this is added a foreground, consisting of two large trees to the left, and three small ones to the right.

The former can never be supposed to grow much larger, but the latter may in time fill the whole space now occupied by the dark cloud over them; and in so doing they will neither injure the Landscape, nor hide any of its leading features. Let me now direct the attention to the two small fir trees in the foreground, which appear so out of character with the scene, and so misplaced, that they offend even as they are here represented; but we must remember, that in a few years these trees will grow so high as to out-top the tower on the hill; and also spread out their side branches, till they meet, to the total exclusion of all the valley, and all that we admire in the Landscape.

Thus the hand which should only shade, will then be placed before the eyes; and the Landscape, as well as the sun, wind, and dust, would be better excluded by a Venetian blind at once.
I have seldom known trees planted singly, or dotted on a lawn, with permanent good effect; because few who have planted such trees have courage to take them away after they have begun to grow: for this reason I have always asserted, that it is better to cut down a large tree, which actually impedes the view, than to plant a small one, which will very soon do the same thing.
FRAGMENT XVI.

CONCERNING VILLAS.

It has often been hinted to me, when called on for my opinion concerning places of small extent, that I can hardly be expected to give to them the same attention as to those of many hundred acres. My answer has generally been, that, on the contrary, they often require more attention than larger places. They may be compared to the miniature, with respect to the portrait large as life: the former requires to be more highly finished, but the likeness is the chief object; and this likeness in the picture may be compared in Landscape Gardening to that peculiar identity which adapts the place to the wants and wishes of the proprietor, and the character exclusively belonging to each. To pursue the simile one step further: if the nobleman will be painted as a mail coachman, or the plain country gentleman in the dress he wore at a masquerade, we shall look for the likeness in vain: so if the park be plowed and sown with corn, or a field of twenty acres affect to be a park, the art of Landscape Gardening becomes useless: it does not profess to improve the value of land, but its beauty: it does not profess to gratify vanity, by displaying great extent, but to extend comfort, as far as it is feasible; and, if possible, to incul-
cate the great secret of true happiness—"Not to wish for more." It is not by adding field to field, or by taking away hedges, or by removing roads to a distance, that the character of a Villa is to be improved: it is by availing ourselves of every circumstance of interest or beauty within our reach, and by hiding such objects as cannot be viewed with pleasure: for I have often found, in places of the largest extent, that their principal views are annoyed by some patch of alien property, like Naboth's vineyard; some

"Angulus ille

——‘Qui mune denormat agellum.’——"

It seldom falls to the lot of the improver to be called upon for his opinion on places of great extent, and of vast range of unblended and uninterrupted property, like Longleate or Woburn: while in the neighbourhood of every city or manufacturing town, new places as villas are daily springing up, and these, with a few acres, require all the conveniences, comforts, and appendages, of larger and more sumptuous, if not more expensive places. And as these have of late had the greatest claim on my attention, and may perhaps be found more generally useful to those who wish to enjoy the scenery of the country, without removing too far from active life, I shall produce some examples of places of this description, and make such extracts from the Reports as may become interesting to all who make new purchases, and create new scenes in the neighbourhood of the metropolis, or of any large town.
REPORT CONCERNING A VILLA AT STREATHAM,

BELONGING TO THE EARL OF COVENTRY.

MY LORD,

I cannot but rejoice in the honour your Lordship has done me, in requiring my opinion concerning a Villa, which, when compared with Croom or Spring Park, may be deemed inconsiderable by those who value a place by its size or extent, and not by its real importance, as it regards beauty, convenience, and utility. I must therefore request leave to deliver my opinion concerning Streatham at some length, as it will give me an opportunity of explaining my reasons for treating the subject very differently from those followers of Brown, who copied his manner, without attending to his proportions or motives, and adopted the same expedients for two acres, which he thought advisable for two hundred. Mr. Brown's attention had generally been called to places of great extent, in many of which he had introduced that practice distinguished by the name of a belt of plantation, and a drive within that belt. This, when the surface was varied by hill and dale, became a convenient mode of connecting the most striking spots, and the most interesting scenes at a distance from the mansion, and from each other. But when the same expedient is used round a small field, with no inequality of ground, and particularly with a public road bounding the premises, it is impossible to conceive
a plan more objectionable in its consequences; for as the essential characteristic of a *Villa* near the metropolis consists in its *seclusion* and *privacy*, the walk which is only separated from the highway by a park paling, and a few laurels, is not more private, though far less cheerful, than the path in the highway itself. To this may be added, that such a belt, when viewed from the house, must confine the landscape by the pale to hide the road; then by the shrubs to hide the pale; and lastly, by the fence to protect the shrubs; which all together act as a boundary more decided and offensive than the common hedge betwixt one field and another.

The Art of Landscape Gardening is in no instance more obliged to Mr. Brown, than for his occasionally judicious introduction of the Ha! Ha! or sunk fence, by which he united in appearance two surfaces necessary to be kept separate. But this has been in many places absurdly copied to an extent that gives more actual confinement than any visible fence whatever. At Streatham the view towards the south consists of a small field bounded by the narrow belt, and beyond it is the Common of Streatham, which is in parts adorned by groups of trees, and in others disfigured by a redundancy of obtrusive houses. The common in itself is a cheerful object, and from its distance not offensive, even when covered with people who enjoy its verdure. Yet if the whole of the view in front were open to the common, it might render the house and ground near it too public; and for this reason, I suppose, some shrubs have been placed near the windows; but I consider that the defect might
be more effectually remedied by such a mass of planting as would direct the eye to the richest part of the common only; then, by raising a bank to hide the paling in such opening, the grass of the common and of the lawn would appear united, and form one unconfined range of turf seen point blank from the principal windows; while the oblique view might be extended to the greatest depth of lawn, and to some fine trees, which are now all hid by an intervening kitchen garden not half large enough for the use of such a house.

This naturally leads me to explain the principle of improvement which I have the honour to suggest. The value of land near the capital is very great; but we are apt to treat it in the same manner as if it were a farm in the country, and estimate its produce by the acre, when in fact it ought to be estimated by the foot. An acre of land of the same quality, which may be worth £2 in Worcestershire, may be worth £5 at Streatham, for cattle; but if appropriated to the use of man, it may be worth £20 as a garden. It is therefore no waste of property to recommend such a garden establishment at Streatham as may make it amply worth the attention of the most experienced gardener to supply the daily consumption of a town-house, and save the distant conveyance or extravagant purchase of fruit and choice vegetables: especially as such an arrangement will add to the beauty and interest of the grounds, while it increases their value.

The house at Streatham, though surrounded by forty acres of grass land, is not a farm, but a Villa in a garden; for I never
have admitted the word *Ferme Orné* into my ideas of taste, any more than a butcher's shop, or a pigsty, adorned with pea-green and gilding. A garden is of different value in different seasons, and should be adapted to each. In *Summer*, when every field in the country is a garden, we seldom enjoy that within our own paling, except in its produce; but near London, where the views from public roads are all injured by the pales and belts of private property, the interior becomes more valuable, and the pleasure of gathering summer fruit should be consulted in the arrangement of the gardens. In *Winter* the garden is only preferable to a field by a broad gravel-walk, from which the snow is swept, except we add to its luxury the comfort of such glass as may set the winter at defiance; and the advantage of such forcing-houses for vines and flowers will be doubly felt in the neighbourhood of the capital.

In *Spring* the garden begins to excite interest with the first blossoms of the crocus and snowdrop: and though its delights are seldom enjoyed in the more magnificent country residences of the Nobility, yet the garden of a Villa should be profusely supplied with all the fragrance and the beauty of blossom belonging to "il gioventu del anno."

Lastly, the garden in *Autumn* to its flowers adds its fruits, these by judicious management may be made a source of great luxury and delight: and we may observe, that it is chiefly in spring and autumn that gravel walks are more essentially
useful when the heavy dews on the lawn render grass walks almost inaccessible.

It happens at Streatham, that a long range of offices, stables, and farm buildings, fronts the south, and seems to call for the expedient by which it may be best hid, viz. a continued covered way, extending a vista from the green-house annexed to the drawing-room; houses of every kind for Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Vines, &c. &c. to any extent, may here be added, without darkening the windows, which may be lighted under the glass, and a low skreen of flowering shrubs in summer will sufficiently hide this long range of winter comfort, without intercepting the rays of the sun.

REPORT

concerning

A VILLA NEAR A COMMON,

in the north of England.

The scenery and situations, which I have been called in to improve, are not more diversified than are the characters of those to whom they belong; and were I to relate the difficulties attending my endeavours to meet the wishes of all my friends, this volume might perhaps be deemed a libel. Some who never meant to follow my advice, or even to do any thing to
their places, would be offended if no notice were taken of them: while others, who have literally realized all I suggested, would be equally offended if their places were named; but in these times, when the landed property of the country is changing with every generation, I shall sometimes venture to allude to subjects where great improvement has been proposed, and in many cases actually carried into effect, without incurring the resentment of my friends from mentioning them by name.

Among the most painful circumstances attending the Professor's life, and the time and contrivance wasted to produce plans although highly approved; yet from vanity, from indecision, or from the fickleness of human nature, not unfrequently thrown aside, and plans more expensive, but less useful or ornamental, adopted in their stead.

About fifteen years after I had given plans for making a house and grounds perfectly comfortable, at an expense estimated at four thousand pounds, I had the mortification to find, that fifteen thousand had been expended, and the Proprietor told me, that he would gladly add five thousand more, to make it as I had originally proposed.

"Video meliora, proboque,
Deteriora sequor."

To give the name of the place, or the Proprietor, in such cases, would be only proclaiming the folly or perverseness of individuals; but if all examples were suppressed, from this feeling of delicacy, some of the most interesting specimens would be
lost; and I should be guilty of injustice to the powers of the Art which I have so long professed to cultivate. For this reason I will refer to a nameless specimen of improvement in the North of England; where a Villa, placed on the edge of a goose-common, commanded a view of distant country, enriched with woods and gentlemen's seats; but the leading feature of the landscape was a row of mean tenements, with some of those places of worship too apt to disfigure the neighbourhood of all great manufacturing districts. These white-washed scars in modern landscape, form a melancholy contrast to the venerable churches and remnants of edifices of former times, which are now suffered to moulder into ruins.

The annexed sketch represents the advantage taken of an act of Parliament to enclose a common, where the water, which stood in several small pools, was collected into an apparent river; and the road, with all the unsightly objects, is now become a line of plantation, forming a pleasing foreground to the richly wooded distance.
REPORT CONCERNING A VILLA IN ESSEX,

VERY SINGULARLY SITUATED,

Consisting of four or five acres of Garden, in the centre of Epping Forest, abounding in Deer, and immediately surrounded by a Rabbit Warren of twenty acres.

In delivering my opinion concerning the improvement of this place, I must state the peculiar circumstances which render it very different from any other.

The House was much out of repair. It had long been the Rein-Deer tavern, occupied not as an inn by the side of some great road, but as a house in a sequestered part of the forest, with summer access by green lanes, or broad grass glades; and appropriated to the Sunday visits of those who made holiday, fancying they enjoyed solitude in a forest, amidst the crowd of "felicity hunters" who came here to forget the cares of London. It was not uncommon to see fifty horses in the yards and stables, and twice as many guests filling the large rooms; but these visits were confined to the summer months, and on this account the cool views towards the north were preferred to the sunshine of the south. Now it must have occurred to all who attend to situation in the country, that in this climate the first object of cheerfulness and comfort for a permanent residence is a south or south-east aspect. If a family ever reside here dur-
ing the winter, they will perhaps discover, that the window on
the staircase to the south admits more cheerfulness than any
other in the house: and this may perhaps suggest the idea of
opening windows to the south in the great room, although they
may only look into a conservatory or green-house, which may be
also a grapery; but the difference between a public-house and
a private one operates in so many ways, that I must proceed far-
ther. The public-house required broad glades and free access in
all directions; large stables, stable-yards, and outbuildings, far
more extensive than are necessary to a private house, and conse-
quently all these may be reduced, and the access to them simpli-
fied. There is yet another consideration which makes this place
different from all others: it is not only a spot of four or five acres
enclosed from a forest, but it is surrounded by a rabbit-warren,
which the late occupier made an object of profit, though with
the utmost difficulty could he preserve from these rapacious
animals the vegetables in the garden, intended for his scarcely
less rapacious guests; and thus the whole is subdivided by un-
sightly palings, and the place altogether is a scene of slovenli-
ness, with dirty ponds, and numerous puddles, cess-pools, and
traps for vermin in every part of the premises; while the sur-
face presents nothing but yawning chasms, or barren mounds
of clay without a blade of grass, which is wholly destroyed by
the rabbits. The first thing therefore to be done is, to secure the
whole by such a fence as shall, at the same time, exclude the
deer of the forest, who leap over any thing that is less than
six feet above ground, and the rabbits, who burrow under any
thing (but a brick wall) two or three feet beneath the ground. Now such a fence, quite round the premises, will be expensive, yet, without an effective fence, there can be no enjoyment of the place: I will therefore suppose, that much of the present fence may be repaired, and where a new fence is necessary it should be constructed according to the annexed section: thus—Suppose the dotted line the present surface of the ground, then begin by digging out the earth at A five or six feet wide, and throw it up at B, to raise the walk on a terrace; then face the bottom of the bank about three feet deep with bricks, and put upon it a paling about three feet high; this will make a fence of six feet against the deer, while a person walking within side will look over the pale, and enjoy the prospect of the forest.

After effectually inclosing and securing the whole area, the next consideration is, how it shall be occupied; this is described by the map. I first allot the garden for fruit and vegetables, which may be locked up, laying it altogether, and making access to the yard by a road to divide the garden from the melon-ground, &c. This garden may be decorated with neat gravel-walks and beds of flowers and shrubs, with terrace views into the forest;
and including the house and yards, will be about two acres; there will then remain about two acres and a half to the north, which is too much to be all pleasure-ground, and either the whole may be fed with cattle as a lawn, or the part near the house, including the gravel roads, may be fenced with a wire or trellis fence, which will give neatness and comfort, without waste of land.

All rabbit beds and burrows within the fence should of course be levelled and destroyed.

REPORT CONCERNING EALING PARK.

This is one of the few places which still retain the importance of the last century in the blended scenery of Landscape and Gardening; but the trees have outgrown their original intention. Brown (whose work this appears to have been) surrounded the whole place by a narrow belt or skreen of plantation; and in conformity doubtless with the wish of its proprietor, he made a gravel-walk through the whole length of the same; notwithstanding it everywhere runs parallel to a high road, from which it is only separated by a pale: this was hid while the plantation was young, but now the trees are grown so naked and open at bottom, that the proximity of the boundary is everywhere felt: and since it would be impossible to remedy this
defect, without too great a sacrifice of respectable trees in the belt, we must seek for new beauties elsewhere, and have resort to different expedients, to shew the situation to advantage. A circular drive round a place with views only towards the interior, has little to excite our admiration, after the first two or three rounds. It is not sufficient to see the water, and the large group of trees in the lawn; they are still always out of our reach: we long to enjoy more of them; we wish not only to see them, but actually to be on the banks of the water, and under the shade of the trees: and, like Rasselas in the happy vale of Abyssinia, we regret the confinement of this belt, and should rejoice at emancipation from the magic circle by which we are restrained. Yet the exercise and pleasure of such a length of walk is an object not to be hastily relinquished.

There are now but few places where the surrounding belts, planted in Brown's time, have not been cut down for the sake of the timber, or the ground cleared for the sake of the pasture; but where they exist, especially in a flat country, the trees have acquired such height as to exclude all distant view; and consequently an air of confinement is produced, which was not intended in Brown's original belts. Two instances of this kind have occurred to me in the neighbourhood of Ealing and Acton; where a pleasing offskip, with wooded distance, and such features as the Pagoda and Palace of Kew, were totally hid by the lofty trees which formed the belt. In one of them an attempt had been made to break the continuity, but some few tall trees that were left, produced more mischief than all the others before
they were taken away; because, while the belt remained, we might suppose it concealed some unsightly object; or, that nothing existed beyond it deserving a place in the landscape; but now we perceive features whose beauty is by no means increased by being partially concealed.

The sketch, No. 1, represents the opening made in a belt, in which the Pagoda at Kew forms a striking object; but the sketch differs considerably from the original; the spectator in the former is supposed to be stationary, but in the latter, whenever he changes his position, the Pagoda is alternately hid by the four trees, which are supposed to be taken away in the sketch, No. 2; and every one must be sensible, that the opening requires to be made thus free from impediment and incumbrance: the distance may then be decidedly separated from the foreground. These two sketches also serve to elucidate another remark: the offskip, or distant country, must either be seen over or under those objects which constitute the foreground; here advantage is taken of both; in the larger opening it is shewn over an intervening copse, or mass of brushwood, and in the other it appears through the stems of tall trees, and under their branches. Such openings, if not too frequently repeated, or too artificially made, will improve the landscape, without destroying the continuity of wood, and of walk within the same. But in these sketches another effect is hinted, by breaking the line of clipped fence, partly by a few thorns planted before it, and partly by suffering some bushes in the hedge to grow taller; this will render the walk more interesting than in its present
The BELT when it has outgrown its original intention, can only be broken effectually by large & bold openings: because by leaving a few trees the line of belt still remains; especially when marked by a hedge or permanent fence.

This sketch also shows the effect of letting light on the Water, by removing the dark reflection of trees.
state, where the same view into the same lawn becomes tiresome and monotonous; and where the house and the water is the axis round which we turn, we feel in a manner tethered to a certain point; and it would be a relief to have the attention drawn away to other objects more new, though not so beautiful.

Having classed under the same head of Small Places or Villas several subjects of very different magnitude and importance, one more may be added, to which not an acre belonged; and therefore it may serve to shew, that the quantity of acres attached does not make a place large or small; and also as yielding a striking example of the difference to be observed betwixt the Scenery of a Park and that of a Garden, blending utility with ornament, and giving privacy to a situation most exposed to the public.

A modern Villa, called White Lodge, is situated nearly in the centre of Richmond Park. This has long been granted by the King as a residence to Lord Viscount Sidmouth. When I first visited the spot in 1805, a small quantity of land had recently been allotted from the Park; without which, indeed, the house was before hardly habitable; for, although it was surrounded on every side with varied landscape, and the scenery of a forest rather than that of a park, being one of the royal domains, the deer and cattle of the forest had access to the
doors and windows; and were only kept from the corridore by a chain or hurdle put across the arches. It is obvious, under such circumstances, that there could be no walks, no privacy, no enjoyment of garden luxuries, either for pleasure or for use; and neither fruit nor vegetables could be raised upon the premises.

There were two modes of treating this subject, according to the modern system of Landscape Gardening. The first was to enclose the whole area granted, by a belt of trees and shrubs: this would have excluded all view into the park, and reduced the situation to that of any villa on Clapham Common. The other mode was that which I found actually begun, viz. to surround the whole with an open or invisible fence, to unite in appearance the Ground of the Park with that of the enclosure, bringing to the same level the surface where it was irregular. This would have completely destroyed every advantage of privacy, of convenience, or of use, in the acquisition from this new grant. I was therefore driven to suggest a third expedient, which in these Fragments has or will be frequently mentioned, viz. to adopt a decided artificial Character for the Garden; boldly reverting to the ancient formal style, which by some will be condemned as departing from the imitation of Nature; and by such treatment is now secured to these premises an ample portion of ground for fruit and vegetables of every kind; yet these are so enveloped in screens of shrubbery and garden flowers, as to be nowhere visible or offensive. At the same time, by preserving the inequalities in the ground, which were
about to be levelled, the walk is made to take advantage of views into the park; and thus neither beauty nor utility is banished by the enclosure.

The Drawing by which this subject is elucidated will perhaps be deemed more picturesque as a Park than as a Garden; but it has frequently been observed, that Garden Scenery seldom presents subjects for a picture. Let us rather consider which of the two is most applicable to the uses of habitation—the neatness and security of a gravel-walk, or the uncleanly, pathless grass of a forest, filled with troublesome animals of every kind, and some occasionally dangerous.

The improvement suggested has been executed in every respect by the present noble Inhabitant, with the exception of the Treillage Ornaments, which may at any time be added.*

* In a beautiful work lately published in France, entitled, Choix des plus célèbres Maisons de Plaisance de Rome, by Cha. Percier and P. F. L. Fontaine, the following just distinction is made betwixt the Italian Gardens and those of France; to which might be added, the modern English Garden also. "Ce n'est jamais, comme on le voit chez nous, un jardin dans lequel on a pretendu faire un site, un paysage, mais au contraire, un site dans lequel on a fait un jardin c'est l'Art qui a pare la Nature, et non pas l'Art qui a voulu la créer."
FRAGMENT XVII.

OF

A GARDEN NEAR OPORTO.

TO —— HARRIS, ESQ.

SIR,

When I first received the honour of your letter, desiring me to furnish a plan for the improvement of Ground belonging to a Villa in Portugal, I doubted whether your correspondent from that place could be in earnest in supposing such an undertaking possible; yet the novelty of the experiment induced me to attend to this request: and notwithstanding all the difficulties of the subject, I have endeavoured to comply with your friend's wishes, "that I should furnish a plan for shewing a specimen of English Gardening in a foreign country."

The difficulties to which I allude are these:

First, My not having ever seen the spot, or any drawing of it.

Secondly, My never having been in that country, yet from sketches furnished by those who have been there, I had some general ideas of the face of the country near the spot, though not of the spot itself.
Thirdly, Having only a map of the surface, without any sections of the ground, to describe the various levels: and

Lastly, The vast difference in climate, soil, seasons, and costume, between England and Portugal. All which seem to render the introduction of our English Garden into the grounds near Oporto almost as difficult as it has been to introduce the vegetation of a hot country into the cold regions of the north: yet this has by perseverance been accomplished; and I am happy in an opportunity of attempting to shew in this instance how far difficulties may be surmounted.

Having at various times published my opinion on English or Landscape Gardening, I must beg leave to refer your correspondent to those works, and shall only point out the peculiarities which seem to render our English style almost inapplicable to Portugal, or at least to call for a different mode of treatment in the subject under consideration.

The first of the great requisites in English Gardening is, to banish all appearance of confinement, and to give imaginary extent of freedom, by invisible lines of separation, by a ha! ha! or sunk fences, &c. If this be difficult in a territory of two or three hundred acres, how much more so must it be in a plot of three or four acres, enclosed by walls, and surrounded by neighbouring buildings: all we can hope to effect is to hide this boundary every where by plantations of such varied outline and depth, as to disguise what we cannot extend or remove.

Secondly, That which peculiarly distinguishes the gardens of England is the beauty of English verdure: the grass of the
mown lawn, uniting with the grass of the adjoining pastures, and presenting that permanent verdure which is the natural consequence of our soft and humid climate, but unknown to the cold regions of the north, or the parching temperature of the south. This it is impossible to enjoy in Portugal to any great extent; where it would be as practicable to cover the general surface with the snow of Lapland, as with the verdure of England: I mean naturally; yet artificially it may be effected on a small scale by shade and irrigation; some hint, therefore, will be given for producing this effect, if only as a specimen of English verdure.

Thirdly, There is another circumstance belonging to English Gardens, which may possibly be imitated in any climate; and that relates to the prevailing lines of walks, &c.

In the old Gardens of France and Italy, and I suppose it is the same in Portugal, the walks are always straight, the surface generally flat, and all the shapes, whether of land, of water, of beds, or of parterres and borders, are drawn in circles, or squares, by straight mathematical rules. These are evidently works of Art, and do not pretend to any resemblance to Nature: indeed, when the ground has been formed into level terraces, supported by straight walls, perhaps a straight walk, parallel to the wall, is more rational than the affectation of a serpentine walk, which can only be justified either by irregularity of surface, or by the variety of views. In a straight walk the view forward is always the same, but in a curving walk it varies with every step we take: thus whether it consist of distant
prospects, or of the shrubs and plants near the eye, the scene is constantly changing, and this characteristic of an English Garden may be imitated in any country. The annexed plan will fully explain how this may be accomplished in the present instance; but there is also an expedient suggested to realize the English style in two other circumstances, viz. the inequality of surface, and its verdure. I am given to understand, that the broad terrace or platform near the house is about six or eight feet above the second terrace, and that water may be brought thither to supply a basin for gold and silver fish; let us therefore suppose the shape of the ground to be altered according to the annexed plan and sections,* this will make a fall in every direction towards the pool, and if the water by which this pool is to be supplied be led along a narrow channel of stone or lead, from every part of which it may trickle on the grass, it may be spread over the whole surface, in the same manner as water meadows are irrigated, and in the hottest climate the verdure will be preserved; especially if some trees be planted round the area, to contribute their shade. By this expedient I have no doubt we may produce a specimen of English verdure in the upper ground; and if it succeeds there,

* In describing this Garden of Portugal, the Plan for the walks and shrubberies has been omitted; but the Map inserted with the sections of the ground may be considered as of a more general nature; serving to explain the process of laying out a surface in such manner, that it may be raised and sunk, according to the stakes by which the ground is divided into squares. This was done under my direction at the gardens at the Pavilion at Brighton, and the whole surface altered accordingly.
it may also be made to succeed equally in the lowest ground, by the water in the well in the middle of the garden. Not having seen the spot, and not knowing what plants or shrubs there may be now growing, or what will best succeed in this situation, I shall give the following general rules for the planting, after the ground is shaped according to the annexed diagram.

First, If there are any good trees or plants on the spot, too large to be removed, let them not be disturbed, unless very much interfering with the levels of the ground, or line of the walks.

Secondly, The height of the plants must be guided by the objects they are intended to hide, or the views they may obstruct. In those places where good prospects are seen over the walls, they need only be high enough to hide the walls; in others, where houses or other objects require to be concealed, they must be high in proportion.

Thirdly, Let the lowest growing shrubs be nearest to the walks, and some flowers in front; except in those walks which require shade; and there tall plants may be put close to the side of the walks.

N. B. The water to irrigate the grass, and supply the pool, I understand, is to be furnished from a redundance in the adjoining ground belonging to a Convent of Capuchins; and much will depend on the due attention that not a drop shall be lost or wasted. I am happy to add, that this plan was successfully realized, and admired for its effect and novelty in Portugal.
Directions for shaping the surface with a fall every way towards the Pool.

First take down the Terrace wall, then put stakes at 3 ft apart each way, and mark on each stake the numbers on the Plan. Measure the height of the Wall to be removed, and divide it into 3 equal parts, and this will serve as a scale for the depth. The exact height of the Wall not having been seen, I suppose it 3 ft, making each division 1 ft, or if it be only 3 ft high, then each division will be only 1 ft.

Dig trenches, crossing each other according to the lines on the Plan, and to the depths corresponding with the sections each way, supposing 3 ft to the surface of the Water, but the Pool must be formed and dug out afterwards. The trenches or pattern lines being 2 or 3 ft wide, the whole surface will be easily shaped by taking away the earth in the intermediate squares.

SECTIONS OF A GARDEN NEAR OPORTO
FRAGMENT XVIII.

UPPARK.

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF UPPARK,
A SEAT OF SIR HARRY FEATHERSTONE, BART.

SITUATION AND CHARACTER.

Before a rational plan for the improvement of any place can be laid down, it is always necessary to consider its natural situation, and the character which has been given to it by art. The former at Uppark is truly magnificent, being on the summit of the south down range of hills; and when we consider the large masses of wood, the beautiful shapes and verdure of the lawns, with the distant and various views of sea and land, it is difficult to adapt any style of building to such a spot, that may correspond with the great scale of the place. Of this difficulty the Architect seems to have been aware, by the degree of irregularity which was originally adopted in the position of the outbuildings: this is evident, both from the map and from an old picture on the staircase, wherein the stables and other offices appear to have been placed not at right angles, but converging from the entrance front.

His reasons for so doing seem to have been well founded.
He knew that a correct correspondence of parts in a building tends to diminish its importance; that the Roman style, which was then introduced into England, would not admit of such irregularity; and all that could be done was to spread out the detached buildings, which produced an appearance of irregularity when seen from a distance, while the effect of symmetry was preserved in the entrance-court, where the lines converging instead of being parallel, increased the apparent length of perspective.*

THE ENTRANCE.

As the principal object of improvement at Uppark relates to an alteration in the entrance, I shall endeavour to explain the causes which have rendered such alteration necessary.

Before the introduction of Roman Architecture into England, all the Palaces and large Mansions consisted of one or more quadrangles surrounded by buildings, as at Cowdray, Hampton Court, &c. But at the time when Uppark was built, the fashion of these quadrangles was about to be changed; although for a long time after, it was continued in the entrance fronts; and at Uppark, where the entrance was to the east, a basse cour, or court, was preserved; and in so lofty and exposed a situation, such an entrance was absolutely necessary to the comfort of the residence; for however the views might be opened

* An example of this may be observed in St. George-Street, as viewed from the end of Hanover-square.
from the other windows of the house, those on the same side with the entrance could command only a view surrounded by walls or buildings.

As the gloomy confined view into a quadrangle, or paved court, forms a great contrast to the cheerful landscape of a park, or more distant prospects, it is no wonder that fashion should open the views in every direction; forgetting that one side at least of every house must be appropriated to useful rather than ornamental purposes. In the original plan of Uppark, it is evident, by the little attention given to its appearance, that the Architect intended the north front should not be seen; but when the buildings, which formed the due importance of the east or entrance front, were taken down, the entrance still continued as before.

It is difficult to give an adequate idea of the improvement which has been actually executed, without inserting the whole series of sketches and plans by which the report is illustrated, and which consists of nine distinct drawings.

The annexed sketch shews the entrance from the park to the pleasure-ground and flower-garden, which is defended by a wall of flint-work; and after passing through the iron gates, the road continues in the highly-dressed pleasure-ground, till it enters the quadrangle to the north of the house, in which a corridor and portico of Doric columns mark the entrance.
FRAGMENT XIX.

CONCERNING COMBINATION.

I confess myself at some loss for an appropriate title for the subject of this section. Perhaps it will best be explained by comparing a Mansion of the last century with those venerable piles of more ancient date; many of which have been sacrificed to the prim spruceness of that modern fashion which dictates uniformity of style through the whole building, and consequently renders it necessary to hide by planting all such offices or appendages as cannot be made to assimilate with its character. To this may be added the prevailing custom of placing a House in the middle of a Park, detached from all objects, whether of convenience or magnificence; and thus making a country residence as solitary and unconnected as the Prison on Dartmoor.

Let us compare such a scene with the ancient Family Mansion of two or three centuries ago, and which may perhaps have undergone repairs or additions in different styles, during a long succession of generations. We shall often observe a combined mass of buildings irregular in their outline, and perhaps even discordant in their style; but the confused mixture in a Mansion, with its offices attached and detached, gives an imposing assemblage, while the church, and even the village, or at least some houses of dependants, add to that quantity and
variety, without which there can be no real greatness or importance. It is a mistaken idea, that a place is increased in its grandeur by removing all its subordinate parts to a distance, or out of sight: on the contrary, many of our most venerable Palaces are attached, at least on one side, to the neighbouring town; while views into gardens and park scenery are enjoyed from the principal apartments.

Except in the cases of some Royal Domains, the examples of such venerable Edifices are becoming more and more scarce; partly from the prevalence of bad taste, that generally accompanies wealth suddenly acquired, and partly from the propensity which dictates the pulling down and rebuilding, rather than preserving and restoring the ancient specimens of former magnificence. This erroneous practice is further increased by the fashion of detaching the Mansion from its natural dependencies, rather than combining it with them. Amongst these, perhaps, there was none deemed more appropriate in old times than the Church or Chapel, or family place of burial and worship. This, so far from casting the gloom, which modern times have annexed to such combinations, was formerly considered as an object of pride and pleasure to the living, by combining the associated remembrance of many generations of the same family.

If there be a pleasing association excited by a collection of family pictures in the hall of an ancient mansion; if we look back with a degree of pride and satisfaction on the ancient costume of the stiff portraits of former proprietors, how much
more forcibly do the busts and statues and recorded deeds of former worthies arouse the mind to a feeling of respect, when we know that all which can remain is sacredly preserved on the spot where they once enjoyed the regard of their cotemporaries! Not having received the permission of the Noble Proprietor to mention the name of his place, I must take the liberty to explain the subject by the help of a sketch, without giving the name.

Near the ancient seat of a Noble Family, the Parish Church (to which is attached the burial place used by the family for more than seven centuries) is so close to the site of the mansion, that some may perhaps think it too near; but a modern house has been restored on the original site, and is now so intimately connected with the church, the church-yard, and offices belonging to the house, that it is impossible not to be pleased with the combined effect of such a mass of buildings. This I have recommended to be increased, by preserving a picturesque cottage, formerly the parsonage, and adding a cemetery, to form the boundary of the church-yard.

It is remarkable, that in this neighbourhood a custom prevails of profusely gilding the tombs and grave-stones, which are some of white and some of a black stone; and I suggested the idea of intermixing shrubs and beds of flowers with the gilded and carved ornaments: the novelty of the scene would tend to remove that degree of disgust which ought not to be excited by the emblems of mortality, while we believe in the immortality of man.
FRAGMENT XX.

CONCERNING CONTRASTS.

The gaudy sketch which accompanies this Fragment was taken at the moment when a dark and heavy summer's shower was suddenly succeeded by a bright effulgence of light in a conservatory from which the glass roof had been removed. Although the effect was such as neither this sketch nor any painting can express, it may yet be useful in elucidating the following remarks concerning Contrasts. The first contrast here shewn is that in the shape of the trees, betwixt the straight, stiff, and upright forms to the right, and those drooping forms to the left; and though we may admire the stately and aspiring character of the hollyhock and larkspur among flowers, with the cedar and cypress among trees, yet if we turn to the opposite side, we shall confess the justice of Mr. Burke's remark, that a certain degree of weakness is not incompatible with beauty; and that in vegetables, as in the human form, the apparent need of support increases the interest we feel in what is graceful or beautiful.

The sketch first serves to exemplify the contrast* betwixt

* I have occasionally planted near each other such trees as the Liburnum and the Acacia, with weeping Birch and Willows; adding such flowers and shrubs as gracefully accord, by the pendulous manner of their growth; this makes a source of pleasing
aspiring and drooping plants, as well as the contrast of colours. I have also endeavoured to delineate, but found it impossible to do justice to the rainbow, either in its vivid hues or its transparent effect. I should have wished to give an adequate idea of that harmonious contest which I witnessed betwixt the vivid meteor in the sky, and the assemblage of objects seeming to vie with the rainbow in the richness of their colours.

The next contrast I shall mention is that of Light and Dark, not in shadow and shade, but of a variety in colouring observable in Nature, and well worth cultivating in the art of Gardening, although difficult to represent in painting. Of this I shall enumerate several kinds.

First, The difference of a leaf with the light shining full upon it, which renders it an opaque object, and the same leaf seen transparent by the light shining through it.*

Secondly, The Contrast produced amidst the more gaudy Colouring by the sort of repose that the eye derives, sometimes from white flowers, as of the jasmine, the passion-flower, and other plants, whose leaves are dark and not glossy: sometimes

variety in our gardens: while in others I have collected together all the different species of some beautiful genus: thus in the Thornery at Woburn are to be found every species of thorns which will bear the climate.

* Having one day, when at Holwood, pointed this out to Mr. Pitt as a source of the delight we experience in a sunny day, from an open trellis of vines overhead, or the foliage in the roof of a conservatory, he was so forcibly struck with the remark, that he made several experiments with leaves of different shapes and tints, some of which, from the opaque ramifications of their fibres, or other circumstances of texture, &c. became new objects of delight to a mind like his, capable of resorting to the beauties of Nature, as a relief from the severer duties of his arduous situation.
the same repose is produced by a mass of light foliage, at a little distance appearing without shape or colour, as in a bed of mignonette.

Thirdly, The Contrast in Texture; some plants and flowers appearing as if composed of silk, others of cloth or velvet; some smooth as satin, others harsh, rough, and prickly.

Fourthly, The contrast of Size; some like the aloe, the horse-chesnut, or the tulip-tree, bearing their blossoms above the reach of man; and others, like the diminutive rock plants, and miniatures of Nature, requiring to be raised, or placed on tables, and in flower-pots or baskets. Sometimes plants of the same species assume new dimensions, forming a contrast with their more common measurements; as in the diminutive dwarf Burgundy rose, and the gigantic Viola tricolor; which may be used as an example of contrasts in colour and in relative dimensions.*

* In alluding to the contrast from dimensions, I cannot omit some notice of the power of Art over Nature in this respect.

In China it is a common practice not only to compress the feet of women, but they have a mode of stinting the growth of trees, by which they can reduce Oaks and Elms to the size of shrubs in garden-pots, to decorate the decks and cabins of their ships. A curious specimen of this kind of dwarf plant may be seen growing from the roof of a conduit, near the road side, betwixt Hyde-Park and Knightsbridge; where a perfect Elm in miniature has existed, to my knowledge, nearly half a century, without being now much bigger than a currant bush. In England we are apt to err in an opposite extreme, endeavouring rather to increase the size, than diminish it; thus we destroy the original stock (witness the gigantic but tasteless Gooseberry of Lancashire); and often injure the flavour, by increasing the size; swelling the Pippin to a Pearmain, and the Nonpareil to a Nonsuch.
The last contrast I shall mention is that of Cloud and Sunshine. There is perhaps nothing more reviving and delightful, than the sudden effect of a summer's shower, after a long continuance of dry weather: then all nature seems revived; the ground and the plants send forth new and grateful odours; the flowers, the birds, the insects, all join to express their pleasure; and even the gold fish in a globe, by their frolic motion shew that they partake in the general joy; splashing the water, and sometimes leaping out of it to meet the welcome drops. An assemblage of Contrasts, under such circumstances, I vainly fancied I could fix by my pencil's art; but a single drop convinced me how feeble is Art in her imitation of Nature.

"Si la Nature est grande dans les grandes choses,
Elle est très grande dans les petites." Rousseau.

Every spray was bespangled by drops hanging like diamonds, and each changing to all the colours of the rainbow, from whence they appeared to have newly fallen, to cheer the eye, delight the heart, and lift the mind to the contemplation of that source of light and joy from whence alone such beauties and such wonders can proceed.
SUNSHINE AFTER RAIN

Here Nature's contrasts art attempts in vain;
Who can describe the joy that follows pain?
Or paint its "vale of remembrance after rain"?
The character of a place will always be influenced by the style of the House; and I have ever considered, that, without absolute necessity, to destroy an ancient mansion, venerable by age, denotes as bad taste, as to erect a modern Castle or Abbey where there are no vestiges or pretensions for a building of that description.

About the date of Frome House, there prevailed in England a certain character of Architecture, holding a middle station betwixt the baronial castle and the yeoman's habitation; it was the Manor House.* In modern times the habits of life are changed; wealth, from the success of industry or adventure, has frequently become possessed of such ancient mansions; and the rage for novelty has often destroyed all vestiges of ancient great-

* A most sumptuous specimen of this kind exists in Norfolk (Wolterton Manor House), and has been recently published by the Society of Antiquaries from Drawings by J. Adey Repton.
ness of character, to introduce the reigning fashion for greatness of dimension. Hence we often see rooms too large to be warmed, or lighted, or inhabited with comfort; and doors and windows too large to be opened; and sometimes a single house is displayed with a long line of rooms, in which there is not a corner or recess to sit in. Our ancestors, when they made large rooms, contrived bays and breaks in its uniform shape; but the modern saloon of (what is called perfect proportion) thirty-six by twenty-four feet, must be crammed with tables, and sofas, and instruments, to create some intricacy in this barn-like space.

Having too frequently regretted the demolishing of old mansions, it is a peculiar satisfaction to me to be called upon to improve the ancient Mansion of an ancient family: and while I indulge my fondness for antiquity, I will endeavour to justify the plans I suggest, by answering such objections as may perhaps be offered; at the same time that I assign the reasons for my opinion.

The south-east front of Frome House is a specimen of regular, but not enriched, House-Gothic; and is in such state of repair as makes it unnecessary to take it down, and unpardonable to replace it by any modern style of building. What remains, however, of the old house is neither large enough nor sufficiently convenient for the modern residence of a gentleman's family; being only a single house, without any access to any room, except that which was formerly the hall, but now destroyed as such by an intermediate ceiling. It is therefore proposed to add so much as will double the present building;
and I trust no one can object to this new part corresponding in style with what is left of the old original mansion, by preserving the character of similar date; although to the proposal of adding at all to the present house the three following objections may possibly be urged.

First, The present site is too low:
Secondly, It is too near the water: and,
Thirdly, It is on the verge of the estate.

To the first I must observe, that our ancestors very judiciously placed their Castles on eminences for defence, and their Abbies and Houses in the vallies for shelter: but in the champaign country of Dorset it would be absurd to place a new house on a more elevated part of the property, exposed to every wind, without a tree to cover it.

Secondly, If the water were a stagnant pool, or one of those sheets of water, as they are called, in imitation of a lake, it might be objectionable to place a mansion so near its misty shores; but where the water is constantly gliding, or in rapid motion, where a hard, pebbly bottom appears through the limpid stream, and where the banks are not swamps or bogs, the current of the stream increases the wholesome current of the air; and its lively motion constitutes its chief interest, it should therefore be brought close to the windows, in a channel not too deep; as in such streams we do not require the still, sleepy mirror of deep water belonging to a navigable river; which Milton very beautifully contrasts, as distinct objects,

“... The shallow Brook, and River wide...”
Thirdly, Where a property is bounded by a natural river, it is surely advisable to take advantage of so interesting a feature; especially where islands or brushwood, on the opposite shore, prevent any nuisance or intrusion from a neighbour; but at present the shores appear more wet and swampy than they really are, from the willows and aquatic plants, which have been suffered to grow, in preference to the alders, which have, not improperly, been called, "the Aquatic Oak." But when new channels are dug, and the ground raised on the island, it will be found capable of bearing all sorts of trees and shrubs, which will do away the present apparent swampiness of the shores.

There is still one other objection, which may perhaps be made by those who consider that a house in the country must not only stand in the middle of its own property, but also that it should be surrounded by park or lawn of great extent. This may be necessary to give the mock importance of space to a modern mansion, but the ancient manor-house generally stood near a public road, and derived its importance from the neighbouring village, or cottages, or pastures, rather than from the destruction of every other dwelling near it, to produce one overgrown grass-field; or by "lawning a hundred good acres of wheat," to produce a bald naked park, dotted with starving trees, or belted and clumped with spruce firs, and larches, and Lombardy poplars.

The sketch subjoined is an accurate portrait of the present view from the south-east front of the house, encumbered by
VIEW FROM THE SOUTH FRONT OF FROME HOUSE, DORSET. N. GOULD, ESQ.
VIEW FROM THE SOUTH FRONT OF FROME HOUSE DORSET. N. GOLDS ESP.

barns, and the water is seen in the furrows along the side of the willow copse. At present the view is neither land nor water; but by digging a channel to connect with the line of the river, the water will become the boundary of the dressed ground near the house; while a pleasing intricacy will be occasioned by the contrasted forms of bridges to connect the several islands; and the landscape, without being bold, or romantic, will become interesting and picturesque.*

* There is a circumstance belonging to the Rivulets in Dorsetshire, which requires peculiar treatment. The water of this and the adjoining counties of Hants and Wilts often consists of small rivers called Bourns, some of which are perfectly dry during the summer, and others are so shallow, as to be nearly invisible, from the quantity of grass and weeds floating on the surface. Where the water is meant to be ornamental, it will often be advisable to mow and rake the stream, which requires as much attention as a grass or gravel-walk, not to appear slovenly and overgrown with weeds.
FRAGMENT XXII.

OF

ASPECTS AND PROSPECTS.

FROM A REPORT CONCERNING THE SITUATION FOR

WALWOOD HOUSE,

TO BE ERECTED ON A PROPERTY IN THE PARISH OF LAYTONSTONE,

ESSEX, BELONGING TO WILLIAM COTTON, ESQ.

Nothing is more common than for those who intend to build to consult many advisers, and to collect different plans, from which they suppose it possible to make one perfect whole. But they might as well expect to make an epic poem, by selecting detached verses from the works of different poets. Others take a plan, and fancy it may be adapted to any situation; but in reality, the plan must be made not only to fit the spot, it ought actually to be made upon the spot, that every door and window may be adapted to the Aspects and Prospects of the situation.

It was a remark of my venerable friend, Mr. Carr of York, after fourscore years experience as an Architect, that to "build a house, we had only to provide all that was wanted, and no more; then to place the best rooms to the best aspects and the
"best views." Simple as this apothegm may appear, it contains more truth in theory, and more difficulty in practice, than all the rules which have ever been laid down in books by architects, or the remarks of all the admirers of rural scenery, with whom I have conversed. The former never think of Aspects, and the latter think of nothing but Prospects. I will therefore beg leave to enlarge on these two subjects.

I consider the Aspect as of infinitely more consequence to the comfort and enjoyment of the inhabitant, than any Prospect whatever: and every common observer must be convinced, that in this climate a southern aspect is most desirable; but few are aware of the total difference in the effect of turning the front of the house a few points to the East or to the West of the south; because, although the south-east is the best, yet the south-west is the worst of all possible Aspects; for this reason, viz. all blustering winds and driving rains come from the south-west, and consequently the windows are so covered with wet, as to render the landscape hardly visible. My attention was originally drawn to this subject by travelling so much in post carriages, and often remarking the difference betwixt the window to the south-west and that to the south-east, during a shower of rain, or immediately after; when the sun shining on the drops causes an unpleasant glitter, obstructing the prospect, while the view towards the south-east remains perfectly visible.*

* At Organ-Hall, in Hertfordshire, a seat of William Towgood, Esq. the living-room was towards the south-west, and during a heavy storm of wind and rain we acci-
If we had only one front, or one aspect to consider, our difficulty would soon vanish; but the prevailing partiality for variety of Prospect seems to require, that in every direction the views should be retained; and as the opposite walls of the house must be parallel, and the corners at right angles, we must consider the effect on each of the four sides—thus—

First, The Aspect *due North* is apt to be gloomy, because no sunshine ever cheers a room so placed:

Secondly, The Aspect *due East* is not much better, because there the sun only shines while we are in bed:

Thirdly, The Aspect *due West* is intolerable, from the excess of sun dazzling the eye through the greatest part of the day.

From hence we may conclude, that a square house, placed with its fronts duly opposite to the cardinal points, will have one good and three bad aspects.

Let us now consider the effect of turning the principal front towards the south-east, then the opposite front will be to the
dentally went into the butler's-pantry, which looked towards the south-east, where we found the storm abated, and the view from the windows perfectly clear and free from wet; but on returning into the other room, the storm appeared as violent as ever; and the windows were entirely covered with drops, which obstructed all view.

On considering the prevalence of south-west winds, it was determined to reverse the Aspects of the house, by changing the uses of the rooms; making a very comfortable house of one which, from its Aspect only, was before hardly habitable; since no window, nor hardly any brick walls, will keep out the wet, where a front is exposed to the south-west: for this reason, it has been found necessary in many places, as at Brighton, &c. to cover the walls with slates, or pendent tiles, and to use double sashes to the windows so situated.
north-west; an Aspect far better than either due north or due west; because some sunshine may be preserved, when its beams are less potent than in the west, and the scene will be illuminated by those catching lights so much studied by painters; especially where, as in the present instance, the landscape consists of large masses of forest trees, and thickets richly hanging down the side of an opposite hill. An Aspect open to the north-east would be objectionable during the cold winds of spring; but in this instance it is effectually sheltered by an impervious skreen of trees, and large holleys, not drawn across the landscape, but perspectively receding into a deep bay, and forming an admirable defence against the north-east winds; while the richness and variety of this amphitheatre of evergreens, will render the Prospect as perfect as the Aspect. This warmly sheltered corner will invite the cattle from every other part of the grounds, to enliven the home view near the windows.

It now remains only to mention the side towards the south-west; and having stated the objection to this Aspect, we may consider it fortunate that the Prospect in this direction is such as requires to be hid rather than displayed; and, consequently, the detached offices and plantations, to connect the gardens with the house, will defend the latter from the driving storms of the south-west, and give that sheltered and shady connexion betwixt the house, offices, and gardens, which constitutes one of the most delightful agrèmens of a country residence.

While speaking of the three different Aspects, I have slightly
adverted to their respective views or landscapes; but I will speak further on that towards the south-east, to which all the others may be considered as subordinate, although not sacrificed.

It is very common for admirers of landscape or natural scenery, to overlook the difference betwixt a tree and a pole, or betwixt a grove of old trees and a plantation of young ones. We fancy that time will reconcile the difference; but, alas! we grow old as fast as the trees; and while we dot and clump a few starving saplings on an open lawn, we indulge hopes of seeing trees, when in fact we only live to see the clumsy fences by which for many years they must be protected. Happy therefore is that proprietor of the soil, who becomes possessed of large trees, already growing on the land he purchases; since no price can buy the effect of years, or create a full grown wood; and without that, we may possess a garden, or a shrubbery, but not a landscape. This consideration alone is sufficient to attach us to the vicinity of that venerable avenue, which it would be a sort of sacrilege to desert, and whose age and beauty will give an immediate degree of importance to the house, which could never be expected in any more open part of the estate.

The view towards the south-east will consist of a glade into the forest, where the distant woods of Wanstead are seen betwixt the stems of large trees in the foreground, producing a purple tone of colouring, so much studied by painters and admirers of picturesque effect. To this may be added, the
cheerful moving scene of a public road, not too near to be offensive; for however some may affect to prize the solitude and seclusion of a forest, shut out from all the busy haunts of men, yet within six miles of the capital, few places can boast such privacy as Wallwood House commands within its forty acres surrounded by a forest. Who then would regret to see occasionally, and at a proper distance, the enlivening mixture of man with animal life, and vegetation in its most interesting forms?

From its situation within so few miles of the metropolis, this place ought to combine all the pleasures of the country, with the conveniences of a town residence.
FRAGMENT XXIII.

OF VARIETY.

In delivering my opinion in a former work, I used an expression respecting the *humility of experience*, which was ridiculed by some critics, but which I now repeat after a lapse of many years. "I do not presume to establish principles in taste, but to record my practice, and the motives which led to it. This I do with all the *humility acquired by experience*." When I look back on the many hundred places I have visited, and plans I have formed, I can find no two which exactly resembled each other; but where some small similitude might perhaps be traced, there ever existed such variety in the circumstances, the wishes, or the characters of the possessors, that it was impossible to class them in such a manner as might lead to general use. Indeed, if we consider that of the many thousand houses which have been built, no one has ever been exactly copied in the plans for any future house; but, on the contrary, that every plan is either taken from designs which have never been executed, or from the remains of ancient buildings, of whose uses we are almost ignorant: we may ask, *Cui bono?* to what good purpose are plans and designs and works of art ever published? The only answer
that seems plausible, beyond that of amusement to the mind from variety, is, that by examining and comparing different designs, the best parts of each may be selected; but this is contradicted by every day's experience.

There is no instance in which a good plan has ever been the result of much diversity of opinion: and in no instance, since the effort of Beaumont and Fletcher, has combined genius excelled individual unity of talent or experience.

To the remark in the preceding Fragment, which recommends "placing the best rooms towards the best Views and the "best Aspects," I should add, "not placing the entrance on "the same side of the house with the principal apartments:"

and thus, after all, it will be found, that nine times in ten the entrance must be on the north side; and notwithstanding the absurdity of a magnificent portico towards that aspect, where no sunshine can illumine its columns, or require its shade, almost all the finest porticos in England are placed to the north; and I have myself, from necessity, been compelled to do so in many instances, against my better judgment.*

In approaching the close of my active life, it is natural that I should look back on the various objects which have claimed

* The late Sir William Chambers asserts, that the entrance to a House, like a nose on a face, was the principal feature, and ought to be the most prominent. Yet in his own Villa at Whitton he had five doors in the principal front: that in the centre opened into a shell-work grotto, used as a dairy. Such is the difference betwixt Theory and Practice, even where the Professor may be supposed to have been uncontrolled.
my attention, and called forth my exertions: some of these I can view with delight, and record with exultation; but, alas! in how many have my time, my labour, and my contrivance been employed, without producing fame or profit: the latter was only a secondary consideration, and yet, when that has been withheld, the other has generally suffered in proportion.

By leaving this memorial of some of my works, I shall endeavour to recover a little fame, although I may derive no other emolument: and I insert the annexed sketch of a House, stables, a school-house, a parsonage, and numerous plans for buildings, which have been made, approved of, and executed, without our ever being permitted to visit the progress of works on so extensive a scale, and for which we furnished the minutest details, without ever receiving the expected remuneration. The name both of the Place and its Proprietor are omitted; but in the annexed drawing

"STAT NOMINIS UMBRA."
DESIGN ALLUDED TO IN FRAGMENT XIII
FRAGMENT XXIV.

LONGLEATE, WILTSHIRE,

A SEAT OF THE MARQUIS OF BATH.

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF 1803.

CHARACTER AND SITUATION.

"Whether we consider the natural shape of the ground, forming ample hills and valleys, the great masses of wood with which these hills have been magnificently clothed, the extensive range of park and surrounding domain, the vast command of various distant prospects, or the great style and magnitude of the House itself, we must acknowledge, that the character of Greatness makes a strong impression, and is peculiarly appropriated to Longleate. But as objects are only great or small by comparison, and it is the duty of the improver to guard against any thing that may tend to weaken this first impression, he must, if possible, increase the apparent vastness of the place in all that belongs to Nature, and preserve the character of Greatness in such parts as depend on the works of Art.

"I must here again remark, that there is no error more common than to substitute greatness of dimensions for greatness of character. Thus in Landscape we often see lawns of great
extent, with as little variety or interest as Salisbury Plain; and walks and drives of many miles in length, through shrubberies and plantations, without any change of scenery, or any diversity of features; while in Architecture we occasionally see huge masses without shape or proportion, boasting the ground they cover, or the apartments they contain, yet with less appearance of a palace than a cotton-mill, or a manufactory. I am here led to make a marked distinction between the improvements relating to Art and those relating to Nature, from the two leading circumstances to which my attention was first called, viz. the proper situation for the stables, and the proper management of the Water: the latter belongs to Landscape Gardening, as an Art which imitates Nature; the former to Architecture, as an Art that adorns Nature, and indeed forms the strongest auxiliary to the Art of Landscape Gardening.

"This Mansion was built at the period when the Gothic Character was giving place to the introduction of Roman and Grecian Architecture; and although some would call the House Grecian, from its Pilasters and Entablatures, yet its general appearance is Gothic, from the bold square projection of the windows, and the varied outline of the roof, occasioned by the turrets and lofty chimneys, and the open-work enrichments.

"The eight Towers in the roof are so placed, as to occasion some confusion, or rather a certain degree of intricacy in perspective, from whatever point they are viewed; had they been placed at regular distances, the effect of grandeur in this building would have been weakened. To explain this, I must
observe, that symmetry, or an exact correspondence of parts, assists the eye in viewing and comprehending the whole object at once; but irregularity retards the progress of vision; and from the difficulty of comprehending the whole, its magnitude increases on the imagination. (This subject is further explained in my first printed work, Sketches and Hints on Landscape Gardening.)

"The Hills at Longleate have been boldly planted, and at the same period many fast growing trees were planted in the valleys; these latter were become in many places too tall for their situation. There are some limes and planes, and lofty elms, near the water, in situations where maples and crabs, and thorns and alders, or even oaks and chesnuts, would have been far more appropriate; and there are some few tall shattered trees remaining of the avenue near the house, which tend to depress its importance.*

"It is a mistaken idea, that the planter may not live to see his future woods, unless they consist of firs and larches, or planes and other fast growing trees; but every day's experience evinces, that man outlives his trees, where plantations do not consist of oak; and that often tall mutilated planes, or woods of naked stemmed Scotch firs, remind him, that groups of oaks and groves of chesnut might have been planted with greater

* Since this Report was delivered, almost all the objectionable trees have been removed by a spring blight, which destroyed so many Planes in every part of England; and the place has been greatly improved in consequence.
advantage. It is not therefore in compliance with the modern fashion of Gardening that I advise the removal of a few tall trees, but in conformity to taste, founded on reason, and which dictates that the character of Greatness, in a work of Art, should not be obliterated by the more powerful agency of Nature: and without wishing to go back to that taste which prevailed when this vast pile was surrounded by cut shrubs, and avenues of young trees newly planted, I think some of its grandeur might be restored by judiciously removing some of the encroachments of vegetation.
"There having been various opinions concerning the management of the Water, it may not be improper to state and examine each in the following order.

"The first opinion arises from the natural wish that the water should be in the lowest ground, and therefore it was proposed to float the valley to the north, making one large lake. To this there are many objections: first, it would not be seen from the house; secondly, if seen, it would not be desirable, being to the north; and lastly, if it were possible (of which I have some doubts), it could only be accomplished by an enormous dam across the valley: this it would be far more difficult to disguise than the present dam, which only requires to be planted to deceive, and conceal the lower ground; for every piece of water that is made by Art to imitate Nature, must be produced by some degree of deception.

"The second opinion is, that the brook should pass through the valley in a natural channel, instead of being checked by so many different dams, to form so many different pools: the objection to this arises from the supply not being sufficient. Where a rattling turbulent mountain-stream passes through a rocky valley, like the Derwent at Chatsworth, perhaps Mr. Brown was wrong in checking its noisy course, to produce the glassy surface of a slow moving river; but as the quantity of water at Longleate might pass through a narrow channel, or water-
course, far beneath the dignity of the place, it ought rather to be carried in a culvert under ground than be shewn at all in the humble shape and scantly quantity that Nature has allotted: yet it was a stream of sufficient magnitude for the purposes of Art, in the ancient style of Gardening, when Art was boldly avowed, and this stream supplied the fountains and cascades and basins, which then constituted the magnificent but artificial scenery near the house. To this may be added, that it supplied the mill, a very important object in old times; and this mill, Leate, gave its name to the place, now called Longleate.

"We next proceed to the third opinion, viz. that the water should form an apparent river through the whole valley; this, I believe, was originally the intention of Greenway,* who preceded Brown, and whose fondness for serpentine lines gave the water its present shape, at a prodigious expense. Brown continued the same idea, but reduced the scale of the original design; and though he has in some degree produced the effect of a River by various different pools, yet the deceptions are not well disguised, and the part most unfinished is that nearest the house, where the two plans of Greenway and Brown are brought into contact, without being well united or blended together.

"My opinion only goes to the completion of Brown's idea, to imitate Nature in the form of a large river, and disguise

* Or Bridgeman, disciples of Kent, in the first departure from straight lines.
the Art by which this is effected. I will suppose that a large River has always passed through the valley, and, like many large rivers, that it was not originally navigable, but that by art it has been made so to a certain spot, and that near this spot the house was built; under such circumstances a bridge would naturally be placed where rocks present a foundation, and to this bridge, and no further, we may imagine the water navigable.

"The bed of the river being dug so deep as to bring all the water below the bridge to the same level, the house would stand high above the water, instead of appearing on the same level, as it does at present.* The shape of the water should be made gradually to swell into the broad river; but as there will then be a disproportion between the channel near the bridge and the broadest part of the river, this might be accounted for by a channel dug near the group of elms, and thus the house would seem to stand on a broad promontory, formed by the conflux of two different streams.

"The water above the bridge will not require to be dug any deeper, nor the surface to be much lowered; because the fall at the bridge will fully account for the river being no further navigable, than where a ledge of rocks impedes its course; for the largest rivers in the world are interrupted by reefs, called *rapids*; and therefore, not only at the bridge, but at the junc-

---

* This in 1814 was completed, and the effect produced exceeds the promise, or any representation made by the drawings. From the ground near the house there was a fall of only five feet to the surface of the water; that surface has been lowered thirteen feet.
REFERENCES TO THE MAP.

No. 1. The Lake or large Pool, 12 feet below the Pool, No. 2.  
The dotted line shows the former shape.

2. The Pool which has been sunk to the level of No. 1.
3. The Pool, 15 feet higher than No. 2; the fall is under the bridge.
4. The Pool, 10 feet higher than No. 3, with a fall and cascade betwixt them.

The ground from the house to the water is sloped down.
GENERAL VIEW OF LONGLEAT FROM THE PROSPECT HILL.

SHOWING THE WATER AS IT HAS BEEN PENSHEEDED AND THE SURFACE LOWERED TO RAISE THE HOUSE.

Engraved by J. Fisher, July 1819.
tion between the two next pools, this process of Nature should be imitated.

"The different levels of the several pools were formerly disguised by plantations; but these having outgrown their original intention as brushwood, have become trees, between whose stems the deception of the dams is too much betrayed. These screens should be repaired by Thorns and Alders, so as to produce the general effect of one continued river, as I have represented in all the different views of the water."

With permission of the Marquis of Bath, the preceding extracts have been made from the volume of Reports concerning the improvements of Longleate. The original MS. is elucidated by fourteen different drawings, from which is selected the drawing representing the south and east fronts of the House from Prospect Hill, a spot at no great distance from the Warminster approach. It is difficult to represent the vast range of country which this hill commands, extending over the whole county of Somerset towards the Welsh hills, beyond the Bristol Channel. This magnificent Park, so far from being kept locked up to exclude mankind from partaking of its scenery, is always open, and parties are permitted to bring their refreshments; which circumstance tends to enliven the scene, to extend a more general knowledge of its beauties to strangers, and to mark the liberality of its Noble Proprietor, in thus deigning to participate with others the good he enjoys.
FRAGMENT XXV.

A PLAN EXPLAINED.

I have frequently observed, that those who perfectly understand a Drawing in Perspective, have sometimes no idea of a Plan or Map, and are not ashamed to confess they do not understand either. I will therefore avail myself of the following letter, addressed to a Lady; and I trust the difficulty will be removed, by referring to the Plate, which gives an example of both the Map of a Garden and the Ground Plan of a House and its appendages.

TO LADY ****

MADAM,

As you have confessed to me that you never could understand a Plan, I will endeavour to remove your difficulties, by a reference to the one annexed. We must begin by supposing that the embroidery at the corner is a pattern for a Flower-Garden, the blue patch in the middle is a fountain, the basin of which is about ten feet wide; the orange lines are gravel walks; the little patches of red and green represent roses and other flowers in beds or baskets, standing on the neatest mown grass;
and the four circles may be berceaux, with hoops to support creepers, or they may be grass plots with vases or statues. I am aware that this will cause some alarm to those who fancy all Nature at variance with Art, and who will exclaim, that it is going back to the old fashioned formal gardening of former days: I answer by reminding them, that I am not now describing a Landscape, but a Garden; and "A Garden is a work of Art, using the materials of Nature."

Among the infinite variety of flowers which adorn the Garden, there are some so minute, that they require being lifted from the ground to meet the eye, and some so formed, that they should be raised even above the eye, to shew their beauties (such as the Fuscia, the Meadea, and other pendulous plants): to provide for these, we will suppose four beds of fossils or flints, or rocky fragments, for the reception of that interesting class of plants, which requires such a soil and situation: these are described on the Plan by purple and yellow. As occasional spray from a fountain might wet the gravel walk, it should be neatly paved with pebbles round the basin.

On that side of the Flower Garden which fronts towards the south, is a house for peaches and strawberries. On the side opposite, and in some degree corresponding, is a row of posts with hoops to train creepers, and an architectural gate communicating with the park, betwixt two projecting lines of shrubbery, which are meant to consist of every kind of thorns, towards the park to the south, and American plants towards the garden to the north. This attention to north and south is very essen-
tial, since every thing in a flower garden depends on its ex-
posure, and therefore I must refer you to the compass to ascer-
tain the aspects, of which that to the north is cold, sunless, and
gloomy; that to the south is hot, genial, and cheerful; that to
the east partakes of both, but requires shelter in spring; and
that to the west is exposed to more stormy rains and winds
than any other, and therefore we will suppose the flower-pas-
sage marked N°3 on the Plan to be defended from the west by
a flued wall, and on the side next the flower-garden by glass
in spring, but removable in summer; the glass-roof may remain
constantly. The whole inside of this roof is covered with a wide
trellis, to support vines and other climbing plants.

Another sketch represents this flower-passage terminated by
a Statue of Flora, which conceals the join in two large looking-
glasses placed behind it. In this mirror are repeated all the
objects in the passage; nor is the deception discovered, till on a
nearer approach we find that we can proceed no further in that
direction. The passages to the right and left lead to the fruit-
houses, or to an aviary at the back of the mirror.

By the help of the Plan, let us go back again to the flower-
passage, N°3. N°4 is the Orangery, which is lighted from the
roof, and receives only the morning and evening sun, that at
noon being impeded by the position of the mansion to the south;
but an orangery does not require so much sunshine as a hot-
house; and in the summer the orange-trees in tubs are placed
in front of the house in the two quarters of a circle described
on the Plan.
The magnificent Library, or Living-room, consists of three compartments, with a fire-place in each, and a flue near the windows of the bow: the centre is fifty feet by twenty-eight, opening into two recesses, or tribunes, of different shapes, fitted up in very different manners, one being for music-books and instruments, the other for books of prints and portfolios of drawings; and both joined to the large library by a screen of columns, or at pleasure separated from it by drapery and curtains. All this is repeated by a large mirror over the fire-place, which, aided by three apertures for stained glass above the level of the bookcases, prevents this end from being deficient in light, and gives to the whole an air of united cheerfulness, magnificence, and novelty.

On leaving these new rooms, No. 6, 7, and 8, we enter the old suite of apartments, No. 9, 10, and 11, now opening into each other by large folding doors, and from the spot marked X we have two enfilades, one of about three hundred feet, but in fact, by the mirror of Flora, rendered indefinite; and the other of about seventy feet along the two green-houses, through the entrance-porch, and terminating either by a statue or fountain, or doubled by another mirror at the end.

On the Plan are distinguished by a light brown wash, the grounds for use and not for ornament, being invisible from the house; and by a green wash those which are visible from the principal rooms, consisting of landscape and park scenery, where the cattle are prevented from breaking the windows by a dwarf terrace-wall, richly dressed with flowers, which forms
the foreground or frame of the picture. So magnificent and complicated a Plan may perhaps appear ideal, but it actually exists, although I have never seen it since I made the Plan on the spot.*

* To explain this, I will relate the following fact. The Proprietor called at my door, and took me to the place, to ask my opinion about adding a new room of large dimensions to an old house. I described by a pencil sketch the general idea of this annexed Plan, with which he was so much pleased, that he desired me the day following to explain it to a gentleman, who I afterwards discovered was a clerk of the works to an eminent Architect. The pencil sketch was all that I was ever permitted to deliver, from which the whole was immediately carried into execution, without having yielded me either emolument or fame, or any other advantage, except the useful lesson—Not to leave a Pencil Sketch in the hands of a Clerk of the Works.—Under such circumstances, I hope I may be excused for claiming my share in a design which I have often heard commended as the sole production of the late Proprietor's exquisite taste. He certainly made it all his own: but there was not a single idea which I had not furnished.

"DETRU SUUM CUIQUE."
FRAGMENT XXV — A PLAN EXPLAINED

Published by J. Fotherby, Feb. 1, 1819
FRAGMENT XXVI.

EXTRACT FROM A RECENT REPORT OF

A PLACE NEAR THE CAPITAL.

One of the most magnificent places in this country, which furnishes examples of the Geometric style of Gardening, has so recently been submitted to my opinion, that little time has yet been given to the development of plans, to which I shall therefore not allude by name; but in a few years, I trust, there will be no reason for regretting that the following Sketch and Extract from the Report have been allowed to form a part of this volume, intended to record some of the most striking and important of those Designs which I have had the honour to deliver.

INTRODUCTION.

CONCERNING THE STYLE AND CHARACTER OF *****

If the fashion of Gardens could be altered with the same ease as the fashion of dress or furniture, it would be of less consequence how often it was varied, or by what caprice or whim it was dictated; but the original plan of this Place must ever strongly traced in many parts, though a century has elapsed; and it is impossible to be quite obliterated, in conformity with more modern styles. It is therefore an object worthy of consi-
deration, whether the original, or the more recent style, be advisable; and how far both may be admitted, without the incongruous mixture of two things so opposite, that they cannot be blended in one rational plan. I shall call the Ancient Style of Gardens that of Versailles, as introduced into this country by Le Nôtre, in the beginning of the last century; and the Modern Style, that called English, as invented by Brown, and practised in England during the latter half of the last century.

THE ANCIENT STYLE.

This consisted in straight lines and geometric figures, and had more reference to Art than to Nature. It was distinguished by Avenues, or even single straight rows of trees, extended to a great distance, and far beyond the actual limits of the place. The surface of the ground was cut into slopes, called Amphitheatres, or raised up in conic shapes called Mounts; and even the water was obliged to assume some geometrical outline. So far from consulting or following Nature, the chief object of Art was to display its triumph over Nature. All this had its admirers, and became at length so much the fashion, that every garden in the kingdom (whether great or small) was condemned to submit to the same strict rules, till they were brought into ridicule by the admirers of more natural landscape; as by the satirical allusions of Pope, in this couplet so often quoted:

"Grove nods at Grove, each Alley has a brother,
"And half the platform just reflects the other."
When every Villa had its little symmetrical Garden thus laid out, it is not to be wondered that the universal sameness of the design should create disgust in him who could never see any thing else, and at length that,

"Tir'd of the scene Parterres and Fountains yield,
"We find, at last, he better likes a field."

However imposing and magnificent a straight walk may be, between two lines of lofty trees, yet if every walk about a place be of the same kind, we shall prefer the winding footpath across the forest; and it was therefore very natural that the formal and artificial style should have given place to one more free and natural.

THE MODERN STYLE.

This was in every respect the reverse of the former. Instead of displaying the means by which Art could triumph over Nature, it seems to adopt for its motto—"Artis est celare Artem." The natural Landscape was the chief object to be studied; and while in the ancient style, every situation, when shut up, became the same: in the modern style, every place open to the country varied with the different surrounding scenery of Nature; and consequently Nature was the model for Art to follow, but not to copy: she was to furnish hints and patterns, but not to be imitated with exact servility. The poet's rule says,

"To build, to plant, whatever you intend,
"To rear the Column, or the Arch to bend,
"To swell the Terrace, or to sink the Grot,
"In all, let Nature never be forgot."
From hence it is evident, that the Poet no more meant to banish entirely the Terrace or Grotto of the old style in Gardening, than Columns or Arcades in Architecture: but as mankind always step at once from one extreme to another, so every straight line became curved; and in contrasting Art with Nature, it was asserted, that a serpentine line was the true line of beauty, and that Nature abhorred a straight line; forgetting that in Nature’s most sublime works the straight line prevails; as in the apparent horizon of the ocean, and the rays of the sun, which may be broken, but cannot be bent. This favourite meandering and undulating line soon prevailed in every thing, whether it was a line of a road, a walk, a canal, or the surface of the ground, or even the fence of a plantation; till at length it became as monotonous as the straight line, and every place in the kingdom was alike, whether large or small; from a Citizen’s Villa with two acres, surrounded by a shrubbery and serpentine walk, to the Nobleman’s Park of two thousand acres, surrounded by a belt of plantation and serpentine drive. These, by their uniform sameness, are equally insipid, and have called forth from a modern poet lines not less severe than those of Pope.

"Prim gravel Walks, through which we winding go,
"In endless Serpentes, that nothing shew,
"Till tir’d, I ask, "Why this eternal round?"
"And the pert gard’ner says, "’Tis pleasure-ground."

The Landscape, by R. P. Knight, Esq.

As applied to this place, if all straight lines must be abolished, almost every tree would be sacrificed: and if all the
shapes of land or water, which are artificial, must be made natural, the cost would be as much more to undo the work of former times, as the difference between the price of labour and the value of money now, and at the period when these costly works were executed.

**VIEW TO THE WEST.**

My opinion respecting this View will, I have no doubt, be considered as a dereliction of all the modern notions of taste in Landscape Gardening. In this view towards the west we can see nothing natural, except the materials which Nature has furnished, of land, trees, and water; but all these have been so forcibly brought under the control of Art, that they are no longer to be considered as natural objects, any more than the stones and masonry of the house can be considered as natural rocks. The surface of the ground has been shaped to form corresponding and adequate roads of approach, and the trees have been ranged in rows to accompany such roads. The water has been collected into a vast basin by an effort of art, which is avowed in the lofty mound that separates the upper from the lower levels. All these have existed nearly a hundred years; and, whether right or wrong, cannot now be altered; while they afford a magnificent specimen of the ancient style of Gardening. The great character of this place must be considered as it relates to the vicinity of the capital. Those who could treat this splendid Palace like the seat of an English country gentleman, at the
distance of a hundred miles from the metropolis, would rob it of all its importance, and more than half its interest and beauty. It would be absurd in this place to conform to the modern style, of placing the house in the centre of its domain, from which every thing is banished, but the beasts of the forest. On the contrary, it must be classed with those royal and princely residences, which form the retreats of the great from the court or city: and we do not expect near a Metropolis any thing like perfect seclusion from mankind, either in the Palaces of Versailles, Potsdam, or Kensington, any more than in the Metropolis, as at Carleton House or St. James's. To each of these the gardens behind the house may be private, but the entrance-front must be exposed to the public; and we must not (as in lesser places) consider the entrance of the park as the boundary of the domain: on the contrary, I have always considered the gate which opened immediately into the fore-court, or basse-cour, as the dressed limit of such Palaces. And if it were possible to exclude from Hyde Park or Kensington Gardens the gay assemblage of company which enlivens the scene, we should only produce one dull and cheerless solitude, without a single feature to constitute natural landscape, or to reconcile the mind to artificial rows of trees with their symmetrical formality.

It has been justly observed by a late Author on Taste (Lord Kaimes), "that Symmetry on a small scale is displeasing; but "where the object is too large to be comprehended at once, "Symmetry assists the eye in developing its parts:" and there-fore, to a very large Palace, the richness of a symmetrical par-
The natural surface about this place is so flat and level a plain, that it must depend for all its interest and beauty on the wood and the water, without which it would be a dreary waste. But these two objects are at present unconnected; and the naked banks of the large ponds give rather the appearance of a land flood, than of natural lakes or pools. It will therefore be advisable to clothe very amply the heads and banks of the reservoir pool in such manner, as may render it unnecessary to
alter its form; except that it might be greatly improved by giving it a better connection with the lake, all view of which is at present excluded from the lower level by the paling along the side of the road, and from the principal floor by a wood planted in quincunx rows. This wood was originally intended to have been kept low, but it has now outgrown its intention, and not only hides all view of the water, but also the distant prospect of the forest hanging down to the banks of the lake; and in the horizon, that view of the Metropolis which, at such a distance, is a most impressive feature, and in perfect harmony with the grandeur of the scene.

The annexed sketch may serve to give some idea of the magnificent Landscape which this Villa commands. It is supposed to be taken from the principal front, and shews a part of the alteration proposed in the parterre to the west, and the improvement of the water towards the south-west, which is at present almost totally hid by the intervening quincunx of trees, which have been suffered to outgrow the original intention of Le Nôtre, who meant to form a foreground to the picture, which ought to be seen over it.
FRAGMENT XXVII.

GARDENS OF ASHRIDGE.

Of all the subjects on which I have been consulted, few have excited so much interest in my mind as the Plan for these Gardens. This may partly be attributed to the importance and peculiar circumstances of the place, but perhaps more especially to its being the youngest favourite; the child of my age and declining powers: when no longer able to undertake the more extensive plans of Landscape, I was glad to contract my views within the narrow circle of the Garden, independent of its accompaniment of distant scenery.

The large and magnificent Palace recently erected in his best style of Gothic Architecture by James Wyatt, presents two fronts of more than six hundred feet, of beautiful stone, by a depth of one hundred and thirty to one hundred and seventy feet from north to south; and from the richness of its ornaments, and the quantity of its mass, it must be considered as one of the most splendid specimens of wealth recently expended under the guidance of taste.

It may perhaps be asked by the fastidious Antiquary, whether the whole Edifice most resembles a Castle, an Abbey, or a Collegiate Pile. To which may be given this simple answer: It
is a modern House, on a large scale, where the character of the rich Gothic of Henry VII. has been successfully introduced and imitated. And knowing the wish of the noble Proprietor to direct every part of the improvements both in the house and grounds, I could not but feel highly gratified on being desired to give my opinion concerning the manner of adapting the ground near the house to the magnificence and importance of the place and its possessor.

The situation of the new House, built over the cellars and foundation of the ancient monastery, has not much beauty of locality to boast: though commanding a very extensive view of park to the south, yet the surface is flat, and without water. Although the Park abounds in fine woods and large trees, yet in the view from the windows the landscape is naked and uninteresting.

Under such circumstances, we had only two modes of treating it; either to bear with the nakedness and flatness of the prospect, and enliven it by bringing the deer and cattle near the eye, or else to exclude the landscape altogether, by bringing plantations near the house; and I recommended both these expedients in the manner explained by the map. The boundary fence of the pleasure-ground having been completed before I visited the spot, I have not had sufficient influence to effect its removal; but I was permitted to suggest the plantation of about eight acres, which hides one half of the naked lawn, forming a rich mass of foliage near the eye. It was next to be considered how best to convert the interior of this mass to the purposes of
beauty, convenience, and variety, with some degree of novelty in the plan.

Every part of a modern pleasure-ground is alike; and unless varied by views into the adjoining country, we soon tire of the sameness of gravel walks, in serpentine lines, with broad margins of grass and flowers and shrubs, every where promiscuously mixed and repeated; and therefore I ventured boldly to go back to those ancient trim Gardens, which formerly delighted the venerable inhabitants of this curious spot, as appears from the trim box hedges of the monks' garden, and some large yew trees still growing in rows near the site of the monastery.

I delivered my opinion, elucidated by many drawings, some of which have since been realised, and with some I had hoped to enrich this volume, but I am informed the book has been mislaid, and I can therefore only describe the general principles of what I had the honour to suggest, by a reference to the map, and a sketch from memory of the Rosary and the Conduit or Holy Well, for which a Gothic design is given, with a hint of its relative situation, shewing the rosary and entrance to the monks' garden.

No less than fifteen different kinds of Gardens were proposed in the Map, of which No. 1, 2, 3, 14, and 15, belong to the modern style of pleasure-ground, but the others are all different, viz. in No. 4, I proposed a Conduit, or Holy Well, in an enclosure of rich masonry, and decorated by flowers in vases, &c. This is supposed to front the centre of the conservatory.
N° 5, the Winter Garden, with covered walk open to the south, which is a luxury that no place should be without.

N° 6 is the Monks' Garden restored.

"The close clipt box, th' embroider'd bed
"In rows and formal order laid,
"And shap'd like graves (for mindful still
"Of their last end, the church doth will
"E'en in their joys her sons should be
"Pensive in very gaiety)."

Hon. Mrs E. Erskine.

N° 7, disposed in groups, the various kinds of foreign Trees which will bear so sheltered an enclosure.

N° 8, availing ourselves of a very large building, the Magnolia and other American plants will here find an appropriate situation.

N° 9 and 10, are Gardens with beds raised to meet the eye, and very unlike any other garden. The Grotto is an excavation formed out of an old pool, instead of filling it up, and the whole area of N° 12 has been formed into small hills and valleys, and so surrounded by plantation, that its original flatness is totally disguised. In the Rosarium, N° 13, is proposed a Fountain, supplied from the holy well, and then led into the grotto, from whence it is finally conducted into the drinking-pool in the park, presenting from one and the same source a redundance of water under different appearances.
DESIGN FOR A CONDUIT, PROPOSED AT ASH RIDGE,
WITH DISTANT VIEW OF THE ROSARY AND MONKS GARDEN.

Published by J. Taylor, 1818.
After almost half a century passed in the Parks and Gardens of England, and during much of that time having been professionally consulted on their improvement, I am fully convinced that Fashion has frequently misled Taste, by confounding the scenery of Art and Nature. And while I have acceded to the combination of two words, Landscape and Gardening, yet they are as distinct objects as the picture and its frame. The Scenery of Nature, called Landscape, and that of a Garden, are as different as their uses; one is to please the eye, the other is for the comfort and occupation of man: one is wild, and may be adapted to animals in the wildest state of nature; while the other is appropriated to man in the highest state of civilization and refinement. We therefore find, that although Painters may despise Gardens as subjects for the pencil, yet Poets, Philosophers, and Statesmen, have always enjoyed and described the pure delights of Garden Scenery.

A Garden, as the appendage to a place of such importance as Ashridge, is no trifling consideration: and it ought well to be weighed, before we sacrifice one of the most splendid and costly works of Art to the reigning rage for Nature, and all that is deemed natural.

It will perhaps be said, that where we work with Nature's materials, the production should imitate Nature: but it might, with equal propriety, be asserted, that a house being built of rocks and stones should imitate a cavern.

Let us then begin by defining what a Garden is, and what it ought to be. It is a piece of ground fenced off from cattle,
and appropriated to the use and pleasure of man: it is, or ought to be, cultivated and enriched by art with such products as are not natural to this country, and consequently it must be artificial in its treatment, and may, without impropriety, be so in its appearance; yet there is so much of littleness in Art, when compared with Nature, that they cannot well be blended: it were therefore to be wished, that the exterior of a garden should be made to assimilate with Park Scenery, or the Landscape of Nature; the interior may then be laid out with all the variety, contrast, and even whim, that can produce pleasing objects to the eye, however ill adapted as studies for a picture.

If my pencil has given inadequate representations of scenes not yet existing, I may plead in my excuse that I am not a painter; and if I were, my subjects could not be painted; yet they may serve (better than mere words) to realize and bring before the eyes of others those ideas which have suggested themselves to my own imagination.

Segnius irritant animos demissa per aures
Quam quæ sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus.

OF ANCIENT GARDENING.

It fortunately happens at Ashridge, that the area proposed to be dedicated to Garden and Pleasure-Ground is bounded both to the east and to the west by a straight line of lofty trees; these give a character of antiquity and grandeur to the site, and prove it to have existed before serpentine lines were introduced.
I can hardly expect that the sweeping line of wire-fence should be immediately altered; but as it must very soon perish, it becomes my duty to point out a different line for the future more durable boundary of the Gardens: and this alteration will throw out two or three acres of ground, which must otherwise be kept mown, since no plantations can possibly be made there, without injuring the view of the park. The only use that could be made of these three acres would be an open cricket-ground, which may either be in the park, or excluded from it, yet appear one surface with the intermediate space of lawn, which I have called the Bowling-green. This is an appendage perfectly accordant with the ideal date and character of the building; and would be made still more perfect, by extending the walk from the east terrace, to form the quadrangle complete. These walks may all be considered as part of the original artificial and truly magnificent style of Gardening in former times, when the works of Art were avowed as artificial, their costliness be-speaking their value.

* I cannot here omit mentioning the having been present when Mrs. Siddons objected to the straight braids represented in her celebrated picture in the character of the Tragic Muse; and requested Sir Joshua Reynolds to let the hair flow in more graceful ringlets; but that great master observed, that without straight lines there might be grace or beauty, but there could be no greatness or sublimity; and this same rule applies to Gardening as to Painting. It was therefore with peculiar satisfaction that I observed the straight lines of walks near the house, and that mall to the east in a line with the trees, which Mr. James Wyatt had advised.
When the straight walks and lofty walls of ancient gardening had disgusted by their sameness, prevailing in all places alike, whether great or small, it was naturally to be expected that fashion would run into the opposite extreme, by making every thing curved as the greatest contrast to straight. To the little interest we experience after the first hundred paces, in a meandering walk betwixt two broad verges of grass, at a great distance from the beds of flowers and shrubs, may be added the mistake of mixing together in such a manner every kind of plant, that no one part of the garden differs from another. Yet there are many pleasure-grounds of this kind, with walks of a tedious length, which I have shuddered to encounter: for this reason I have never advised such walks, except as the connecting lines leading to other objects.

WATER.

The Water at Ashridge is by art brought from a deep well, dug by the monks, immediately under the chapel; and this must be pumped up into reservoirs. Now it would be possible to lead pipes from these reservoirs in such a manner, that every drop of water used for the gardens should be made visible in different ways, beginning with a conduit in front of the conser-

* It will perhaps be objected, that this same idea has already appeared in the preceding fragment; but such repetitions must occasionally be unavoidable, in a work like this, collected from various detached subjects.
vatory, and from thence led to supply a _jet d'eau_ in the rosary. Another branch might form a falling shower or dropping well near the grotto; from which the waste pipes might be led to keep up the water in the park pool, inducing cattle to assemble on its margin; the glitter of this pool might be seen through the stems of trees. But the greatest effect would be obtained from the conduit, or Gothic fountain, near the greenhouse: this could be thrown up from the well, and the surplus would find its way into the tank beneath. Thus with actual scarcity there would be an appearance of great command of water. Perhaps a contrivance might be introduced to filter this water by _ascent_, and make an artificial bubbling fount of the purest and brightest colour. It is not necessary for me to describe the various expedients by which this could be effected in a place where so much taste and contrivance have already been evinced: all I wish to hint is, the possibility of making much display of a little water, at the same time losing none. In Garden Scenery a fountain is more lively than a pool; and as the nature of the chalk soil will not admit of those imitations of rivers and lakes, which modern Gardening deems essential to Landscape, and as in proportion to the scarcity of any thing it becomes more valuable, it is the duty of the Improver to render visible every drop of water that can be obtained: for, besides the pleasure the eye takes in seeing water, we cannot but consider it of the utmost consequence to a Garden, where, if the labour of pumping cannot be avoided, it ought to be carried on unseen, lest our choice of the site should be condemned in these words of Isaiah, "And ye shall be confounded for the Gardens
"that ye have chosen, for ye shall be as an oak, whose leaf " fadeth, and as a garden that hath no water."

FENCES.

The most important of all things relating to a Garden is that which cannot contribute to its beauty, but without which a Garden cannot exist: the Fence must be effective and durable, or the irruption of a herd of deer in one night may lay waste the cost and labour of many years. Every thing at Ashridge is on a great scale of substantial and permanent grandeur, and the Fence to the Gardens should doubtless be the same. The deep walled ha! ha! invented by Brown was seldom used by him but to give a view through some glade, or to afford security to a terrace-walk; from whence we might see two bulls fighting, without the possibility of danger: this cannot be said of that wire-bird-cage expedient, which has of late years been introduced, to save the expense of a more lasting barrier; and though it may be sufficient to resist sheep, or even cows, for a few years, in the villas near London, yet the mind is not satisfied when a vicious stag approaches it with undaunted eye, and a mien not to be terrified. Add to this, the misery of viewing a landscape through a prison-bar, or misty gauze veil ranging above the eye. Besides iron is a material of which we have had but little experience, except that it too soon decays. For this reason a line is shewn on the map, which may hereafter be adopted; and I must consider the present wire-fence only as a temporary expedient.
FENCES, CALLED INVISIBLE
I might also add another argument against invisible Fences in general (except in short glades), viz. that when they divide a park from a garden, they separate two things which the mind knows cannot be united.

In modern Gardening it has been deemed a principle to exclude all view of Fences; but there are a certain class of flowering plants which require support, and these should be amply provided for in all ornamental gardens. The open trellis-fence, and the hoops on poles over which creeping and climbing plants are gracefully spread; give a richness to garden scenery that no painting can adequately represent.

The novelty of this attempt to collect a number of Gardens, differing from each other, may perhaps excite the critic's censure; but I will hope there is no more absurdity in collecting Gardens of different styles, dates, characters, and dimensions, in the same inclosure, than in placing the works of a Raphael and a Teniers in the same cabinet, or books sacred and profane in the same library. Perhaps, after all, the pleasure derived from a Garden has some relative association with its evanescent nature and produce: we view with more delight a wreath of short-lived roses, than a crown of amaranth or everlasting flowers. However this may be, it is certain, that the Good and Wise of all ages have enjoyed their purest and most innocent pleasures in a Garden, from the beginning of time, when the Father of mankind was created in a Garden, till the fulness of time, when he, who often delighted in a Garden, was at last buried in one.
FRAGMENT XXVIII.

CONTAINING EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF

WOBURN ABBEY.

The Improvements I have had the honour to suggest have nowhere been so fully realized as at Woburn Abbey; I am therefore peculiarly obliged to his Grace the Duke of Bedford for permission to avail myself of my original manuscript, by extracting more largely than in any other instance, although such extract can only be considered as a fragment, since the original report consists of ninety pages, elucidated by forty-seven drawings, maps, and diagrams.

TO HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF BEDFORD.

MY LORD DUKE,

I have the honour to lay before your Grace the following remarks concerning the further Improvement of the Grounds about Woburn Abbey. If in composing this volume I have had some difficulties, they have arisen less from the nature of the subject, than from my delicacy, as a professional man, making me unwilling to mention with disapproba-
tion the works of another. I have however endeavoured to do
my duty, in conformity to your Grace's instructions, so strongly
and so clearly expressed, that I shall repeat the directions by
which I have been guided in my consideration of the subject,
and which, I hope, will justify my freedom in discussing it.

"Much has been done here, but much remains to be done,
and something, I think, to undo. I am not partial to destroy-
ing works recently executed; but sometimes cases will occur
where an alternative is scarcely left. My wish is, that you
should look over every thing about the grounds here atten-
tively, and then freely give me your opinion, as to what alte-
ration or improvements suggest themselves to your judg-
ment, leaving the execution of them to my own discretion or
leisure."

Such instruction will best plead my excuse for the freedom
with which I deliver my sentiments; and if in many instances
I must condemn what Mr. Holland has done at Woburn, as a
Landscape Gardener, yet, as an Architect, the magnificent
Library, in which this volume aspires to hold a place, will be
a lasting monument of his genius and good taste.

The original situation of Woburn Abbey was judiciously
chosen in those times when water, the most essential necessary
of life, was suffered to take its natural course along the valleys;
and before the ingenuity of man had invented hydraulic en-
gines to raise it from the valleys to the hills. The great object
of the monks was to take advantage of two small springs or
rivulets, of which the traces are still left in the pools and shapes
of ground, one near the green-house, the other near the dairy. These two streams united a little above the site of the old Abbey, contributing greatly to its comfort by reservoirs and fish-ponds; so requisite to the supply of a numerous ecclesiastical establishment, whose chief food was the fish of fresh water.

It is now too late to inquire why this site was preserved in the present house; or why the residence of a Noble Family retains the name of Abbey, when every vestige of the original pile has been destroyed. If any mistake is committed, it becomes the duty of the improver to suggest expedients that may retrieve errors, or remedy defects. And since it is impossible to raise the house in reality, or to alter its real situation, we must endeavour to do so in appearance; at least we should cautiously avoid every thing which tends to lessen the magnitude, to depress the importance, or to diminish the character which so obviously belongs to Woburn Abbey, as now altered from a monastic to a ducal residence.

CHARACTER AND SITUATION.

So intimately connected is the Character of a place with the Situation of the House, that it is hardly possible to separate them in idea; yet it is obvious, that at Woburn these two circumstances are at variance with each other.

The Character of Woburn Abbey (whether we consider its command of surrounding property, its extent of domain, the hereditary honours of the family, the magnificence of the Man-
sion, or the number of its appendages) is that of Greatness. To Greatness we always annex ideas of Elevation; and, I believe, in every European language, loftiness of situation, whether literally or figuratively expressed, forms the leading characteristic of Greatness; to which we are always supposed to look up, and not to look down. Every epithet applied to it seems to confirm the general opinion, that what is low cannot be truly great; from the exalted Sovereign to the kneeling slave, or from the lofty mountain to the humble valley.

But as Greatness of Character may be distinct from greatness of dimensions; so loftiness of Character may exist without loftiness of Situation. The Works of Art, however great or lofty in themselves, can never be truly so when surrounded by the Works of Nature, with which they are liable to be compared: thus the stupendous mass of ruins at Stonehenge is rendered diminutive in appearance by the vast extent of Salisbury Plain.

THE SHAPE OF GROUND.

The surface near the house has been so altered by the various works of art at different periods, that it is difficult to ascertain precisely what were the natural levels; but it is not improbable that the Abbey was originally placed across the valley, or near the conflux of the two small rivulets; leaving a space on one side, if not on both, for the water to take its course towards the west. As the buildings became enlarged, the valley was
lessened, till at length they nearly filled in the whole of the hollow between the two hills.*

The natural surface of the valley is the lower dotted line, and the earth has been brought and filled in to the upper dotted line, making a plane, or rather an inclined-plane, sloping towards the windows of the south front. If this was done under an idea of giving a natural shape to the ground, the principle was a mistaken one; for had such been the original shape, we must suppose a hole dug in the ground, in which the house had been placed; but the fact is, that near a large house the shape of the ground must be made to accord with the building, since no house, however large or small, can be erected without the interference of art, and without disturbing the natural surface of the ground.

* Very soon after I had buried the lower story of the House at Welbeck (as described in my volume of Sketches and Hints, &c.) Mr. Holland began to do the same thing at Woburn, but never proceeded further than the south front.
We must therefore study the convenience of the Mansion, to which the ground about it must be altered, in the way most conducive to its uses and appearance, without fettering the plan by any fancied resemblance of Nature. I am quite sure that the old magnificent taste for straight lines, and artificial shapes of ground adjoining to a Palace, was more consonant to true taste and greatness of character than the sweeping lines and undulating surface of modern Gardening.

Such is the convenience derived in the country from having the principal floor on a level with the ground, that I must highly commend the disposition of the summer apartments at Woburn; where the earth is raised to give a ready communication with the pleasure-ground, without descending a flight of steps. The intention was good, but the mode of execution has proved defective; and had the same idea been continued in the north and west fronts (as once proposed), it would have been fatal to the character of the house, without altering its situation; because it would have reduced it one story in height, a defect for which even the proposed raising of the attics could never have compensated.

VIEWS FROM THE HOUSE.

If the perfection of the Art consists in shewing beauties and hiding defects, it must be previously asked, From what point of view any object is to be seen? This may be answered by
stating, that the leading features of every place must be considered under the three following heads, or points of view.

First, As they appear from the windows of the house.

Secondly, As they appear in the approaches to the house; and

Thirdly, As they appear in the walks and drives.

Reversing the order in which these are placed, I shall begin by observing, that in the last we are at full liberty to display good features, or avoid bad ones, by altering the course of the drives, &c.

In the approaches we may do the same, yet under certain restrictions, because the roads must lead to the house; but in the prospect from the windows, we have no choice of removing the point of view; it is fixed, and must be stationary: it is therefore necessary to study this with peculiar attention, and to ascertain what are the objects most desirable to form this permanent scenery, and how other objects may be introduced, to vary and enliven the same landscape, always seen from the same spot.

THE WATER.

Although the large circular pond at Woburn was originally made by art, yet it has very much the appearance of a Cheshire Meer; and I shall therefore consider the mode of treating it the same.

There is something so fascinating in the appearance of water, that my predecessor (Brown) thought it carried its own excuse,
however unnatural its situation; and therefore in many places under his direction I have found water on the tops of hills, and have been obliged to remove it into lower ground, because the deception was not sufficiently complete to satisfy the mind, as well as the eye. Common observers suppose that water is usually found, and therefore is always most natural, in the lowest ground; but a moment's consideration will evince the error of this supposition. Lakes and Pools are generally in the highest situations in their respective countries; and without such a provision in Nature, the World could not be supplied with Rivers: these have their source in the highest mountains; and, after innumerable checks to retard and expand their waters, they gradually descend towards the sea.

If Nature be the model for Art in the composition of Landscape, we must imitate her process as well as her effects: Water, by its own power of gravitation, seeks the lowest ground, and runs along the valleys.* If in its course the water meets with any obstruction, it spreads itself into a lake or meer, proportionate to the magnitude of the obstruction; and thus we often see

* Indeed I have sometimes fancied, that, as action and reaction are alike, and as cause and effect often change their situations, so valleys are increased in depth by the course of waters perpetually passing along them: thus if the water only displaces one inch of soil in each year, it will amount to five hundred feet in six thousand years, and this is equal to the deepest valleys. In loose soils the sides of the hills will gradually wash down, and form open valleys; in hard soils, they will become narrow valleys; but ravines I suppose to be the effect of sudden convulsions from fire or steam, and not made by any gradual abrasion of the surface.
in the most picturesque countries a series of pools connected by channels of the rivers which supply them.

THE BASIN.

The large pool or basin in front of Woburn Abbey, in its present naked form, is rather an object of splendour than of cheerfulness; yet it is so conspicuous a feature of the place, that it ought not to be given up, without some struggle or endeavour to make it appear more natural.

Could an ample river be obtained through the whole course of the valley, it would doubtless be a circumstance worthy of any effort of Art to produce it; but the levels of the valleys forbid the attempt: we must therefore have recourse to other expedients for retaining the advantage of water, with the least apparent interference of art. The present head or dam forms a complete circle of about half a mile in circumference, round which the eye glances in a moment, meeting with nothing to check its progress; and from the saloon the ground is seen to fall below the surface of the water. If a tongue of land or promontory be formed on the head by the earth to be taken from the south front of the house, two improvements would be carried on at once. This promontory would disguise the dam, and the pool would appear to be the consequence of a stratum of rock, or other hard impenetrable soil, through which the water could not force its way.

The island, the bays, and the channels described on the
map and in the drawings, would also contribute to improve the shape of this pool; while the plantations suggested, on the head, would hide the low ground beyond it; for although water in nature is really on high ground, yet in appearance it fills the lowest place, because we seldom see ground below the water; either the descent is so gradual, or the obstruction so bold, as to conceal the different levels, and deceive the sight.

OF BRIDGES AND VIA-DUCTS.

There are two obvious uses for a Bridge, the first is to pass over, the second to pass under; the first is always necessary, the other only occasionally so, or where the water under the bridge is navigable; yet self-evident as this fact may appear, we often observe bridges raised so high, as to make the passage over them difficult, when there is no passage under them required; and this is the case with the present lofty bridge at Woburn. The construction of bridges has been so often and so ably discussed, that it is dangerous to attempt any thing new on the subject; yet I think such a form adapted to the purposes of passing over, as may unite Strength with Grace, and Use with Beauty, is still a desideratum in architecture. The consideration of this subject has led me to insert the following short digression, which will not, I hope, be deemed wholly irrelevant.

Architecture has been classed under two different heads, Grecian, and Gothic; the first depends on perpendicular pre-
sure, the other on lateral pressure. By the laws of gravitation, all matter at rest keeps its place by its own weight, or tendency to press downwards; and is only to be removed by superior force acting in a different direction. A perpendicular rock, and a solid wall built upright, will preserve their position so long as the substance or the materials of which they are composed retain their power of cohesion; and on this principle all Grecian Architecture is founded. Hence have arisen those relative proportions in the different orders, from the heaviest Doric to the most graceful Corinthian, which, after the experience of ages, were deemed fixed beyond the power of improvement; and by these proportions the distances of intercolumniation are regulated according to the strength of the parts supporting and supported.

The Arch was rather of Roman than Grecian invention; and when composed of a semicircle, its construction belongs rather to perpendicular than to lateral pressure; but in every other arch (except the Elliptical and the Catanarean Arch) there is a great lateral pressure, and this constitutes the basis or first principle of Gothic Architecture; to which pinnacles and finials, and other parts were added for the purpose of strength to the abutting, although frequently mistaken, and ignorantly copied, as if merely ornamental.
Hence it is evident that Gothic Architecture will admit of larger apertures than Grecian; and although externally more massive, yet it is internally more capacious. It is requisite that the resistance of the sides or abutments should be equal to the lateral pressure of the arch, from the most massive bridge to the lightest roof of an abbey.

Since the discovery of those wonderful excavations in India, of which no date remains, but which have been lately made known to us by the drawings of Hodges, Daniell, and other Artists, I have been led to consider, that, besides the Grecian and Gothic styles, there may be a third distinct from both, the origin of which was very different.

Instead of erecting buildings on the surface of the ground, the people who formed those awful wonders of antiquity began their operations by cutting away the foundation of the rock, to obtain room below, without endangering the superstructure; and thus by degrees the Indian Architecture seems to have grown to the most beautiful forms from the rudest excavations.
The use which I wish to make of this digression is, to explain the manner of passing the valley by artificial means, where the road does not require a common bridge, but rather a via-duct, to ornament the dam or mound of earth thrown across the valley; and as this must necessarily cause some obstruction to the water, I think it might be made subservient to the other object in view, that of raising the water to a higher level, instead of digging a deeper channel; thus producing a continued surface of water in appearance, though in fact the levels may be very different.
There being at present no architectural form adapted to this purpose, I have ventured to suggest a hint for such a structure as may support the road and raise the level of the water, rather calling it a Via-Duct than a Bridge.

**Approaches.**

As there is no part of the arrangement of the grounds at Woburn where so much alteration seems necessary as in the Approaches, I shall take this opportunity of enlarging on the subject, by an inquiry into the cause of the errors so often observable in this most essential part of Landscape Gardening.

I call the Approach the most essential, because it is self-evident, that if there be a house in a park, there must be a road to it through the park: but the course of the line in which that road should be conducted has been the source of much discussion and difference of opinion. Utility suggests that the road should be the shortest possible: it was for this reason (I suppose) that in former times the straight line was adopted, accompanied by rows of trees leading to the front of the house, which was probably the origin of avenues. The first grand approach to Woburn was of this kind; but experience having pointed out the monotony of a long Avenue, where the house is always seen in the same point of view, Le Nôtre boldly conceived an idea, which was realized at Woburn, at Wanstead, and in the front of some other palaces, viz. to obstruct its course by placing a large round basin or pond in the middle of the...
avenue, which not only obliged the road to pass round it, but by acting as a mirror, shewed the house doubled in its reflection on the surface, and thus increased the importance of its architecture. Such an expedient is beneath the dignity of Art, which should display her works naturally, and without puerile ostentation. The straight line in front of a house might be the shortest from the house to the road at one particular spot; but when it is remembered that approaches are generally necessary from oblique points, it is obvious that they can seldom be brought with propriety to one immediately in front.

Those who come from A or B will not find C the nearest line to the house: this is sufficient to shew the mistake of some persons, who in all cases contend for the old style of approaches by an avenue in front.

When the oblique line was adopted, and a road brought through the park, instead of taking a straight line, it was discovered that, with very little deviation, some interesting parts of the scenery might be shewn in the approach; and by degrees its first object, that of being the nearest way to the house, was changed into that of being the most beautiful. Hence have
arisen all the absurdities of circuitous approaches, so aptly ridiculed by a modern poet in describing improvers, who

"lead us many a tedious round
"To shew th' extent of their employer's ground."

APPROACH FROM LONDON.

Having marked on the ground, and also on the map, the general line, it is less necessary to describe it; but as there is little difference in the length of the present and proposed lines, it may be proper to assign reasons for the alteration.

The present approach enters through a part of the park, which can be made interesting only by planting all the ground that has been unfortunately cleared of wood; and when the road enters that part of the park, where a few large trees have been left, we perceive that they are too distant from each other, and in an unhealthy state, from the grove having been too hastily thinned. But the most objectionable part of this approach is the unfavourable circumstances under which the house is first shewn. The first sketch is a correct portrait of this scene; but from the difficulty of representing a view down hill, the drawing does not shew the house so low as it appears in reality: it serves, however, to describe the following objections, exclusive of that which gives a bad first impression of the place, from shewing it below the eye.

First, Part only of the south front is visible, which gives an idea of its being a small house.
Secondly, the house is not backed by wood, but opposed to the lawn, which does not form a sufficient contrast to relieve it.

Thirdly, the distant view, though extensive, is not appropriate; it is evidently beyond the boundary of the park, and may be as well seen from many parts of the public road.

Fourthly, the road passes along the side of a sunk fence, and destroys all privacy in the south apartments, which are exposed to every person coming to the house.

Fifthly, and lastly, the immediate and sharp descent near the house increases the first impression made by its apparently low situation.

The first effect of the house in the proposed approach is represented in the second sketch: After passing along the great glade, which is terminated by the island in Drakelow-pond, and which, from its length, and the size of the trees, is very magnificent, the road winds among some large oaks, betwixt whose lofty stems the house first appears, partially exciting the attention, till on our quitting the grove it is at once displayed to us in all the pomp of Greatness, blended with the intricacy of picturesque irregularity. It has no longer the effect of a solitary and inconsiderable edifice, but a Palace of depth, proportioned to its front, and accompanied by all the cupolas and domes, and more elevated parts of those attendant buildings and offices, which it has become the false taste of modern times to hide by plantations. Add to all this, that the whole seems embosomed in a magnificent wood, and as seen across the valley, it appears
APPROACH TO WOBURN ABBEY, BEFORE IT WAS ALTERED.
APPROACH TO WOBURN ABBEY, AS IT HAS BEEN ALTERED
elevated and not depressed, while its apparent quantity marks its character as a Ducal Palace.

THE PLEASURE GROUND.

By a strange perversion of terms, what is called modern English Gardening seldom includes the useful Garden, and the name of the Ornamental Garden has been changed into Pleasure Ground; but it is not the name only that has been changed; the character of a Garden is now lost in that of the surrounding Park; and it is only on the map that they can be distinguished, while an invisible fence makes the separation between the lawn fed by cattle, and the lawn kept by the roller and the scythe. Although these lawns are actually divided by a barrier as impassable as the ancient garden wall, yet they are apparently united in the same landscape, and

...... "wrapt all o'er in everlasting green,
" Make one dull, vapid, smooth, and tranquil scene." R. P. Knight.

The gardens or pleasure-grounds near a house may be considered as so many different apartments belonging to its state, its comfort, and its pleasure. The magnificence of the house depends on the number, as well as the size of its rooms; and the similitude between the house and the garden may be justly extended to the mode of decoration. A large lawn, like a large room, when unfurnished, displeases more than a small one: if only in part or meanly furnished, we shall soon leave it with
disgust, whether it be a room covered with the finest green baize, or a lawn kept with the most exquisite verdure; we look for carpets in one, and flowers in the other. If in its unfurnished state there chance to be a looking-glass without a frame, it can only reflect the bare walls; and in like manner a pool of water, without surrounding plantations or other features, reflects only the nakedness of the scene.

This similitude might be extended to all the articles of furniture for use or ornament required in an apartment, comparing them with the seats and buildings and sculpture appropriate to a garden.

Thus the Pleasure Ground at Woburn requires to be enriched and furnished like its Palace, where good taste is everywhere conspicuous.

It is not by the breadth or length of the walk that Greatness of Character in Garden Scenery can ever be supported; it is rather by its diversity, and the succession of interesting objects. In this part of a great place, we may venture to extract pleasure from Variety, from Contrast, and even from Novelty, without endangering the character of Greatness.

THE GARDEN.

In the middle of the last century almost every mansion in the kingdom had its Garden, surrounded by walls, in the front of the house. To improve the landscape from the windows,
Brown was obliged to remove those gardens; and not always being able to place them near the house, they were sometimes removed to a distance. This inconvenient part of his system has been most implicitly copied by his followers; although I observe that at Croome and some other places, where he found it practicable, he attached the kitchen garden to the offices and stables, &c. behind the mansion, surrounding the whole with a shrubbery; and indeed such an arrangement is most natural and commodious. The intimate connexion between the kitchen and the garden for its produce, and between the stables and the garden for its manure, is so obvious, that every one must see the propriety of bringing them as nearly together as possible, consistent with the views from the house: yet we find in many large parks, that the fruit and vegetables are brought from the distance of a mile, with all the care and trouble of packing for much longer carriage; while the park is continually cut up by dung carts passing from the stables to the distant gardens. To these considerations may be added, that the kitchen garden, even without hot-houses, is a different climate; there are many days in winter when a warm, dry, but secluded walk, under the shelter of an east or north wall, would be preferred to the most beautiful but exposed landscape; and in the spring, when

"Reviving Nature seems again to breathe,

"As loosen'd from the cold embrace of death,"

on the south border of a walled Garden some early flowers and vegetables may cheer the sight, although every plant is
elsewhere pinched with the north-east winds, peculiar to our climate, in the months of March and April, when

"Winter, still ling'ring on the verge of spring,
Retires reluctant, and from time to time
Looks back, while at his keen and chilling breath
"Fair Flora sickens." 

Stillingfleet.

N. B. The disposition of the Gardens at Woburn has now been so far completed, that it would be superfluous to describe their details, because the several objects may be viewed on the spot; but I will briefly enumerate the heads under which they have been classed:

The Corridor, or covered-way, by which a sheltered communication is given from the house to the stables, conservatory, flower-houses, tennis-court, riding-house, Chinese-dairy, game-larder, &c.

The dressed or architectural Pleasure Ground, separated from the Menagerie by the door represented in the annexed sketch.

The Forcing Garden has not yet been completed, but as an object of winter comfort, a sketch is subjoined.

The Chinese Buildings were proposed to be decorated by an assemblage of Chinese Plants, such as the Hydrangia, Ac-cuba, and Cameilla Japonica.

An American Garden was also proposed; and, as an object of curiosity, a botanical arrangement of all the Grasses forms an interesting circumstance.

The variety of Pheasants and aquatic fowls in the Menagerie creates new features in this collection of different scenery.
This Architectural Entrance or Door, forms the Boundary between the dressed-pleasure Ground at the Menagerie.

AT WOUBURN ABBEY:

At the back of it, is this Pavilion, constructed with branches and cones of Fir trees.
THE FORCING GARDEN.

If the espalier fruit and common vegetables were provided for elsewhere, one acre of walled garden would be equivalent to eight or ten acres in the common mode of disposing kitchen gardens. The walls should be placed at such distance from each other as to admit of a walk near the trees, and of a border for early vegetables between the walk and the part shaded by the next wall; on which a hedge of Laurel and Lauristinus, or even Rhododendrons, might be planted.

The upper part of this Garden might be appropriated to every species of forcing: and though it is difficult to ornament the mean slanting roof of a hot-house, yet, when all other vegetation is destroyed by cold, we may occasionally enjoy the sight of plants protected by art, without disgust at the means by which they are protected.

THE PARK.

So natural is the partiality for extent or greatness of dimensions, that I have constantly been asked, How large is such a Park! or, How many miles is it round? And since I visited Woburn, every body talks to me concerning the length of the Park-wall. I can only answer, that I do not estimate places by measurement; and that I never go round the extremity of a place to form an idea of its beauty. With respect to the bound-
ary, whether it be a wall or a pale, my business is to hide it, and not to lead a Drive so near as to display it.

In this instance, the fashion of Drives has, like all other fashions, passed from one extreme to the other. The ancient Drive was in an avenue, through the middle of a park; the modern Drive avoids the middle, and skirts round its border; and although two thirds of the places I have visited, and to which I have suggested improvements, are surrounded by a Belt and a Drive, yet I must beg leave to repeat my protest against that sort of modern Belt, by which Mr. Brown's followers have brought disgrace on the genius and good taste of their master.

THE DRIVES.

Before I speak of the Drives at Woburn, I shall endeavour to trace the progress of fashion in Planting; by which I mean the various systems adopted at different periods for making trees artificial ornaments. The first was doubtless that of planting them in a single row at equal distances; and this prevailed in the gardens mentioned by Pliny.

The next step was in doubling these straight rows, to form shady walks; but fashion, not content with the simplicity of such an avenue of trees placed opposite to each other, invented the Quincunx, by which those straight lines were multiplied in three different directions.

As the eagerness of adopting this fashion could not always
wait the tedious growth of trees, where old woods existed, they
were cut through in straight lines and vistas, and in form of
stars and *Pates d'oie*, which prevailed at the beginning of the
last century.

Fashion, tired of the dull uniformity of straight lines, was
then driven to adopt something new: yet still acting by
geometrical rules, it changed to regular forms of circles and
curves, in which the trees were always placed at equal dis-
tances. This introduced also the serpentine avenue for a road,
of which there is a specimen in the approach from Bedford to
Woburn Abbey which is not unpleasing.
The next bold effort of fashion was that of departing from the equi-distant spaces, and trees were planted in patches of clumps, square or round, alternately shewing and hiding the view on each side of the road; and where no view was required, a skreen or double row of trees entirely shut out one side, while in the other the view was occasionally admitted, but still at regular intervals. This prevails in the Drives at Woburn.
I perfectly remember, when I was about ten years old, that my father (a man of such general observation, that no innovation or novelty escaped him) remarked to me the change which was then taking place in ornamental planting; and then, although little supposing how much it would become the future study of my life, I recollect his observing the discovery made by some ingenious planter (perhaps Kent or Brown), that the straight line might be preserved in appearance from the ends of a vista or avenue, without actually filling up all the sides; and thus alternate openings of views to the country might be obtained, without losing the grandeur of the straight line, which was then deemed indispensable.* He then observed, that this would lead to the abolishing of avenues; and, I believe, few were planted after that date, viz. the middle of the last century.

About this time a total change in the fashion took place; and under Brown we were taught that Nature was to be our model, and that Nature seldom moved in a straight line. It was not therefore to be wondered at, that his illiterate followers should have copied the means he used, and not the model he proposed. They saw him prefer curved lines, and concluded

* "The late Lord Bathurst told me, that he was the first person who ventured to deviate from straight lines, in a brook which he had widened at Ryskens. The Lord Stafford being carried to see the effect of the new improvement, asked him to own fairly how little more it would have cost to have made the course of the brook in a straight direction."

Daines Barrington. *Archæologia, Vol. VII.*
that Nature abhorred a straight one. Hence proceeded those meandering, serpentine, and undulating lines in all their works, which were unfortunately confirmed by Hogarth's recommendation of his imaginary Line of Beauty. Thus we see roads sweeping round to avoid the direct line to their object, and fences gracefully and fancifully taking a longer course; and even belts and plantations in useless curves, with a drive meandering in parallel lines, which are full as much out of nature as straight ones.

Thus has fashion converted a Belt or screen of plantation, introduced by Brown, into a Drive quite as monotonous and more tedious than an avenue or vista, because a curved line is longer than a straight one.

A Belt should consist of wood, through which a road may wind to various points of view; or scenery may be shewn under various circumstances of foreground; but a Drive should only be among the trees, and under the shade of their branches; especially where a few large old trees may help to vary the sameness of a plantation uniformly consisting of young saplings.
Very different from this is the drive too often adopted, which is an open Drive, so wide that it never goes near the trees, and which admits such a current of air, that the front trees are generally the worst in the plantation. Add to this, that two narrow slips of plantation will neither grow so well, nor be such effectual harbours for game, as deeper masses; especially where the game is liable to be disturbed by a drive betwixt them. The Belt may be useful as a screen; but unless very deep, it should never be used as a drive; at least till after the trees have acquired their growth, when a drive may be cut through the wood to advantage.

It is not only the line of the modern belt and drive that is objectionable, but also the manner in which the plantation is made, by the indiscriminate mixture of every kind of trees, particularly Firs and Larches. All variety is lost, and all contrast destroyed, by different genera; by the recurrence and monotony of the same mixture of trees of all the different kinds. And here I must not omit my full tribute of applause to that part of the Drive at Woburn, in which evergreens alone prevail: it is a circumstance of gran-
deur, of variety, of novelty, and, I may add, of winter comfort, that I never saw adopted in any other place on so magnificent a scale.

The contrast of passing from a wood of deciduous trees to a wood of evergreens must be felt by the most heedless observer; and the same sort of pleasure, though in a weaker degree, would be felt in the course of a Drive, if the trees of different kinds were collected in small groups or masses by themselves, instead of being blended indiscriminately. I do not mean to make separate groves or woods of different trees, although that has its beauty, but in the course of the Drive to let Oaks prevail in some places, Beech in others, Birch in a third, and in some parts to encourage such masses of Thorns, Hazels and Maple, or other brushwood of low growth, as might best imitate the thickets of a forest.

It is difficult to lay down rules for any system of planting, which may ultimately be useful to this purpose. Time, neglect, and accident, will often produce unexpected beauties. The gardener or nurseryman makes his holes at equal distances, and generally in straight rows; he then fills them with plants, and carefully avoids putting two of the same sort near each other; nor is it very easy to make him put two trees into the same hole; he considers them as cabbages or turnips, which will rob each other's growth, unless placed at equal distances; yet in forests we most admire those double trees, or thick clusters, whose stems seem to rise from the same root, and these should be our models in ornamental planting.
FRAGMENT XXIX.

CONCERNING

THE LUXURIES OF A GARDEN.

The Fruit or Kitchen Garden, as it is generally cultivated, is little better than a ploughed field, where crops are sown in drills; for this reason, it has frequently by Brown, and always by his followers, been banished to a distance, where it might no longer be an unsightly object. I have occasionally found Gardens so placed, at two miles from the house, and consequently the choice fruits are removed with as much care and trouble in the package and conveyance, as if they came from Brentford to Covent Garden market.* What I have to insert in this fragment is not the result of any single report, but is collected from various hints, thrown out at different places, for the rational improvement of a useful Garden, shewing how it may be rendered ornamental; for though I have elsewhere asserted, that a Ferme Ornè is a solecism in language, yet a Jardin Ornè may be made one of the most interesting luxuries of a country residence: and this may be effected in various ways; the most

* I have noticed this error in the extract from the Report of Woburn Abbey.
simple, and that which I have successfully adopted in several Villas near London, has been to surround with a border of shrubs and flowers three or four areas of different dimensions, from an eighth to three-quarters of an acre of Garden ground, to raise crops of fruit and vegetables, perfectly hid from the lawn and walks by the surrounding skreen of flowering shrubs and evergreens; which in some cases will even hide dwarf walls, and pits and frames for forcing early fruits. By this means the lawn of pleasure-ground may be varied in its shapes, and the quantity of mowing curtailed: and if we choose to view the interior of the masses, which serve to diversify the landscape, we find new objects to amuse the eye or gratify the taste, at the time those fruits are ripe which are most delicious when gathered by our own hands.

The interior fence of these patches may be of holley, roses, gooseberries, or barberries; serving to increase the mass of skreen, and to protect the produce of the Garden. This may be perfectly applicable to places on a small scale; but in large establishments, where one Garden of several acres may be preferred, that Garden should, if possible, be contiguous to the mansion, and a wood or skreen of shrubs should envelope the whole, as it is described on the Map of Cobham Hall.

If a Kitchen Garden consists of such unsightly crops as we see in a common gardener’s ground, there will be little inducement to make it one of the visible appendages of a place; but it may be so arranged as to be highly ornamental; and from its sheltering walls it may always be considered as a Winter
Garden, when an occasional gleam of sunshine will invite even the invalid to brave the rigours of the season.

This naturally leads me to observe how many joys and comforts and luxuries may be preserved, beyond that period of life, when youth and health require no special indulgencies. Having so long dedicated the active part of my professional career to increasing the enjoyment of Rural scenery for others, my own infirmities have lately taught me how the solace of Garden scenery and Garden delights may be extended a little further, when the power of walking fails, and when it is no longer possible for decrepid age to reach the ground, to gather fruits, or to pluck and smell and admire those humble flowers which grow near the earth.

The loss of locomotion may be supplied by the Bath chair with wheels; but if these are to grind along a gravel-walk, the shaking and rattling soon become intolerable to an invalid, and therefore glades of fine mown turf, or broad verges of grass, should be provided, as means of avoiding the gravel; and such grass communications may be so made, as to increase the interest of the scenery, by varying its features; for although a gravel-walk must have its two sides parallel, or nearly so, yet a grass-walk should never be of any uniform breadth; it should rather vary in its outline, sometimes flowing among shrubs, sometimes under trees, as in the chequered shade of an open grove; and sometimes in one ample green mall or terrace, commanding a distant prospect, a pleasing landscape, or even the curious though confined combination of rare exotic trees, within
the sheltered boundary of the pleasure-ground. All these may be enjoyed by the cripple, with as much and perhaps more satisfaction from his wheeled chair, or from a garden-seat, than by those who can encounter the fields of the farm, or the haunts of the forest; caring very little for the Luxuries of a Garden, as felt under the painful pressure of infirmity. These remarks are equally applicable to the fruit garden, the flower garden, or the pleasure-ground: they should all be accessible to a garden-chair on wheels, and all should be provided with ample grass-walks, to avoid the offensive noise of gravel.

Let us now consider the Garden for Use, rather than for Beauty, and we shall find that these two objects are by no means incompatible. The walks of a Kitchen Garden are apt to be uncomfortably exposed to the sun’s heat during the summer and autumn; this may be corrected by training the fruit trees of espaliers on hoops over the walks, to make shaded alleys; or covered berceaux, from whence the apples, pears, and plums, are seen hanging within our reach; and grapes so trained, will sometimes ripen without artificial heat. These trellis arcades may be straight or curved, and the walks may be of gravel or grass, surrounding and enclosing those quarters for garden crops, which, if well managed, will be scarcely visible from the walks; and a screen of gooseberries, currants, raspberries, and asparagus beds, surrounding these, will make a cheerful blind during great part of the summer months.

If the Garden happens to be situated on ground hanging to the south, it should be formed into terraces one above the other;
and this is particularly applicable to strawberries, which may then be gathered without stooping: indeed the same expedient may be used artificially, where the ground is naturally flat, as represented in the Vignette to this Fragment. Strawberry-beds may be thus made: confine the earth at bottom by a brick wall about two feet high, then slope the mould to the height of three or four feet, and cover the whole with bricks or tiles, leaving spaces betwixt for the roots of the strawberry plants. On the summit, a channel or trough is left open in the bricks to receive water, either from showers or from the watering-pot: the moisture is conveyed to the roots of the plants without injuring the fruit, which is by this means kept dry and clean, and a little forwarded by the reflection of the heated bricks: these should be occasionally secured by mortar, to keep them in their places. Such a raised bed, when covered with strawberries, either in blossom or in fruit, is one of the most delightful of Garden Luxuries; and even when the leaves begin to decay, it has been observed, in Sir W. Temple's works, that a most grateful fragrance is produced.

This same sort of raised bed may be used for various purposes, and particularly in a Flower Garden, where its form may be irregular, oval, triangular, octagon, or any other shape, to raise such diminutive flowers as cannot be seen without being brought nearer to the eye. The ledges or shelves may be receptacles for ornamental vases, or Maltese flower-pots; and the lower wall may be covered with jessamine, periwinkle, or such plants as require a little support; while the upper parts
may contain fossils, with rock plants growing amongst the stones, and falling in festoons over them. The Vignette only describes a bed for strawberries. Near the end of the bed a hint is given for training gooseberries, currants, &c. to a certain height, to bear their fruit out of the reach of children, and at a more convenient height for full grown persons. In the gardens of Holland, where such fruits are raised in great perfection, every bush, as well as every espalier, is trained by hoops, so as to assume the form of cups or basins, to admit the sun and air into the interior, and ripen the fruit. Such attention gives great neatness to a Garden, which ought always to appear trim and artificial.

The mass of mankind may be so indifferent to the productions of a Garden, that they hardly deserve to enjoy its choicest luxuries. There are many who would not know the difference betwixt a peach gathered and one that had fallen from the tree; or betwixt the strawberries plucked from the bed, or those brought from a fruit shop, and perhaps gathered with unwashed hands the day before.

Of all the places which I have ever seen, where perfect attention was given to the fruit, I was most struck with Woollaton, in the time of the late Lord Middleton: the grapes were always gathered with a portion of the stalk and leaves; and the bloom of the plums and other fruit was preserved from the touch of fingers, by being cut from the trees, and dropped into the baskets in which they were brought to table. The gooseberries and currants, as well as the grapes, were so trained, as to
admit branches, loaded with fruit and leaves, to be cut off, and fastened to stands, with iron or wooden hoops, or led in graceful festoons round the dessert, and intermixed with bouquets of sweet smelling flowers. This may truly be called enjoying the Luxury of a Garden.
FRAGMENT XXX.

CONCERNING

ENTRANCE LODGES AND COTTAGES.

Various expedients have been suggested to mark the entrance to a place with importance. A Villa with a few acres, or a Park with an extensive domain, must now be at some distance from the high road, in compliance with the modern custom of placing the house in the centre of the grounds. In such situations the utility of an Entrance Lodge or Cottage is too evident to require discussing, but its character may be worth some consideration.
The entrance to a place is generally best marked at any branching off from a public road; and where the boundary of a park is at some distance from the road, and the entrance a kind of private cross-road, a mere Cottage may perhaps be sufficient, of any style of architecture, without reference to the style of the house, and a proper gate will distinguish it as an entrance to a place. But where the gate immediately opens into a park, strongly marked, and bounded by a wall or park-paling, a Lodge seems more appropriate than a Cottage: that it should partake of the style and character of the mansion seems also to be required by the laws of unity of design, which good taste adopts in every art. If the architecture of the house be Grecian, the style of the Lodge should be the same; as in the design for a Lodge at Wingerworth House, page 64, and the annexed sketch for the Entrance to Longnor, where the house is Gothic. It may be objected, that the Gothic Cottage bears no reference to Woburn Abbey; but that is not an Entrance Lodge, it is a Cottage near a gate into a wood, at the distance of some miles from the House.

To mark the Entrance to Cobham Hall, the seat of the Earl of Darnley, built in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the style and character of the house proposed to be adopted in the Lodge is not the modern Gothic style, with sharp-pointed windows, and a flat slate roof just rising over the battlements, but that which is distinguished by massive square-headed windows, with pinnacles, mouldings, gables, escutcheons, and the lofty enriched chimneys of former days, as shewn at the head of this Fragment.
To a modern Cottage or Lodge of Grecian architecture the Gate may either be a light wooden one between two posts, or iron folding gates with brick or stone piers, and it may be of any fanciful design. But if the Entrance to a place be marked by a respectabe Gothic Lodge, or a correct Gothic Cottage, the Gate itself, and even the gate-posts, should also be of the same correct style of architecture. I do not mean the flimsy light deal Gothic gate, frittered with little pointed arches like a show-box, but the heavy strong oak Gate with massive hinges, and occasionally ornamented with fleur de lys, and iron spikes: it should appear to have been constructed at the same period in which the Lodge itself is supposed to have been built.

Among the various designs for the Entrance into a Park, that of an Archway is supposed to be copied from those ancient specimens which may still be found near colleges and manor-houses, and in the remains of monastic buildings: but it should be remembered, that such lofty arches are only found when joined on each side by high walls, or attached to buildings surrounding a court-yard. When a lofty Archway is seen rising up in the air, being placed at the boundary of a park, and having only a low paling on each side, it is out of character, and in fact bears the appearance of a mere eye-trap, and may be compared to a high gate or stile by the side of a gap in the hedge.

The same observation respecting the Archway may also serve for the Gatehouse; that is, a covered way with a room over it (which room in monastic buildings was called the Scrip-
torium). These Gatehouses are more appropriate to the court-yards of the mansions, as at Knowle, Penshurst, Hampton-Court, &c. than as Entrances to a park. In general they had large massive close folding-doors, and sometimes a small door or postern inserted in one of the folds for foot passengers; and sometimes a single door-way separated from the carriage-way, as in the gates of cathedrals, monasteries, colleges, &c. But with these the modern spruce Iron Gates will be deemed out of character by all those who have made the antiquities of the country their study, or who consider unity and congruity of design amongst the first principles of good taste.

By J. A. R.
FRAGMENT XXXI.

OF WATER FENCES.

It often happens that a piece of Water, whether natural or artificial, forms the boundary of the pleasure-ground near a house, and makes an obvious line of separation betwixt the dressed or mown lawn and the park or ground fed by cattle. But Water is not a sufficient fence on all occasions, for unless very deep, cattle will wade through it, and however deep, deer will swim across. In some cases, as at Woburn and Longleate, a wall has been built of sufficient depth below the water-surface, to prevent animals from making good their landing;
but in the winter this is no fence; and while the ice remains they must either be kept out by a temporary line of hurdles, or driven away into a different part of the park; otherwise in one fatal night a herd of deer, or a drove of bullocks, will destroy the produce of years in a shrubbery, pleasure-ground, or flower-garden.

The following expedient occurred to me very recently, on considering the view from the windows at Dagenham in Essex, a seat of Sir Thomas Neave, Bart. The Landscape consists of a Park wooded sufficiently, and the distance presents a pleasing offskip; but the most conspicuous feature is a large circular pond or pool, with naked banks, from which the cattle are excluded by a hurdle, to prevent their poaching the clay shores. The sight of this hurdle is very offensive; but it is rendered doubly so, by being reflected in the water, where it becomes still more conspicuous by its opposition to the sky. It has long been matter of doubt and difference of opinion, whether it would not be advisable to drain off the water, and make a dry valley or dell of this unsightly pool, which from its situation reflects nothing but the sky. Yet there is something so cheerful in the glitter of Water, that we must always give it up with reluctance, however ill placed or badly shaped: it was therefore decided to preserve this pool, and to make it an ornamental part of the dressed ground near the house.

In the stiff clay soil of Essex there is great objection to admitting cattle to tread down or poach the margin of a piece of water so near and immediately opposite to the windows; yet
to exclude them entirely from the pool would be to rob the water of the most interesting features of which such a pool is capable, viz. the reflection of moving objects on its banks, and the glitter of its surface when put in motion. Add to this, if cattle can be kept from browsing the boughs which overhang the water, there is nothing more interesting than the contrast made by dark foliage reflected and opposed to those parts of the margin which reflect only the sky. An attempt is made in the annexed plate to represent this effect, which also shews the present appearance of the Pool, where no objects are reflected except the sky and the line of hurdles. To realize this landscape, it is proposed to fence the opposite bank of the pool by such a line of paling as may sweep round the thickets of thorns and alders and brushwood, by which they will be concealed, and then a post and chain should sweep into the pool just below the surface of the water, admitting cattle to stand on a bank, which should be gravelled or paved, to prevent their sinking into the soil, and discolouring the water.
FRAGMENT XXXII.

CONCERNING IMPROVEMENTS.

I have frequently been asked, whether the Improvement of the Country in beauty has not kept pace with the increase of its wealth; and perhaps have feared to deliver my opinion to some who have put the question. I now may speak the truth, without fear of offending, since time has brought about those changes which I long ago expected. The taste of the country has bowed to the shrine which all worship; and the riches of individuals have changed the face of the country.

There are too many who have no idea of improvement, except by increasing the quantity, the quality, or the value of an estate. The beauty of its scenery seldom enters into their thought: and, what will it cost? or what will it yield? not, how will it look? seems the general object of inquiry in all improvements. Formerly I can recollect the Art being complimented as likely to extend its influence, till all England would become one Landscape Garden: and it was then the pride of a Country Gentleman to shew the beauties of his place to the public, as at Audley End, Shardeloes, and many other celebrated Parks, through which public roads were purposely made to pass, and
the views displayed by means of sunk fences. Now, on the contrary, as soon as a purchase of land is made, the first thing is to secure and shut up the whole by a lofty close pale, to cut down every tree that will sell, and plough every inch of land that will pay for so doing. The annexed two Sketches serve to shew the effect of such improvement; they both represent the same spot: formerly the venerable trees marked the property of their ancient proprietor, and the adjoining forest, waste, or common, might perhaps produce nothing but beauty; now the trees are gone, the pale is set at the very verge of the statute width of road, the common is enclosed, and the proprietor boasts not that it produces corn for man, or grass for cattle, but that it produces him rent: thus money supersedes every other consideration.

This eager pursuit of gain has of late extended from the new proprietor, whose habits have been connected with trade, to the ancient hereditary gentleman, who condescending to become his own tenant, grazier, and butcher, can have little occasion for the Landscape Gardener: he gives up beauty for gain, and prospect for the produce of his acres. This is the only improvement to which the thirst for riches aspires; and while I witness too often the alienation of ancient family estates from waste and extravagance, I frequently see the same effect produced by cupidity and mistaken notions of sordid improvement, rather than enjoyment of property. But to whatever cause it may be attributed, the change of property into new hands was never before so frequent; and it is a painful circumstance to the
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professional Improver, to see his favourite plans nipped in the bud, which he fondly hoped would ripen to perfection, and extend their benefits to those friends by whom he is consulted.

In passing through a distant county, I had observed a part of the road where the scenery was particularly interesting. It consisted of large spreading trees intermixed with thorns: on one side a view into Lord **'*'s park was admitted, by the pale being sunk; and a ladder-stile placed near an aged beech tempted me to explore its beauties. On the opposite side, a bench and an umbrageous part of an adjoining forest invited me to pause, and make a sketch of the spot. After a lapse of ten years, I was surprised to see the change which had been made. I no longer knew or recollected the same place, till an old labourer explained, that on the death of the late Lord the estate had been sold to a very rich man, who had improved it; for by cutting down the timber, and getting an act to enclose the common, he had doubled all the rents. The old mossy and ivy-covered pale was replaced by a new and lofty close paling; not to confine the deer, but to exclude mankind, and to protect a miserable narrow belt of firs and Lombardy poplars: the bench was gone, the ladder-stile was changed to a caution against man-traps and spring-guns, and a notice that the foot-path was stopped by order of the commissioners. As I read the board, the old man said, "It is very true, and I am forced to walk a mile further round every night, after a hard day's work." This
is the common consequence of all enclosures: and we may ask to whom are they a benefit?

"Adding to Riches an increased Store,
"And making poorer those already poor."
IMPROVEMENTS
GENERAL VIEW OF SHERINGHAM BOWER, NORFOLK: ARBUT TUPHER, Esq.
FRAGMENT XXXIII.

EXTRACTED FROM THE REPORT

ON SHERRINGHAM BOWER, IN NORFOLK,

A SEAT OF ABBOT UPCHER, ESQ.

SITUATION.

It may appear a bold assertion to pronounce, that Sheringham possesses more natural beauty and local advantages, and is more capable of being rendered an appropriate gentleman-like residence, than any place I have ever seen. I must here premise, that I do not estimate places by their Measure or Value, each of which may be applied separately to the diamond and the mill-stone; and in comparing it with other places, I must confine myself to those which command views of the Sea, that being always the leading feature of the Scenery of Great Britain as an Island. The most celebrated places of this description which I have seen, are Mulgrave Castle in the North, Tregothnan and Mount Edgecombe in the West, and various places in Sussex, and the Isle of Wight in the South; yet much of the celebrity of these places may be derived from the permission liberally given to have them seen by the public; and,
indeed the boasted beauty of the Isle of Wight is associated with the moving from one spot to the other, and the cheerful animation of its visitors and tourists; for, if we take any one place in that Tour, and can suppose it solitary and divested of this enlivening circumstance, it cannot be compared with the scenery of Sheringham, where the combination of Hill and Valley, Wood and Sea views, continually remind us of being in that beautiful little Island, without the occasional difficulty of having the water to cross in our return. Much of the interest in the scenery of the Isle of Wight is indebted to the circumstance of its being visited only in Summer, when the gay decorations of the gardens, whether belonging to a Palace or a Cottage, present an assemblage of elegance and comfort, in which Sheringham is at present woefully deficient; but which it is the object of these pages to provide. I recollect when I first visited the Isle of Wight, a continued series of fine weather, amidst the profusion of roses and other fragrant shrubs, operated on my senses like a charm, till on opening a door in one of the most delightful retreats, the sight of Cloaks and Umbrellas, made me exclaim, "Can it ever rain in Paradise?" In considering Sheringham as a permanent Residence and not as a mere Summer Villa, we must recollect how it may appear in Winter.
The View of the Sea at Sheringham is not like that of the Bay of Naples, or even the Southern Coasts of England; the Sea is to the North, and however delightful the summer visitors of the Norfolk Coast may deem such a View, those who have experienced the cold North winds of winter, and even those who contemplate their effect on some of the Oaks opposed to their violence, will be fully aware that a view of the Sea from the House ought not to be the first consideration; and will pity the bad taste of any one who should recommend a Site for a Mansion looking towards the Sea—

Qui . . . . . Semper amabilem
Sperat nescius auriæ
Fallacis.—

The effect of these Woods I consider as accidental, rather than designed, since it is obvious that the only rule observed, was to plant such land as would not bear corn, and consequently all the hills have been clothed boldly; and, fortunately for their beauty, the value of the timber was not so much considered as that of the land; since it may be observed, that the trees in the Valleys have grown much taller than those on the Hills; and the walks and drives have been made through these woods, yet their comparative interest is hitherto unknown,
since few can distinguish betwixt what they do see, and what they might see. Some trifling changes in the course of these walks would prove how easy it is, by the proper line of a path, to make it not only beautiful in itself, but a beautiful display of other beauties; or, as De Lille expresses it,

"Les Sentiers de nos pas guides ingenieux,
"Doivent embellir en nous montrant ces lieux."

For this reason we may assert, that the treasures of Sherringham are yet in the Mine, and from the present site of the House almost useless.

PLANTATIONS.

Some have asserted, that it is more pleasant to make improvement by the axe than by the spade; but I consider it a fortunate circumstance that some further planting is necessary, since I may venture to affirm, that after a few years the Proprietor will derive more real satisfaction from the trees planted by himself, than from those which have long existed. All Planters delight in Woods reared by themselves, as parents are most fond of their own progeny.

In making new Plantations some useful hints may be taken from that great variety which at present exists, either from accident, by being planted at different times and of different sorts of trees, or perhaps from the influence the sea may have had in destroying some and checking others; for, although in some places the Sea has proved an enemy, yet it points out what trees are best adapted to the situation and exposure.
THE SITE FOR THE HOUSE.

This is an object most important in Landscape Gardening, yet there is none so often mistaken or misunderstood, because mankind are apt to judge by the eye rather than by the understanding, and oftener select objects for their beauty rather than for their use or intrinsic worth. The experience of the inconveniences to which most beautiful situations are liable, has induced me to view the subject in all its bearings, and well to weigh against each other all the advantages and disadvantages which ought to influence our choice: these I have generally classed in the following order:—the Aspect, the Levels, Objects of Convenience, and lastly the Views from the House.

First, the Aspect. There can be no doubt that a southern aspect is the most desirable for rooms which are to be occupied throughout the year, because the sun in winter is always acceptable, and in summer it is so much more elevated, that it is rarely objectionable and easily shaded. This is not the case with the eastern or western aspect, where the rays being more oblique, are not to be shaded but by obliterating the prospect, and as the prevailing winds with rain generally come from the south-west, a little turn towards the south-east is to be preferred. This I propose at Sheringham, and for two other reasons, it makes the view towards the opposite woods more central; and it gives more room for the offices and appendages proposed towards the
west. A northern aspect is seldom advisable, except in mansions on a very great scale, or in Cornwall or on the southern coast, where it is generally preferred to the sea exposure; it will, therefore, I trust, be acknowledged that the site is perfect as far as it relates to aspect. *

2dly, The Levels. This is an object of much more importance than is generally supposed. We frequently see houses placed, for the sake of the prospect, so high that they are annoyed by every wind; and others, for the sake of shelter, so low that they are flooded by every heavy fall of rain, or by the sudden melting of the snow. The Site here proposed is on a sufficient eminence to enjoy prospect, and yet to be sheltered from the sea winds: the ground by Nature falls gently from it in every direction except towards the north; and in that direction it will easily be made to do so by Art: this is necessary to prevent any damps from the hill, and to provide a sufficient drainage for the House and Offices, all of which will require very little cost or labour. Thus, I trust, I may pronounce that the Site is perfect with respect to its Levels.

3dly, Objects of Convenience, of which the first is the Supply of Water. This is an object of great importance, yet I have frequently seen large houses placed where no water can be had, but by aqueducts or distant land carriage; and as

* The reasons for a South-East Aspect were before given in Fragment No. 24, although here repeated to preserve this Fragment entire.
it is not only for the constant use of the family, that water is essential, but as a security in case of fire, some great Reservoir or Tank ought always to be provided near the House. From the situation of the two ponds near the Site, we have reason to expect water will not fail.

2dly, *Sufficient space* to contain all the numerous appendages of comfort and convenience, as Offices and Office Courts; Stables and Yards for Wood, Coals, Linen, &c. all which should be near; and others at no great distance, such as Kitchen Garden, Melon-ground, Poultry Yard, Timber Yard, Ice House, &c. These if possible should be on the contrary side of the House to the Flower Garden, Conservatory, and Pheasantry, which are naturally connected with Pleasure ground.

3dly, *Relative Objects*, or such as though not immediately belonging, must be considered as relating to the place, and therefore must be properly connected with it, viz. the Post Towns, the Church and Village, and the Sea; to all which there must be roads, and these may be made highly ornamental, useful, and convenient, or the contrary. It fortunately happens that the three roads from Aylsham, Holt, and Cromer, all meet at the summit of the hill, from whence the public roads descend steeply towards the two towns of Upper and Lower Sheringham, and at this spot, I propose to enter the premises, and proceed to the House along a line of approach, the most easy, natural, varied, and beautiful; and as it is nearer than the public road, it places the new Site exactly
at the same measured distance with the old one from the three Post Towns, while the apparent distance will be shortened by a mile, because we are apt to consider ourselves arrived at a place as soon as we have passed the gate of the Grounds or Woods or Park belonging to it.

4thly. *View from the House.* Although with many, the Views from a House form the first consideration, yet I am not so infatuated with Landscape as to prefer it to any of the objects already enumerated. Perhaps a natural habit of cheerfulness operates too powerfully on my mind; but I have ever considered the View of trees and lawns *only,* as creating a certain degree of gloom; which I am convinced is oftener felt than acknowledged by the possessors of places admired for their solitary grandeur. We are apt to lament the desertion of such family mansions for the residence of London in winter, and watering places in summer; but we should consider the difference betwixt the country gentleman's Seat, when only separated from his neighbours and dependants by Court Yards or Garden Walls, and the modern fashion of placing the House in the middle of a Park, at a distance from all mankind,

"Where only grass and foliage we obtain
"To mark the flat insipid waving plain,
"Which wrapt all o'er in everlasting green
"Make one dull vapid, smooth, though tranquil scene."

*Knight's Landscape.*
To this might be added, that,

" Now not one moving object must appear
" Except the owner's Bullocks, Sheep, or Deer,
" As if his Landscape were all made to eat,
" And yet he shudders at a Crop of Wheat."

For in the present taste for Park Scenery a Corn-field is not admissible, because every fence must be removed except those which are most offensive, such as separate woods and lawns. In the principal View to the South, this modern taste may be indulged to the greatest excess by "Lawning a hundred good acres of wheat," but I should not advise the extending the verdant surface too far, as I consider the mixture of Corn-lands with Woods at a distance more cheerful than grass, because at certain seasons, at seed time and at harvest, it may be enlivened by men as well as beasts. I hope I may be here allowed to indulge my favourite propensity for humanizing as well as animating beautiful Scenery, by a hint respecting the future occupation of Sherringham. It has already been observed, that the places most celebrated for their beauty are most known to the Public, for "many a gem of purest ray serene" is locked up in the casket, lest man should breathe upon it; let me hope to unlock this treasure occasionally to strangers. I do not mean to destroy the comfort and privacy of Sherringham by admitting near the House all the Tourists and Felicity Hunters of Cromer and the Coast, but at such a distance as the Temple. One day in the week might be
granted them to share in the beauties of this spot. This occasional glitter of distant moving objects, with the sight of carriages coming to the House, would furnish lively features to contrast with the quiet, yet appropriate View from the House towards the South.

THE VILLAGE.

Notwithstanding the modern fashion of placing a House in the Centre of a Park, at a distance from the haunts of men, or even the habitation of its own dependants and Labourers, yet there are numerous objects belonging to a Village with which the Mansion must be connected, such as the Church, the Inn, the Shop, the Carpenter, Blacksmith, and other Tradesmen, to which may here be added the farming premises and the Steward's house.

The vicinity of a Village is very differently marked in different parks. In some, I see lame and blind beggars moving sorrowfully towards the Hall-house, where I know, and they fear, no relief will be given: in others, I see women and children with cheerful faces bearing their jugs and milk and provisions at stated periods, and I know, before I enter the House, which are the happiest families. In some places I hear complaints that the neighbours are all idle thieves and poachers: in others, that all the inhabitants of the neighbouring Villages would rise at night to serve their liberal Patron; and I have
been often led to consider the source of this difference. Formerly the poor labourers on an Estate looked for assistance in age or sickness to the hand that paid for their work when they could work; now they are turned over to the Parish Officer, and prisons are erected under the name of Workhouses for those who are past all work. A common Farmer, who works as hard as his labourers, with them, is considered as one of themselves; but when a very opulent Gentleman Farmer told me that by rising at four o'clock every day, and watching his men all day, he could get more work done, I thought he paid dearly for it; and whether the poor slave is urged on by the lash of the Negro-driver or the dread of confinement in a Workhouse, he must feel that man is not equal, though he may be taught to read that he is so.

I consider the proximity of the Town of Sheringham as a mine of wealth, a source of infinite interest, more valuable than the interest upon interest of the Usurer. The Workhouse, instead of an object of terror to the poor and of disgust to the rich, may be made to look more like an Hospital, or an Asylum, and less like a Prison: the Street may be improved, and a cheerful Village Green, with benches and a Maypole, may be laid open to this House of Industry: this will remind us that happiness may be extended to all ranks of mankind. The Labourers' Cottages belonging to the Estate, may be marked by neatness, and decorated by those ornamental shrubs and creepers, which make the whole Isle of Wight a Garden so enchanting to strangers.
Instead of forbidding all access to the poor, in some places, I have observed it is customary one day in the month, or oftener if necessary, particularly after any storm of wind, to admit into the woods, but under the eye of the keeper, all persons belonging to the Parish, to pick up dead wood for firing; and in these places no wood is stolen, and no trees are lopped and disfigured. With respect to the Game, which is everywhere, and particularly in Norfolk, the perpetual source of suspicion and temptation, I foresee that at Sherringham it will be one source of conferring happiness; for, there is a great difference betwixt shooting and coursing; one is a selfish, the other a social enjoyment. The villagers will occasionally partake in the sport like those where the games of cricket or prison-bars are celebrated; thus promoting a mutual endearment betwixt the Landlord, the Tenant, and the Labourer, which is kept up with little expense, securing the reciprocity of assistance of each to the other, by a happy medium betwixt licentious equality and oppressive tyranny.

Although the local advantages of Sherringham may not be deemed of general interest, yet their consideration has had great influence with me in the preference I have given it over every other in which I have been consulted.

1st. It is situated within half a mile of the sea, without being exposed to it.

2dly. It is within a morning ride of the capital of the county, and within an hours drive of the several ports and
market towns of Holt, Aylsham, North-Walsham and Cromer; at each of which are Balls and Book Clubs, besides the monthly meetings of magistrates, and annual Fairs and Festivals, where society and amusement may occasionally be had to vary the monotony of rural life.

3dly. The Soil is delightful for habitation, being neither so light and sandy as to be barren, nor so rich and wet as to make the roads impassable.

4thly. It is within five or six miles of the sea-port of Blakeney to the West, and of Cromer to the East, where those who do not object to the mixed company of a Watering-place, may partake of its variety.

5thly. There is no manufactory near; this, for the comfort of habitation, is of more importance than is generally supposed: manufacturers are a different class of mankind to husbandmen, fishermen, or even miners: not to speak of the difference in their religious and moral characters: the latter from being constantly occupied in employments which require bodily exertion, and their relaxations being shared with their families and friends, become cheerful and contented; but the former lead a sedentary life, always working at home, and seeking relaxation at their clubs, the birth-place and cradle of equality, discontent, and dissatisfaction.

6thly. There are some who consider that no place can be perfect without water, while others do not consider the Sea as water belonging to a place, but as its boundary; in answer to
both these fastidious hypercritics it may be observed, that here
two lively brooks flow through the Estate; and, that in a dis-
tant recess in the woods, a small pool exists, which might be
increased to any size.

I cannot help considering Sherringham as deriving a de-
gree of advantage from what some will think the reverse, be-
cause they not only look to increasing the value, but the quan-
tity of an estate. This is bounded by property to the West, 
that is not to be purchased; and, therefore, like the boundary 
of the sea to the North, it so far fixes a boundary to our wishes.
Men are apt to indulge the vain hope of making all they see 
their own, like children who cry for the moon; or like dogs 
who bark at it.

WALKS, DRIVES, AND STATIONS.

The natural shape of the surface is so infinitely varied, that
it is impossible from a map to form any idea of the scenery;
and drawings can but feebly represent a few of those land-
scapes which change at every step. The peculiar character of
Sherringham is beauty, without any of that sublimity which is
derived from horror, as on the brinks of rocky precipices in
mountainous regions: yet there is a sublimity attached to the 
sea, which is here softened into the character of beauty, and
forms the leading feature of Sherringham. For this reason I
do not advise that degree of softness and artificial smoothing,
described by Mr. R. P. Knight, in his attack on Brown's followers,

"To improve, adorn, and polish they profess;
But shave the goddess whom they came to dress."

There are some few trees which have felt the terrific effects of winter winds; these cannot be removed without endangering others to which they have long been the advanced guard; and so far from wishing them trimmed, or otherwise reduced to a softer character, I consider them like a dry rugged channel of a Winter's cataract, leaving in Summer sublime memorials of the power of Nature's mighty agents: they form a contrast to the generally prevailing forms of beauty; and for this reason I have recommended, near the same spot where the ridge of the hill is to be cut down a little to ease the descent of the road, that its banks should be left steep and abrupt, and not smoothed and turfed over; since a road is an artificial object, and may be avowed in such cases as a work of art. As this chasm, dividing the land from the sea views, will be one of the most striking stations at Sheringham, I have called it the Scalp, from a noted scar of this kind in Ireland. The annexed View is supposed to be taken from this spot.

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT.

It is remarkable, that of the many thousand plans which have been made in different ages and countries, no one has
ever been deemed so far perfect as to become the model for any future design. In digesting the arrangement for the House at Sheringham, we have proposed a plan in many respects differing from other houses, for which we plead the following reasons:

First, The wishes of the Proprietor.

Secondly, the adaptation of the house to the situation, character, and circumstances of the spot.

Thirdly, The style in which it is supposed to be inhabited.

Most modern houses, as well as those of former times, are too large to be occupied with economy. It is not a large house, but a large room, that is most comfortable to live in; yet, many such large rooms tend to increase the expenses, if constantly lived in, and the miseries of life if only used occasionally. Let us then consider what are the rooms required for a house on the scale here proposed.

These may be thus enumerated,

1st. One large living room, to contain books, instruments, tables, and every thing requisite to modern comfort and costume.

2d. An ample eating room, to be used in the morning for breakfast, and not to have a fire lighted five minutes only before dinner.

3d. An entrance, with such vestibule and passage as may impress a certain degree of importance, without useless waste of space or expense, the ancient Hall not being necessary.

4th. A room on the ground floor, which I call a parlour; it may serve various purposes, besides that of the proprietor's
own study; it should have a bed, in case of age or infirmity, or it may be occupied by an eldest son; but its chief use is to give the proper number of bed-rooms on the floor above, which would otherwise be defective, in a house in the country.

5th. The gentleman’s own room, connected with the offices, to give access to persons on business, without admitting them into the body of the house. This may be Gun-room, Justice-room, &c.

6th. The lady’s own room, or boudoir up stairs, and connected with the wardrobe and bed-room on the same floor, having a degagement or private stairs, although the approach for strangers is by the principal stair-case.

7th. The bed-rooms to have dressing-rooms, in which sopha-beds may occasionally be used.

8th. The rooms over the offices, to be used as nurseries, should have large folding-doors to admit air, and may be connected on the same level with the hill at the back of the house, for exercise to the children.

The Eating Room is of that proportion, about two by three, which is now considered the standard of perfection; indeed, in many modern houses, every room partakes of the same shape and dimensions; such a room requires Tables and Sophas to fill up its area and create that sort of intricacy which is so admirably conspicuous in the old houses of the date of Queen Elizabeth, where large bow windows and deep recesses give a degree of comfort worth copying in a Modern Room. With this idea, the windows for Sheringham are proposed to take a new character, as applied to Grecian Architecture, which in fact has
no more to do with a Modern Sash than with a large Gothic Window.

In the centre of this Room, and opposite to the fire-place, is a deep recess, which will be one of the most interesting and striking novelties, admitting a small company to live in the Room or out of the Room at pleasure, and commanding a delightful View of the Flower Garden, with just so much of the Sea as will be sufficient to announce its proximity, without exposing the Room to its baneful effects. The View to the East from this Window in the Recess, will be so peculiar that it may perhaps be advisable to exclude all View from the Windows on the sides, only leaving the upper part for Transparent Blinds, or Stained Glass.
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FRAGMENT XXXIV.

EXTRACTED FROM THE REPORT OF
ENDSLEIGH,

_ A COTTAGE ON THE BANKS OF THE TAMAR IN DEVONSHIRE._

BY PERMISSION OF HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF BEDFORD.

SITUATION AND CHARACTER.

Those who have sailed on this beautiful River near Plymouth and Saltash, will figure to their minds one of those calm sequestered retreats, reflected on the smooth surface of a broad expanse of waters, very different from the River Scenery of Endsleigh: to explain this difference it will be necessary to describe the Tamar.

There are hardly two things in nature more contrasted, than a River near its source in a mountainous country, and the same River when it becomes navigable, and spreads itself into an estuary, like the Tamar at Plymouth. Nothing can be more delightful to those who have braved the storms of the Ocean, than to sail between the romantic Banks of the Tamar, whose echoing rocks often repeat the music, which from pleasure boats enlivens its peaceful surface, and a Cottage on the Banks of the Tamar will naturally suggest such tranquil Scenery. Very different is that of Endsleigh. Here, Solitude, embosomed in all the sublimity of umbrageous majesty, looks down on the infant River struggling through its rocky channel, and hurrying onwards with all the impetuosity of ungoverned youth, till it
becomes useful to mankind. This idea often occurred to me, while contemplating the River on the spot. The Tamar, like all mountain streams, however it may amuse the eye with its frolic motion, by not being navigable or passable, becomes a barrier, and seems to serve no other purpose than that of dividing the two Counties of Devonshire and Cornwall; but even in this apparently useless state it is busy in collecting the "little streams which run among the mountains;" and on tracing its progress we find that it soon becomes more and more useful to man, till at length it is acknowledged as the great source of the Harbour of Plymouth, to which England owes much of its Glory and its Commerce.

In speaking of the course of the Tamar, I should wish to make a distinction betwixt the Channel and the Bed of the River, if I may be allowed so to use these two words. By the Channel I mean the whole flat surface, over which a river spreads its waters during the floods of winter, extending to the foot of the hills which form the valley. By the Bed, I mean the narrow channel to which the water is confined during that "Belle Saison," when all Nature presents her beauties to advantage; when all Rivers sleep in their beds, and even the most turbulent are restrained within their narrowed limits. Let us now consider the process of Nature in forming this Bed. Light never moves but in straight lines. Water always takes some degree of curvature. The rays of light may be broken by reflection or refraction, but can never be bent. Water, on the contrary, may easily be bent, but cannot be broken without
changing its fluid character to froth. The course of a River is never straight, and seldom along the middle, or lowest part of the flat, but it shoots across from side to side, increasing its utility by thus retarding its progress; this observation applies to all rivers, though I was first led to examine the subject by the tortuous course of the River Manyfold in Derbyshire.

In the above Sketch, which I have supposed to represent the course of any river, a dotted line shows a second track, which the water seems to mark out during floods, and which leaves occasionally swamps or pools of water in summer after the River has subsided. This sort of channel may be observed at Endsleigh, in the shape of the ground on the left bank of the River.

Sometimes a River forsakes its bed entirely, and takes one of these new channels; and I have frequently had occasion to assist, or retard this operation of Nature, by an interference of Art; but in the present case I shall only revert to the difference, which I have endeavoured to establish betwixt the
Channel and the Bed of the River Tamar, so far as it relates to the best means of crossing it without the sort of bridge aptly described by Cowper,

"That with its wearisome but needful length
Bestrides the wintry flood."

If a substantial bridge were necessary or expedient, no person would be so competent to construct it, as my scientific and experienced friend Mr. Rennie, who has been consulted on the subject; but I shall beg leave to make some observations, first, on the uses of a bridge, and next consider its effect on the scenery. The Wood opposite being now annexed to Endsleigh, access is required to it; but, if there were no other expedient, I should doubt the accommodation being equivalent to the difficulty and expense of such a bridge as might be passable at all seasons, requiring at each end an embankment, and arches on dry ground above the level of the highest Winter floods. This would be necessary, if it were a public road; but, on the contrary, it would be a private bridge seldom used, and might be dispensed with during floods; therefore such a bridge is not absolutely necessary. With respect to its effect on the scenery, it would present an object totally at variance with that calm sequestered retreat, which forms the striking characteristic of Endsleigh: since a great bridge announces a great road, and a great road destroys all solitude, both real and imaginary; there is also another objection to a conspicuous bridge in the situation proposed.
The part of the Tamar forming the chief view from the house, is so nearly in a straight line, that it would more resemble an artificial Canal than a natural River, if the extremity, now forming a graceful curvature, were to be terminated by a bridge, and especially one so large as to rob the River of all its importance. In addition to these objections, it may be added, that if a crossing can be effected more immediately near and opposite to the house, it would doubtless be a better situation for a bridge, in point of convenience; and, as an object of beauty, it might assume a picturesque character more in harmony with that of the place.

OF THE PICTURESQUE.

This word has of late excited considerable interest and controversy; but the word, like many others in common use, is more easy to be understood than defined: if it means all subjects capable of being represented in a picture, it will include the Pig-sties of Moreland, as well as the filthy Hostels of Teniers and Ostade: but the absurdity of representing all that is visible, without selecting what is most beautiful, cannot be better exemplified than by the following fact. One of our most eminent Landscape painters was desired to make a portrait of a Gentleman's Seat: he saw the place during a land-flood, and when the whole valley was covered by vapour he made a beautiful picture of a fog, after the manner of Vernet; and thus he painted an atmospheric effect, when he should have
painted a Landscape. In like manner a beautiful woman represented during a fainting fit, may display great ingenuity in the artist; but surely this is sickly picturesqueness. The Subjects represented by Salvator Rosa, and our English Mortimer, are deemed picturesque; but are they fit objects to copy for the residence of man in a polished and civilized state? Certainly not. This naturally leads to the inquiry, how far we may avail ourselves of picturesque circumstances in real Landscape. These circumstances may be classed under three heads: Steepness of ground—abrupt rocks—and, Water in rapid motion; for, we may consider wood, and lawn, and smooth water, as common to all landscapes, whether in Cornwall or in Lincolnshire.

In the Drives through Leigh Wood, some advantage has been taken of the steepness; but it should be shewn as an object of beauty from the precipitous side of the road, and not as an object of terror, by making the roads too steep.

There are many places in which romantic rocks are now totally hid by brushwood; these doubtless require to be brought into view. But of all picturesque objects, there is none so interesting as Water in rapid motion; and it is the duty of art to avail itself of every opportunity to force it into notice; in a mountainous country there hardly exists a dell or dingle, in which some stream, that might be drawn forth to form a conspicuous part in the Picturesque Landscape, does not steal its way unseen amongst the long grass or foliage of brushwood, and is therefore entirely lost.
In all mountainous countries, it is common to place troughs to receive the water which flows from the neighbouring hills. These by the road side, as drinking places for Cattle, form interesting circumstances in the Landscape peculiar to romantic scenery, while the interest is considerably heightened, by reflecting, that the supply is not the scanty produce of human labour and mechanism, but flows from that source whence the most mighty rivers derive their existence: perhaps there is hardly a more striking example of the inexhaustible bounty of Providence, than may be drawn from the never-ceasing overflow of "L'abreuvoir des Montagnes."

**THE WEIR.**

Instead of a magnificent and costly bridge at a distance from the house, I should propose crossing the water immediately opposite, by means of a Weir. The surface of this Weir may be levelled and paved with flat stones, to the width of fifteen or twenty feet, at about eighteen inches or two feet below the common summer height of the river, making a safe ford for carriages; and, by inserting large blocks of stone, a bridge of timber or cast-iron may be thrown over for horses and foot passengers, above the common Summer's flood, but so strongly secured as to bear the Winter torrents to flow over the whole.

A stream from the river may be brought sufficient to turn the under-shot wheel of a corn-mill, or it may be worked by
an over-shot wheel; to supply which, a channel or feeder may be brought through the wood, from so high a level up the river as to produce the sort of water-fall which I have hinted in the Sketch, where such a stream is supposed to pass over the face of certain rocks now hid by brushwood. It is hardly necessary to remark how much the View from the House would be enlivened by the smoke of a Cottage on the opposite side of the water; and if this Cottage were to be a Mill, the occasional traffic and busy motion of persons crossing the Tamar, would add to the picturesque effect of a Landscape, which at present wants a little more animation.

Perhaps it might be possible to give much additional interest to the Tamar at Endsleigh, if this Weir could be converted into a Salmon-leap of any height, that would not require much embankment to preserve the meadow from being overflowed by common floods.

THE COTTAGE.

Having considered the Situation and natural Character of the Country, I must now consider the artificial character by which Endsleigh is made habitable; for, without the aid of art, the most romantic or picturesque scenery in nature is a desert, and only fitted to the habitation of wild beasts. The first question that obviously occurred was, What style of house will best accord with this Landscape? Here the good taste of the noble proprietor of Endsleigh was directed by what he
saw. An irregular farm-house, little better than a cottage, backed by a hill and beautiful group of trees, presented an object so picturesque, that it was impossible to wish it removed and replaced by any other style of building that architecture has hitherto invented, viz. a Castle, or an Abbey, or a Palace, not one of which could have been so convenient and so applicable to the scenery as this cottage, or rather group of rural buildings. With respect to the manner in which the design has been executed, I shall only say, it is such as will do credit to the name of Wyatt, when time shall have harmonized the raw tints of new materials. The design and outline are so truly picturesque that I must regret my inability to do them justice.
PLEASURE GROUND.

One of the subjects to which I was instructed to direct particular attention, was the fence and line of demarkation betwixt the Lawn to be fed and that to be mown and dressed as pleasure-ground. The general fall of the ground from the House to the Valley is an inclined plane, with the exception of a small rise in the centre, which had been artificially converted into a kind of bastion; this left a considerable space to be covered with Flowers and Shrubs; but when I began to mark the situations of clumps and patches, I placed persons at different stations, and found that in every part of the surface of this Lawn beyond the distance of 25 feet from the House, any shrub of six feet high would hide not only the meadow below, but also that line of River which, by an uninterrupted continuity of glitter, constitutes the leading feature of the place. This is very different from the stagnant sheets of water (as they are called) which require masses of planting to hide the mechanism of their artificial deception. One obvious advantage of removing the fence so much nearer the House, will be that of introducing the appearance of Cattle to animate the Landscape, and by their perspective effects to shew the distance of Lawn betwixt the House and the Tamar; and perhaps a certain portion of the opposite bank might be thrown into pasture with the same view, when access can be had to it by means of the Weir proposed.
If Houses were built only to be looked at, or looked from, the best Landscape-painter might be the best Landscape-gardener; but to render a place in all seasons comfortable, requires other considerations besides those of picturesque effect.

It is during the winter and in the shooting season that a residence at Endsleigh will be most desirable; but the Climate and South Western Aspect of a mountainous district will expose it to the rains, winds, and fogs which are the natural concomitants of all lofty and picturesque stations. In spring it has become a fashion to desert the country, and in summer every field is a garden; but in autumn and winter we experience the truth of a maxim which I have endeavoured to inculcate, and must again beg leave to repeat, that a Garden is a work of Art, making proper use of the Materials of Nature. A well cultivated Fruit-garden requires shelter to secure its produce in autumn, and this same shelter may be extended to the comfort of its inhabitants during that season when a walk along a south wall, while the sun shines, though "ten times repeated," will please more than the richest Landscape in the most romantic country, when stripped of foliage and exposed to driving winds, and covered with its wintry garment of snow. For this reason a Garden becomes the chief Appendage of Comfort, and should never be at a distance; and though it may be offen-
sive, when enclosed in the usual way by lofty scarlet walls, yet if the walls were to be disposed in terraces, and rendered ornamental by piers or arches for each tree recessed, the Garden at Endsleigh might be made no unsightly feature; but, from the relative situation of the Cottage, the proposed Conservatory and the Plantations, it would be very little seen. The same intervening objects which tend to hide the walls from the View in the Valley, will also tend to intercept the current of air during the sweeping gusts of wind and fog from the South Western Mountains, at the same time that, from their declivity, the Sun's rays will act with uninterrupted force.

We read of the hanging Gardens of Babylon, and I have heard described by (an eye-witness) something similar in the Gardens still existing near Damascus.* Of all the comforts belonging to a Garden, there is none more delightful than the Covered Way, or rustic Corridor of Woburn: such a line of communication naturally suggests itself here from the Cottage to the Conservatory, and from thence to the Forcing-houses, Terrace Garden, &c.

* From these hints I will confess that in two other situations I have recommended a similar disposal of Garden in Terraces: but with this difference, at Beau Desert (Marquis of Anglesca's) the shape of the ground requires the walls to be straight; at Sheringham Bower, (Mr. Upcher's,) the walls were proposed convex, and the ground behind the Cottage at Endsleigh requires the walls to be concave: thus the same expedient may be varied to suit various situations, but all contributing to the comfort of habitation.
The long sketch is supposed to be taken from the windows of the Dining-room; the terraces, grass, and gravel, seem to justify the boldest interference of Art in the accompaniments of this Garden Scene. The style of Conservatory, the Alcove in the Children's Garden, and the Fountain and artificial trimness of the Parterre, must all be considered with reference to the Noble Occupiers rather than to the humble character of a Cottage. Since contrast and variety are not less sources of pleasure than uniformity, the trim character of this Garden of Art will act like the frame to a natural Landscape. At the end of the gravel terrace is a quarry which might be converted into a grotto-like receptacle for specimens of the fossils and ores abounding in the neighbouring mountains.

CONCLUSION.

So interesting and so picturesque a subject, makes me regret the inadequate efforts of my pencil in representing, as well as the difficulty of my progress in viewing it. I will, however, indulge the hope that the preceding pages may not only be useful in improving the Scenery of Endsleigh, but in furnishing employment and amusement to its Noble Possessors for many years to come; and having in a manner provided against the rigours of Winter, I will not be unmindful of that Winter of Life which must alike assail the Cottage and the Palace. With this in view I will venture to advise, that all
the walks be made sufficiently wide to admit a carriage; and having myself lost the power of gathering a flower or picking up a fossil from the ground, I have found great comfort in banks raised to the height of three or four feet on a face of ornamental pebbles, to bring nearer to the eye those lesser rock plants or delicate blossoms which are too minute to be seen from the ground. At this enchanting Retreat the most pleasing attention has been paid to the Comforts of Infancy and Youth, of which the Children's Cottage is one of the most perfect examples. Let the same attention be extended to solace the infirmities of Age.

It is with peculiar satisfaction that I have been called upon to exercise my utmost skill on this subject, since every thing that can contribute to the enjoyment of its scenery, I know must also contribute to the improvement of the neighbouring Country in its Agriculture, its Mineralogy, its Civilization, and the general happiness of all who dwell within the influence of this Cottage on the Banks of the Tamar.
FRAGMENT XXXV.

CONCERNING

HOUSES OF INDUSTRY.

Very soon after the Sherringham Report had been written, in which some hints respecting the treatment of the Poor were introduced, my attention was again called to the subject by an application from the Parish of * * in Kent, to give a design for a new Workhouse, when the following Report was addressed to my Son, at that time the officiating Minister there:

To the Rev. Edward Repton, at * * in Kent.

MY DEAR EDWARD,

Your letter communicating the wishes of your Parishioners that I should give my opinion respecting a plan and situation for a New Workhouse, or House of Industry, with all proper attention to the Comforts of the Poor, has excited my heartfelt satisfaction; and as this may be amongst the last efforts of my professional duties, I feel the subject peculiarly interesting to me.
The present wretched building is so unhealthily placed in the low and wet marshes, that the first consideration seems to be the choice of a wholesome spot, on a dry soil. This may be found on the edge of the Heath about to be enclosed, and near the side of the high road from London to Dover, where a large gravel pit presents a bold terrace full facing the south, and so formed by the excavations already made, that very little more digging would be necessary to make a secure fence to enclose the premises.

My idea of the design or plan and certain regulations for the future comforts of its inhabitants, will, I hope, be understood by a reference to the annexed Sketch. The building, as before mentioned, is supposed to front the South, and to have an ample Platform or Terrace betwixt it and a steep bank of the gravel pit. The centre consists of one long and lofty room for the Paupers to live in and to take their meals; this is flanked by two buildings which contain the Governor's and Matron's dwelling, Kitchen, Store-rooms, and other useful apartments. At the back of the Premises towards the North, is a square Yard, on each side of which is a Work-shop, with Bedrooms for the Paupers over them.

The difference betwixt the cold darksome gloom of the North Quadrangle, and the warm cheerful appearance of the Site towards the South, may easily be imagined; and suggests the idea of taking great advantages of the contrast.
Let the back-yard be considered as a sort of punishment for misbehaviour and refractory conduct, where, shut up between four buildings, nothing can be seen to enliven the prospect: while, on the contrary, from the South Terrace, cheered by the Sun, the View of the Country will be delightful; since the immediate fore-ground consists of a Garden, and the perpetually varying and moving scene which is presented by the great road to Canterbury, and the Coast.

In addition to the usual employments of the Paupers in the Work-rooms, it were to be wished that more wholesome and useful labour might be taught to the Children than spinning, and other manufactures. This might be considered as the reward of good conduct: the Children, supplied with spades, and hoes, and tools, proportioned to their strength, should be taught and exercised in the cultivation of the Garden, and perhaps drilled to become the future defenders of their Country.

The Sketch will in some degree explain the effect of this scene as viewed from the high road. We may suppose the warm benches along the front of the building occupied by the aged and infirm, who may there enjoy their few remaining days of sunshine, without being totally shut out and lost to the world. On the warm tiles of the central building some vines may be trained, and the produce of these, and every part of the Garden, such as fruit and flowers, may be exposed to sale on the public road, and the profits of these commodities might be the reward of extraordinary industry or good behaviour.
In this plan there is no pretension to ornament in any respect that may incur unnecessary expense, except perhaps in the small Cupola for the Bell; and this appendage, trifling as it is, gives to the whole that characteristic feature which distinguishes it as a public building.

To you, my dear Edward, it is unnecessary to remark one circumstance which you may perhaps find an opportunity of inculcating to your Parishioners; that in providing for the future comforts of the Poor, they may possibly be anticipating the future happiness of themselves or their descendants; since we too often see the hard-hearted opulent oppressor, in the vicissitudes of life, reduced to look for support to those public institutions to which he has reluctantly contributed.*

It may perhaps be objected to the design, that something more ornamental might have been proposed, perhaps adopting the Gothic style, but the answer is obvious; the first consideration in a Poor-house is economy.

The prevailing Taste for fragments of Gothic Architecture is apt to display itself in the doors and windows of a Dairy, for which there can be no plausible reason assigned; but if the Gothic character be introduced in any small building, there is

* This Plan was at first highly approved by the leading persons in the Parish, till it was discovered that the Situation proposed was so desirable, that the Site occupied in private houses would produce more profit, and therefore the Poor for the present continue in their former unwholesome abode; but, as a late Orator observed of Negro Slaves, compared with Eels flayed alive—"they are used to it."
none more appropriate than the Schools, either public or private, which of late have been erected, sometimes by the parishes and sometimes by individuals, as ornamental appendages to their Parks; under the latter circumstances, a more costly design may be recommended. Having made several for this purpose, one of them is annexed, (see Vignette, p. 187) which has been proposed for a School endowed and patronized by Mrs. Burton, at Longnor, near Shrewsbury.
FRAGMENT XXXVI.

HARE STREET.

OF QUANTITY AND APPROPRIATION.

Although, during a long and active life, my efforts have contributed to the happiness of some hundred individuals, and the employment of some thousands; I trust, that not a single instance can be adduced in which useless expenditure was advised, for unreasonable gratification of vanity; but wealth is never so well employed, as in improvements that display the genius of art, and call into active employment the labourer and artificer. To demonstrate the little consequence of Quantity or Value, when speaking of the Beauty of scenery, many places have been mentioned, which may perhaps appear too inconsiderable in a work that treats of Dukedoms and Royal Domains: but I wish to evince, that in many cases great effect may be produced by a very contracted quantity of land, and not unfrequently that almost every thing depends on the foreground. Thus, in the Villas on the margin of the Lake of Geneva (like that of Gibbon) nothing more is necessary than a terrace, or a few shrubs and flowers to form a frame to the picture: thus also it fre-
VIEW FROM MY OWN COTTAGE, IN ESSEX.
quently happens, that by the enclosure of a common, or the grant of a small piece of land from a forest, the most essential benefit may be derived, although the quantity of land acquired be very trifling; and I have often observed, that the cupidity natural on such occasions, generally leads to the obtaining more land than can be rendered useful; since it is either too small to be fed, or too large to be kept under the scythe and roller.

In my former volume I used the word appropriation, to describe that sort of command over the Landscape, visible from the windows, which denotes it to be private property belonging to the place.

A view into a square, or into the parks, may be cheerful and beautiful, but it wants appropriation, it wants that charm which only belongs to ownership; the exclusive right of enjoyment, with the power of refusing that others should share our pleasure: and however painful the reflection, this propensity is part of human nature. I have too frequently witnessed a greater satisfaction in turning a public road, in stopping a foot-path, or in hiding a view by a pale and a skreen, than in the most beautiful improvements to the scenery; and sometimes have contended in vain against the Firs and Poplars, which on the verge of a forest presented more agreeable objects to the proprietor than the scenery of the forest itself; one acknowledged that he would rather look at a young sapling of his own, than the most venerable oaks belonging to the Crown.
This propensity for appropriation and exclusive enjoyment is so prevalent, that in my various intercourse with proprietors of land, I have rarely met with those who agreed with me in preferring the sight of mankind to that of herds of cattle, or the moving objects in a public road to the dull monotonous of lawns and woods. Of these few, I cannot resist mentioning one venerable Nobleman, who enjoyed health, cheerfulness, and benevolent feelings, more than eighty years, retaining to the last his predilection for the scenery of a garden, rather than that of a Park; and who used at his Villa on Ham Common, to enjoy the sight of the public passengers from his garden-seat surrounded by roses. To this rare instance of benevolence in the noble Viscount Torrington, may be added that of his friend and cotemporary, the late Duke of Portland, who gave leave to all persons to pass through the Park at Bulstrode, and even encouraged the neighbouring inhabitants to play at cricket on the lawn. How different is this from the too common orders given at the gates and lodges of new places, recently purchased by strangers, and only visible to themselves and their own inmates. For the honour of the Country, let the Parks and Pleasure-grounds of England be ever open, to cheer the hearts and delight the eyes of all, who have taste to enjoy the beauties of Nature. It was formerly one of the pleasures of life to make tours of picturesque inquiry; and to visit the improvements in different parts of the kingdom: this is now changed to the residence at a watering-
place, where the dissipation of a Town life is cultivated in a continual round of idle, heartless society; without that home which formerly endeared the life of a family in the country. And after all, the most romantic spot, the most picturesque situations, and the most delightful assemblage of Nature's choicest materials, will not long engage our interest, without some appropriation; something we can call our own; and if not our own property, at least it may be endeared to us by calling it our own Home.

I will conclude these Fragments with the most interesting subject I have ever known; it is the View from the humble Cottage to which for more than thirty years I have anxiously retreated from the pomp of palaces, the elegancies of fashion, or the allurements of dissipation: it stood originally within five yards of a broad part of the high road: this area was often covered with droves of cattle, of pigs, or geese. I obtained leave to remove the paling twenty yards farther from the windows; and by this Appropriation of twenty-five yards of Garden, I have obtained a frame to my Landscape; the frame is composed of flowering shrubs and evergreens; beyond which are seen the cheerful village, the high road, and that constant moving scene, which I would not exchange for any of the lonely parks, that I have improved for others; some of their Proprietors on viewing the scene I have described, have questioned my taste; but my answer has always been, that in improving places for others I must consult their inclinations;
at Harestreet I follow my own. Others prefer still life; I
delight in movement; they prefer Lawns fed by their own
Cattle; I love to see mankind; they derive pleasure from seeing
the sheep and oxen fatten, and calculate on the produce of
their beef and mutton: perhaps they might not object to
the butcher's shop which I have taken some pains to hide,
giving the preference to a basket of roses. This speci-
men may serve to shew how much may be effected by the
foreground; how a very small object, aptly placed near the
eye, may hide an offensive object ten times as large; whilst
a hedge of roses and sweet-briars may hide the dirt of a road,
without concealing the moving objects which animate the
Landscape. Such is the lesson of quantity and appropriation.
And as I have now approached near the end of my labours,
and am still permitted, though with difficulty, to collect my
thoughts on a subject most interesting to my feelings, I will add
a lesson of far greater moment. When I first appeared before
the public in 1794, in a work which has long been out of print,
the introduction began with these words:—

"My opinions on the general principles of Landscape Gar-
dening have been diffused in separate MS. Volumes, as
opportunities occurred in the course of my practice; and I
have often indulged the hope of collecting and arranging
these scattered opinions, at some future period of my life,
when I should retire from the more active employment of my
profession; but that which is long delayed, is not therefore
better executed; and the task deferred to declining years, is frequently deferred for ever; or at best performed with languor and indifference."

Twenty years have now passed away, and it is possible that life may be extended twenty years longer, but from my feelings more probable that it will not reach as many weeks; and therefore I may now perhaps be writing the last Fragment of my Labours. I have lived to see many of my plans beautifully realized, but many more, cruelly marred; sometimes by false economy; sometimes by injudicious extravagance. I have also lived to reach that period, when the improvement of Houses and Gardens is more delightful to me, than that of Parks or Forests, Landscapes, or distant prospects.

I can now expect to produce little that is new, I have therefore endeavoured to collect and arrange the observations of my past life: this has formed the amusement of the last two winters, betwixt intervals of spasm, from a disease incurable, during which time I have called up (by my pencil) the places and scenes of which I was most proud, and marshalled them before me; happy in many pleasing remembrances, which revive the sunshine of my days, though sometimes clouded by the recollection of friends removed, of scenes destroyed, and of promised happiness changed to sadness.

The most valuable lesson now left me to communicate is this: I am convinced that the delight I have always taken in Landscapes and Gardens, without any reference to their Quantity or Appropriation, or without caring whether they were Forests
or Rosaries, or whether they were Palaces, Villas, or Cottages, while I had leave to admire their beauties, and even to direct their improvement, has been the chief source of that large portion of happiness which I have enjoyed through life, and of that resignation to inevitable evils, with which I now look forward to the end of my pains and labours.

While I was actually writing this last page of my work, I received a letter from one of the ablest Statesmen now left to the Country, in which are these words, "The best comment upon what has been the leading pursuit and employment of your life, is to be found in the relief and solace which at this time you derive from it. 'Quid purè tranquillet?' has long been a philosophical question, Religion answers it. But I have always thought that the sort of Taste which you have eminently contributed to form and diffuse, has a peculiar tendency to sooth, refine, and improve the mind; and consequently to promote most essentially the true and rational enjoyment of life."

Feeling the full force of this just remark from one of the most pious and benevolent of men, I will finish with the remark of one, who possessed more wit than real worth, who, after enumerating various experiments to obtain happiness, concludes with these words,

"Allons mes amis, il faut cultiver nos jardins."

THE END.
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The Country Gentleman’s Architecture, containing a Variety of Designs for Farm Houses and Farm Yards of Different Magnitudes, arranged on the most approved Principles for Arable, Grazing, Feeding and Dairy Farms; with Plans and Sections, shewing at large the Construction of Cottages, Barns, Stables, Feeding Houses, Dairies, Bow- house, &c. with Plans for Stables and Dog-kennels, and some Designs for Labourers’ Cottages and small Villas. The whole adapted to the Use of Country Gentlemen about to build or to alter. Engraved on 41 Plates, with some General Observations, and full Explanations to each. By R. Lugar. Quarto, 1l. 11s. in Boards.

Designs for Small Picturesque Cottages, Huning House, Park Entrances, &c, by E. Gifford, Architect. Part I. Engraved in Aquatint, on 22 Plates, Quarto, 1l. 11s. Boards.

Designs
Designs for Elegant Cottages, and small Villas, calculated for the Confort and Convenience of Persons of moderate and of ample Fortunes, carefully studied and thrown into Perspective, with General Estimates, by E. Cuffard, Architect. Part II. Engraved in Aquatints on 26 Plates. 8vo. 11s. 6d. boards.

Hints for Dwellings, consisting of Original Designs for Cottages, Farm-houses, Villas, &c. plain and ornamental; with Plans to each, in which strict Attention is paid to some Convenience and Elegance with Economy. Including some Designs for Town-houses. By D. Laws, Architect, and Surveyor. Elegantly engraved on 34 Plates in Aquatints, with appropriate Scenery. 8vo. 11s. 5d. in boards.

Sketches for Country Houses, Villas, and Rural Dwellings; calculated for Persons of moderate Income, and for comfortable Retirement. Also some Designs for Cottages, which may be constructed of the simplest Materials; with Plans and general Estimates. By John Plaw. Elegantly engraved in Aquatints on 46 Plates. 8vo. 11s. 5d. in boards.

Rural Architecture, or Designs from the Simple Cottage to the decorated Villa, including some which have been executed. By John Plaw. On 63 Plates, with Scenery, in Aquatints. Half-bound, 11s. 5d.

An Essay on British Cottage Architecture, exemplified by fourteen Designs, with their Plans, &c. on 24 Plates, designed and executed by James Mason. The second Edition, with two additional Plates, large Quarto, boards. 11s. 6d.

A Collection of Architectural Designs, for Villas, Cottages, Mansions, Lodges, and Cottages, from original Drawings, by James Rattrall, Architect, engraved in Aquatints, on 36 Plates, large Folio. 11s. 6d.


Grunden's Convenient and Ornamental Architecture; consisting of Original Designs for Plans, Elevations and Sections, beginning with the Farm-house, and regularly ascending to the most grand and magnificent Villa; calculated both for Town and Country, with Explanation in Letter-press, and exact Scales. Engraved on 76 Copper-plates. 16s. Boards.

A Series of Plans, for Cottages or Habitations for the Labourer, either in Hasludny or the Mechanic Arts, adapted as well to Towns as to the Country. To which is added, an Introduction, containing many useful Observations on this Class of buildings, tending to the Comfort of the Poor, and Advantage of the Builder; with Calculations of Expenses. By the late Mr. J. Ward, of Bath, Architect. A new Edition, corrected to the present Time, with 30 Plates, large 4to. 11s. 6d.

The Country Gentleman's Architect, in a great Variety of New Designs for Cottages, Farm houses, Country-houses, Villas, Lodges for Park or Garden Entrances, and ornamental wooden Gates, with Plans of the Offices belonging to each Design; distributed with a strict Attention to Convenience, Elegance and Economy. On 34 Quarto Plates. By J. Miller, Architect. Sewed, 11s. 6d.

Essays of the London Architectural Society. Octavo, 4 Plates. 7s. 6d. boards. Also the Second Part, 4 Plates, 8s. 6d.

Albin's Essay on the Doric Order, 7 Plates, large Folio. 11s. 6d. boards.

Faul's View of Rome, on 12 Sheets. 3l. 15s. 6d.

Vitruvius Britannicus. 5 Vols.

Chamber's (Sir William) Treatise on Civil Architecture.

Chamber's Buildings and Views of Kew Gardens. Half bound, 11s. 6d.

Chamber's Designs for Chinese Buildings, &c. 11s. 6d.

Chamber's Dissertation on Oriental Gardening, 4to. 9s.

Lindo Jones' Designs, by Kent, 2 vols. folio.

Grimm on Arches, 8vo. 4 Plates. 6s.

Ward on Arches, and their abatement. 8vo. 29 Plates. 18s.

Ward's Remarks on Theatres, octavo, 3 Plates. 7s.

Arzew on Arches, quarto, Two Parts. Plates. 18s.

Malton (James) Perspective, quarto, 11s. 6d.

Wool's Lectures on Perspective, with an Appendix. 11s. 6d.

Paine's Plans, Elevations, &c. of Noblemen's Seats, &c. folio. 2 vols. Half bound, 8s.


Wilkins' Antiquities of Magna Caeli, &c. folio. 10l. 10s.

Wilkins' Translation of Vitruvius, quarto.

Nevett's Translation of Vitruvius, 2 vols. folio.

Murphy's Arabic Antiquities of Spain, 100 Plates, large folio, 41l.

Nicholls' Principles of Architecture, 3 vols. 8vo. 3l. 3s. 4d. boards.

A Treatise on Theatres, including some Experiments on Sound, by G. Saunders, Architect, with Plates, 4to. boards, 16s.

Smeaton's Description of the Edystone Lighthouse, Plates, folio. 6l. 6s.

Reports, by J. Senexton, Civil Engineer, 3 vols. 4to. 7l. 7s. 7d. boards.

Smeaton's Miscellaneous Papers, 4to. 1l. 1s. 6d. boards.

Gray's Experience Millwright. Folio. 44 Plates. 1l. 8s.

Imison's Elements of Science and Art. 3 Vols. 1l. 5s.

Enochson's Practical Essays on Mill-Work. 2 Vols. 19s. boards.

Gregory's Treatise on Mechanics, 3 Vols. 1l. 8s.

Hutton's Course of Mathematics. 3 Vols. 1l. 1s. 6d.

Popperwell on the Dry Rot. 3s.

Randall on the Dry Rot, 3s.

Perronet sur les Poux, 4s. 6d.

Elyot, L'Architecture Hydraulique, 4 Tom. Quarto.

Nowell arch. Hydraulique, par Pney, 2 Tom.

Perrouet’s Works, complete, 23 Vols. large Folio.

Rafael’s Ornaments of the Vatican, 3 Parts, Folio.

Dictionnaire d’Architectures, Civile, Militaire et Navale, par Roland, 3 Tom. Quarto, with 100 Plates.


Duran Lépens d’architecture, 2 Tom. 4to.

Durand Bicêtre et Parallèle des Edifices Anciens et Modernes, 92 very large Folio Plates.

Plan, Coups, et Elevations de diverses Productions de l’Art de la Charpente, par Keggi. 201 Plates, large Folio.

Ornemens d’Aliberti, 3 Parts, Folio.

Museo Piet Clementini, 7 Tom.

Museo Chararamonti.

Wickebing on Bridges, Draining, &c. In German. 3 Vols. 4to. and a large Atlas.

Wickebing des Ponts à Archés de Charpente, 4to. with a large Atlas of 20 plates.

Ornemens de la Pantrie. 3 Vols. Folio.

Beaure de Paris, par Brenguier.

Élémens de Perspective, par Weyriner.

Voyage de la Grece, par Château Guiffriere. 2 Vols.

Antiquit de Paricutin, par Delageardette. Folio.

Ornemens de Courbe. Folio.

Voyage Pictoresque de l’Itérin, par Canas. Folio.

Voyage Pictoresque de la Suisse. 4 Vols. Folio.

Voyage Pictoresque de Naples et Sicile. 5 Vols. Folio.

Voyage Pictoresque des Isles de Sicile, de Malte et de Lipari, par Huel. 4 Vols. Folio.

Suite de Voyage, de Bursig, Folio.

Cabinet de Chezrouil.

Cabinet de Poulain. Proofs.

Carpe de Pierres, par Gardelle.

Catalogue Navigables de Lalande, Folio.

Canaux du Midi, par Aubrensi. 2 Vols. 4to.

Encyclopedie des Ingenieurs, par Delaire. 3 Vols. 8vo. and Atlas of Plates.

Parade des Terres, par Maignes, 4to.

Traité de l’Art de Batir, par Randelet. 5 Vols. 4to. Plates.

Programme du Cours de Construction, par Sauguet, 4to.

Decoration par Perecier et Fantina, Folio.

Palais et Maisons de Rome, par Perecier, Folio.

Italia ancienne il Domini de Romani, par Milani. 4 Vols. 8vo. and Atlas.

Manuel du Tousieur. 5 Vols. 4to. Plates.

Dictionnaire des Graveurs. 3 Vols. 8vo. Plates.

Cabinet des Pierres-gravées, de Duc d’Orléans. 2 Vols.

Mémoire de l’Architecture, par Pattis, 4to.

Coupe de Pierres, de Freviere, 5 Vols. 4to.

Descriptions du Pont à Muscle, par Regemart, Folio.

Bandes Machines de Theatre.

Scrittori dell’archit. 8 Vols. 4to.


Musee des Monuments Francais, par Luminet. 6 Vols. 8vo.

Annales du Musee, par Lumbn.

Bassin Traité d’Hydrodynamique. 2 Vols. 8vo.

Essai et Pialet sur la Construction des Digue.

Bremansir sur le Mouvement des Ondes.

Descriptifs Travaux Hydrauliques. 2 Vols. 4to.

Doucet D’Hydrostatique.

Les Fontaines de Paris, par Ducat.

Gauhey de la Construction des Ponts. 2 Vols. 4to.

Lange divers Memorie des Ponts et Chasselles. 2 Vols. 4to.

Nauier, Projet d’une Gare à Choisy.

Sallebois Hydrodynamique.

Bernard Statique des Fontaines.

Brunet, dimension des Fers qui doivent former le caispe de la lle aux Gravats.

Fyres, Restauration du Pantheon.

Clocher Planes de Maisons, Gr. D’Italie. Folio.

Costume Hollandais. Plates, coloured.

Voyage en Hollande. 3 Vols. 8vo. Plates.

Statistique d’Amsterdam.

Guide du Voyageur en Hollande.

New Principles of Linear Perspective, or the Art of Designing on a Plane, the representation of all Sorts of Objects in a more general and simple Method than what has been hitherto done. Illustrated by 15 Quarto Plates. By Dr. Brook Taylor, LL.D. and R.S.S. The Fourth Edition, 8vo. 144. in boards.

Dr. Brook Taylor’s Method of Perspective made easy both in Theory and Practice; in two Books. being an Attempt to make the Art of Perspective easy and familiar, to adapt it entirely to the Arts of Design,
Design, and to make it an entertaining Study to any Gentleman who shall choose so Polite an Amusement. By Joshua Kirby. Illus treated with 35 Copper-plates. The Third Edition, with several Additions and Improvements. Elegantly printed on Imperial Paper. Half bound, 1l. 12s. 6d.

The Perspective of Architects, a Week entirely new; deduced from the Principles of Dr. Brook Taylor, and performed by two Rulers of universal Application. Illustrated with 71 Plates. Begun by Command of his present Majesty when Prince of Wales. By Joshua Kirby. Elegantly printed on Imperial Paper. 1l. 3s. half bound.

The Description and Use of a new Instrument called the Architectural Secto, by which any Part of Architecture may be drawn with Facility and Exactness. By Joshua Kirby. Illustrated with 25 Plates; elegant printed on Imperial Paper. Half bound, 1l. 16s.

The two Frontispieces, by Hogarth, to Kirby's Perspective, may be had separate, each 3s.

Modern Finishes for Rooms, a Series of Designs for Vestibules, Halls, Stair Cases, Dressing Rooms, Bed-rooms, Libraries, and Drawing Rooms, with their Doors, Cross-ways, and balconies, to a large Scale, and the several Mouldings and Cornices at full Size, showing their Construction and relative Proportions; to which are added some Designs for Villas and Porticos; with the Rules for drawing the Columns, &c. at large. The whole adapted for the Use and Direction of every Person engaged in the practical Parts of Building, by W. P. Fouché, Architect, on 36 Plates, quarto, 1l. 15s. bound.

The Student's Instructor in drawing and working the Five Orders of Architecture; fully explaining the best Methods of striking regular and quirked Mouldings, for diminishing and gluing of Columns and Capitals, for finding the true Diameter of an Order to suit given Heights, for striking the Ionic Volute circle, elliptical, with finished Examples, on a large Scale, of the Orders, their Progresses, &c. and some Designs for Door Cases, by Peter Nicholson, engraved on 41 Plates octavo. 1l. 6d. bound. A new Edition corrected and much enlarged.

The Carpenter's New Guide, being a complete Book of Lines for Carpentry and Joinery, treating fully on Practical Geometry, Solids, Brick and Planter Groins, Niches of every Description, Sky-lights, Lines for Roofs and Doors, with a great Variety of Designs for roofs, Tressed Girders, Floors, Doors, Bridges, Stair-cases and Hand-rails of various Constructions. Angle-bars for Shop Fronts, and Raking Mouldings, with many other Things entirely new; the Whole founded on true Geometrical Principles, the Theory and Practice well explained and fully exemplified on 24 Copper-Plates; including some Observations and Calculations on the Strength of Timber, by P. Nicholson, 4to. 1l. 15s. the Sixth Edition corrected and enlarged.

The Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant, containing Practical Rules for making all Kinds of Joints, and various Methods of Hinging them together; for hanging of Doors on straight or circular Plans; for fitting up Windows and Shutter to answer various Purposes, with Rules for hanging them for the Construction of Floors, Partition, Solids, Groins. Arches for Masonry; for constructing Roofs in the best Manner from a given Quantity of Timber; for placing of Bond-Timbers; with various Methods for adjusting Raking Pediments, enlarging and diminishing of Mouldings, taking Dimensions for Joinery, and for setting out Shop Fronts; with a new Scheme for constructing Stairs and Hand-rails, and for Stairs having a conical Well-hole, &c. &c. To which are added, Examples of Various Roofs executed, with the Scantlings from actual Measurements, with Rules for Mortices and Tenons, and for fixing Iron Straps, &c. Also Facts from Balbo, M. du Hamel, M. de Buffon, &c. on the Strength of Timber, with practical Observations. Illustrated with 79 Plates, and copious Explanations. By Peter Nicholson. Quarto 1l. 15s. bound. The third Edition, revised and corrected.

The Practical House Carpenter, or Youll's Instructor: containing a great Variety of useful Designs in Carpenter and Architecture; as Centering for Groins, Niches, &c. Examples for Roofs, Skies, &c. The Five Orders laid down by a New Scale, Mouldings, &c. at large, with their Enrichments, Plans, Elevations, and Sections of Halls for Town and Country, Lodges, Hot-houses, Green-houses, Stables, &c. Design for a Church, with Plan, Elevation, and two Sections; an Altar-piece, and Pulpit. Designs for Chimney-places, Shop Fronts, Door Cases. Section of a Dining-room and Library, Variety of Stair Cases, with many other important Articles and useful Embellishments. To which is added, a List of Prices for Materials and Labour, Labour only, and Day Prices. The whole illustrated and made perfectly easy by 168 Copper-plates, with Explanations to each. By W. Pain. The Sixth Edition, with large Additions. 1l. 15s. bound.

The Carpenter's Pocket Directory, containing the best Methods of framing Timbers of all Figures and Dimensions, with their several Parts; as Floors, Roofs in Ledges, their Length and Racking, Trussed Roofs, Stores, and Doors, Turning Girders, Partitions, and Bridges, with Abatments; Centering for Arches, Vaults, &c. cutting Stone Ceilings, Groins, &c. with their Moulds; Centres for drawing Gothic Arches, Ellipses, &c. with the Plan and Sections of a Born. Engraved on 24 Plates, with Explanations. By W. Pain, Architect and Carpenter. Bound, 1l. 15s.


Decorations for Parks and Gardens; Designs for Gates, Garden Seats, Akrode, Temples, Baths, Entrance Gates, Lodges, Paddocks, Prospect Towers, Gates, Roads, Rain, Bridges, Green-houses, &c. &c. Also a Hot-house, and Hot-well, with Plans and Scales; neatly engraved on 55 Plates, octavo. 1l. 6d. sewed.

Designs in Architecture, consisting of Plans, Elevations and Sections for Temples, Baths, Cannon, Pyramids, Garden seats, Obelisks, and other Buildings; for decorating Pleasure-grounds, Parks, Forests, &c. &c. by John Soane. Engraved on 35 Copper-plates, 4to. Svo. 1l. 15s.

Gratuated Architecture, or Rural Amusement; consisting of Plans, and Elevations for Huts, Hermitages, Cenotaph, Gothic and Natural Grooves, Mouseque Pavilions, &c. many of which may be executed with Flints, irregular Stones, rude Branches and Roots of Trees; containing 26 Designs. By W. Wright. Octavo. Sewed, 1l. 6s.

Idea for Rustic Furniture, prepared for Garden Chairs, Summer Houses, Green-houses, Cottages, &c. engraved on 21 Plates, Octavo. Price 4s.


The Carpenter's Treasure: a Collection of Designs for Temples, with their Plans; Gates, Doors, Railings, and Bridges, in the Gothic Taste, with Centres at large for striking Gothic Curves and Mouldings, and some Specimens of Railings in the Chinese Taste, forming a complete System for Rural Decorations. By D. Wallis, Architect. 16 Plates. Octavo. Sewed, 1l. 6s.

Gothic

Thirty Capitals of Columns, with six Friezes, from the Antique. Engraved in Aquatints by G. Richardson, on 18 Plates. 4to. 15s.


Designs for Chimney-Pieces, with Mouldings and Bases at large on 17 quarto Plates. 10s. 6d.

Designs for Shop Fronts and Door Cases, on 27 Plates. 4to. 10s. 6d.

Outlines of Designs for Shop Fronts and Door Cases, with the Mouldings at large, and Enrichments to each Design. Engraved on 24 Plates. Quarto, 5s.

Laughey's Builder's Jewel. Bound, 5s.

Harvey's Complete Measurer, a new Edition, much improved, 4s. 6d.

Hopper's Timber Measurer. Tables ready cast. 4s.

Plate Glass Book. 4s.

The Joiner and Cabinet-maker's Darling, containing sixty different Designs for all Sorts of Frets, Friezes, &c. Sewed, 1s.


A Geometrical View of the Five Orders of Columns in Architecture adjusted by aligned Parts, whereby the utmost Capacity, by Inspection, may delineate and work an entire Order, or any Part, of any Magnitude required. On a large Sheet, 1s.

Elevation of the New Bridge at Blackfriars, with the Plan of the Foundation and Superstructure, by S. Baldwin; 12 Inches by 48 Inches, 1s.

Plans, Elevations, and Sections of the Machines and Contrivance used in erecting Blackfriars' Bridge; drawn and engraved by S. Baldwin, Clerk of the Work, on 7 large Plates, with Explanations. 10s. 6d.

Elevation of the Severn Bridge built over the Severn at Shrewsbury, with the Plan of the Foundation and Superstructure, elegantly engraved by Roaker. 1s. 6d.

A Treatise on Building in Water. By G. Simle, Quarto, with 63 Plates. Sewed, 16s.

Plans, Elevations and Sections of the curious Wooden Bridge at Schaffhausen in Switzerland, built in 1750 by Urie Grahomega, and lately destroyed by the French. 19 Inches by 39. Price 1s. 6d. coloured, with a descriptive Account in Letter-Press.

Perspective View of the proposed Iron Bridge at London, of 600 Feet Span; by Telford. Size 4 Feet by 3 Feet. Coloured 2s. 2d.


Observations on Brick Band, as practised at various periods; containing an Investigation of the best Disposition of Bricks in a Wall, for procuring the greatest possible Strength; with Figures representing the different Modes of Construction. Octavo, 11s.


Tables for the Purchasing of Estates, Freeholds, Copyhold, or Lease for Modern Purposes, commonly executed in Stoves, Wash, and Cathedrall Churches, Colleges, or other Corporate Bodies, for Terms or Years certain, and for Lives. Together with several useful and interesting Tables, connected with the subject. Also the Five Tables of compound Interest. By W. Inwood, Architect and Surveyor. In small Octavo for a Pocket Book, 7s. in Boards.

BOOKS OF ORNAMENTS, &c.

A Collection of Antique Plates, Altars, Pateras, Tripods, Candelabra, Sarcoings, &c. from various Museums and Collections, engraved in Outline on 175 Plates, by H. Moser, with Historical Essays. 12s. Half Bound Quarto, and on large fine Paper, 5s. 12s. in extra Boards.

Ornamental Designs after the Manner of the Antique. Composed for the Use of Architects, Ornamental Painters, Statuaries, Carvers, Carpet, Silk, and printed Calico Manufacturers, and every Trade dependent on the Fine Arts, by G. Smith, Sewed, 11s. 6d. Quarto. Neatly engraved in Outline. Royal 4to. on 43 Plates, Price 2s. 11s. 6d. in Boards.

A Collection of Designs for Modern Embellishments suitable to Parlours, Dining and Drawing Rooms, Folding Doors, Chimney Pieces, Vases, Friezes, &c. By G. A. Baily, Architect; neatly engraved on 24 Plates, 14 of which are elegantly coloured; large Quarto. Price 1l. 12s. 6d.

Designs for the Decoration of Rooms in the various Styles of modern Embellishment. With Pilasters and Friezes at large. On 10 large Plates, Drawn and Etched by G. Cooper, Draftsmen and Decorator. 1s. 6d.

Ornaments Unfolded, on a full Size for working, proper for all Carvers, Painters, &c. containing a Variety of accurate Examples of Foliage and Friezes, elegantly engraved in the Manner of Chaus, on 25 large Folio Plates, Sewed, 15s.

President's Ornaments in the Etruscan and Goticque Styles, large Folio, 1s. 3d. Boards.

A New Book of Ornaments containing a Variety of elegant Designs for Builders, Architects, and others, commonly executed in Stoves, Wash, or Painting, and used in Decorating principal Rooms. Drawn and etched by P. Columba. (Quarto. Sewed, 7s. 6d.

A Variety of Cones, Friezes, and Carvings, for Increase or decrease Them, still retaining the same Proportion as the Original. Likewise 12 Designs for Chimney-pieces. On 12 Plates, drawn and etched by P. Columba. Folio, Sewed, 6s.

The Principles of Drawing Ornaments made easy, by proper Examples of Leaves for Mouldings, Capitals, Scrolls, Scrolls, &c. Engraved in imitation of Drawings, on 16 Plates, with Instruc-
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Oriental Iron Work, or Designs in the present Taste, for Fai-
rilights, Stair-Case Railings, Window Guard Irons, Lamp-Irons,
Pedestals, and Gates. With a Scheme for adjusting Designs with
Facility and Accuracy to any Slope. Engraved on 42 Plates.
Quarto, Sews, 6l.
A new Book of Ornaments, by S. Allen, on 6 Plates, sewed, 2s. 6d.
Law's new Book of Ornaments. Sewed, 3s.
A Book of Vases, by T. Law, Sewed, 3s.
A Book of Vases, by P. Columbus. Sewed, 3s.
A new Book of Eighteen Vases, Modern and Antique, 3s.
A Book of Vases from the Antique, on 12 Plates, 3s.
An interior View of Durham Cathedral, and a View of the elegance
cubistic in the same, elegantly engraved on two large Sheets.
Size 19 by 23. The Pair 2s. 6d.
An exterior and interior View of St. Gil's Church in the Fields,
evengraphed by Walker. Size 18 Inches by 15. The Pair 5s.
A North-west View of Greenwich Church, 5s.
An elegant engraved View of Shoreham Church, 5s Inches by
10, 5s.
An elegant engraved View of the Monument at London, with the
Parts geometrically. Size 21 by 33 Inches, from an Original,
by Sir C. Wren, 7s. 6d.
Sir Christopher Wren's Plan for rebuilding the City of London after
the great Fire, 1666. 5s.
West Elevation of York Minster, elegantly engraved from a Draw-
ing by James Malton, Price 1s. 5d.
The Building Act of the 21st Geo. III. with Plates showing the proper
Thickness of Party Walls, External Walls, and Chimneys. A
complete Index, List of Surveyors and their Residence, &c. In a
small Pocket Size. Sewed, 3s.
N.B. The Notice and Certificate required by the above Act, may
be had printed with blank Spaces for filling up, 2s. 6d each, or
15 for 3s.
Experiments and Observations made with a View of Improving the
Art of composing and applying Coloured Cabinets, and of preparing
Rack Lines, with the Theory of these Arts. By B. Higgins, M. D.
A General History of Island Navigation, Foreign and Domestic; containing
a Complete Account of the Canals already executed in England, with
Considerations on those projected, to which are added, Practical Observ-
A Map of England, shewing the Lines of the Canals executed,
those proposed, and the navigable Rivers, coloured. On a large Sheet,
5s.
A Treatise on the Improvement of Canal Navigation, exhibiting the nu-
umerous Advantages to be derived from Small Canals and Boats
of two to five Feet wide, containing from two to five Tons
Bartholomew, with a Description of the Machinery for facilitating
Conveyance by Water, through the most mountainous Countries,
independent of Locks and Aqueducts; including Observations
on the great Importance of Water Communications, with
Thoughts on, and Designs for, Aqueducts and Bridges of Iron
and Wood. By R. Falcon, Engineer. With 17 Plates. Quarto,
Boards, 15s.
Observations on the various Systems of Canal Navigation, with In-
frences practical and mathematical, in which Mr. Falcon's Plan
of Wheel Boats, and the Utility of subterraneous and small
Canals are particularly investigated; including an Account of the
Canals and inclined Planes of China, with a Plates. By H. Chapman,
Civil Engineer. Quarto, 6s. sewed.
Remarkable Ruins and Romantic Prospects of North Britain, with
ancient Monuments and singular Subjects of Natural History,
by the Rev. G. Corrigan, of Banff, with 102 Plates, elegantly en-
gaved by Mzzzo. 2 Vols. Quarto. 5l. 5s. Boards.
A new Collection of 100 Views in Rome and its Vicinity, neatly
engraved by Penni, Quarto, Price 1l. 1s.
A Treatise on Printings, by Leonardo da Vinci. Faithfully translated
from the original Latin, and now the first, printed under proper
Heads, By J. F. Rigaud, Eng. R. A. Illustrated with 23 Copper
Plates and other Figures. To which is prefixed, a new Life of the
Author, drawn up from authentic Materials till now inaccessible,
by J. F. Havell. Eng. F. A. S. Octavo, 5s. 6d. Boards; on
Royal Paper, 15s. 6d. Boards.
An Enquiry into the Changes of Taste in Landscape Gardening;
with which are added, some Observations on its Theory and Practice,
including a Defence of the Art. By E. Repton, Eng. Octavo, 5s.
Hints for Picturesque Improvements in Ornamented Cottages and
their Scenery; including some Observations on theLabourer and
his Cottage. Illustrated by Sketches, by E. Bartell, Jun. large
Octavo, Boards, 10s. 6d.
Orangeries considered as 2 Watering Places, with Observations on the
Picturesque Scenery in its Neighbourhood, by E. Bartell, Jun.,
with 100 Views and a Map. Octavo, 8s. Boards.
Specimens of Ancient Carpentry, consisting of Framed Roofs selected
from various Ancient Buildings, Public and Private. Also some
Specimens of Moldings for Cornices, Doors, and Windows, by
the late Mr. James Smith, engraved on 56 Plates, Quarto, Price
1s. 5d. sewed.
The Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain, represented and illus-
trated in 3 Series of Views, Elevations, Plans, Sections and Details,
of Various Ancient English Edifices, with Historical and Descrip-
tive Accounts of each. By John Britton, F. S. A. 4 Vols. Quarto,
with 257 elegant engraved Plates, 211. in Boards, and on large
Paper 31s.
N.B. The parts may be had separate to complete Sets at 10s. 6d. each,
large Paper 16s.
As Historical and Architectural Essay, relating to Redcliffe Church,
Bristol, illustrated with 12 engravings of Plans, Views and Details,
with an Account of the Monuments, and Anecdotes of eminent
Persons connected with the Church. Royal Octavo, 16s, Medium
Quarto, 11. 1s. and Imperial Quarto, n. 11s. 6d.
N. B. The Quarto sizes will range with the Architectural Antiques.
The Cathedral Antiquities of England, or an Historical, Architectural
and Geographical Illustration of the English Cathedral Churches.
By John Britton, F. S. A. Of this work, one Part, containing 6
or 7 Plates, will be published every three Months, Price 13s. Me-
dium Quarto, and on Imperial Quarto 11.
N. B. Salisbury Cathedral is now completed in 5 Parts.—Norwich
Cathedral is now publishing.
The Fine Arts of the English School, illustrated by a Series of Engravings from Paintings, Sculpture, and Architecture, by eminent English Artists, with Historical, Critical, and Biographical Letter-press, edited by J. Britton, F. S. A. This Volume contains 24 highly finished Engravings, Elephant Quarto, price 31s. 5d. extra Boards; on Atlas Quarto, with first Impressions, price 8l. 5s. extra Boards.


A COLLECTION of DESIGNS for Household Furniture and interior Decoration, in the most approved and elegant Taste, viz. Curtains, Draperies, Beds, Cornices, Chairs and Sofas for Pianos, Libraries, Drawing Rooms, &c. Library Pasteails, Seats, Ottomans, Chaise Longues, Tables for Libraries, Writing, Works, Dressing, &c. Sideboards, Ceterets, Book-cases, Screen, Candlesticks, Chippens, Commodies, Tier Tables, Wardrobes, Pedestals, Glasses, Mirrors, Lamps, Jardinieres, &c. with various Designs for Rooms, Geometrical and in Perspective, shewing the Decorations, Adjustment of the Furniture, and also some general Observations, and 2 Descriptions of each Plate. By George Smith, Upholder Extraordinary to his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. Elegantly engraved on 158 Plates, with Descriptions. Royal Quarto, Price 4l. 12s. 6d. in Boards, and elegantly coloured 7l. 17s. 6d.

The Parts may be had Separate, each containing 50 Plates, price 3l. 12s. 6d. each, or elegantly coloured 7l. 17s. 6d. in Boards.

Mechanical Exercises: or, the Elements and Practice of Carpentry, Joinery, Bricklaying, Masonry, Sizing, Plastering, Painting, Shaping, and Turning. Containing a full Description of the Tools belonging to each Branch of Business, and giving Directions for their Use, with an Explanation of the Terms used in each. Also an Introduction to Practical Geometry. Illustrated by 15 Plates. By Peter Nicholson. Octavo, 18s. Boards, 21s. Bound.

An Essay on the Shaft of Mills; containing their Description and Use, with the Kinds of Stress to which they are subject, and an Inquiry into their Stiffness, Strength, Durability, and Proportion. With a Variety of useful Tables. Also an introductory Account of the Progress and Improvement of Mill-work. By Roberton Buchanan. Illustrated with Three Plates, Price 7s. Boards.

Essays on the Construction and Durability of the Longitudinal Constructions of Shafts denominated Couplings.—On Methods of Disengaging and Re-engaging Machinery, while in Motion. —On Mechanism for Equalizing the Motion of Mills, denominated Lift-Engines, Engine Governors, and Water-Wheel Governors.—On the Velocity of Water-Wheels.—On Changing the Velocity of Machinery while in Motion.—On the Framing of Mill-Work, By Roberton Buchanan. Illustrated with 15 Plates, Price 15s. in Boards.

Carr's Cool Viewer and Engineer Builder's Practical Companion. Quarto, 3l. 3s. 6d.

Smeaton's Experiments on Under-shot and Over-shot Water Wheels, &c. Octavo, with five Plates, 10s. 6d. Boards.

Experimental Enquiries concerning the Principle of the lateral Communication of Motion in Fluids; applied to the Explanation of various Hydraulic Phenomena. By J. F. Perry. Translated from the French by W. Nicholson, with Plates, 40s.

A Treatise on the Teeth of Wheels, Pinions, &c. demonstrating the best Form which can be given them for the various Purposes of Machinery, such as Mill-work, Clock-work, &c. and the Art of finding their Numbers, translated from the French of St. Dennis, with Additions, illustrated by 15 Plates, Octavo, 12s. 6d.

Observations on the Design for the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, as executed in the Year 1783; accompanied by Plans, Elevations, and Sections of the same, engraved on Eighteen Plates. By Benjamin Wyatt, F. S. A. Architect. Royal Quarto, 2l. 12s. 6d. in Boards.

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION.

Fragments on Landscape Gardening and Architecture, as connected with Rural Scenery. By H. Repton, Esq. Imperial Quarto, Price 6l. 6s. in Boards.


FINIS.